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Abstract

Maleic anhydride (MA), an important precursor in the chemical industry, is nowadays primarily
produced by the selective catalytic oxidation of n-butane in the presence of vanadium-phosphorus-
oxide catalysts. Despite its great economic importance and decades of industrial practice, the
process, in major parts performed in multitubular fixed-bed reactors, still offers great potential
for optimization. The yield is limited to values far away from economically and environmentally
friendly processes. One major reason is the formation of distinct hot-spots in the front part of
the reactor. Thus, in addition to improving the catalyst itself, there is considerable potential to
increase the yield by optimizing the temperature control in industrial reactors. However, due to
the high experimental effort and the associated costs, experimental studies are hardly feasible on
an industrial scale. Detailed modeling of the process, thus, can provide decisive contributions
to the development of optimization strategies. In this context, in addition to the accessibility
of an appropriate reactor model, the availability of a suitable kinetic approach is an important
prerequisite.
However, none of the kinetics available in the literature is able to correctly describe the formation
of the most important by-products CO and CO2. Due to their strongly exothermic formation
and selectivities of up to 20% each, both have a significant impact on the temperature profile.
Therefore, the present work aims to experimentally investigate the kinetics and develop a kinetic
model that can not only precisely describe the formation of MA but also the formation of the
by-products CO and CO2. As for the industrial process, however, the high heat of reaction
was challenging. Thus, the first goal was to develop a millistructured fixed-bed reactor, which
enables kinetic studies without disruptive effects of heat and mass transfer. With this almost
isothermal reactor, kinetic studies were carried out over a wide range of industrially relevant
operating conditions. These were supplemented by experiments under the addition of MA and
other products like acetic acid, as well as studies on their oxidation.
In the experiments, in addition to CO and CO2, significant amounts of acetic and acrylic acid
were observed. Since, on the other hand, the oxidation of both acids was found to be extremely
fast, acetic and acrylic acid have to be regarded as important intermediates for the formation
of CO and CO2. Direct oxidation of n-butane to CO and CO2, in contrast, seems to be rather
unlikely. The result is a reaction network much more complex than usually assumed, which
significantly complicates the kinetic description. However, as the formation of acetic and acrylic
acid is rate-determining, a simplified (direct) formation of CO and CO2, as frequently assumed
in the literature, seems to be suitable for kinetic modeling. Furthermore, the results suggest that
the activation of n-butane, respectively the formation of MA, acetic, and acrylic acid is catalyzed
on different active sites than their oxidation. Since the formation of CO and CO2 also seems to
occur at different sites, three different active sites are required for the kinetic modeling.
Based on these findings, different kinetic approaches were derived, adapted to the experimental
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Abstract

results, and compared with each other. The results reveal that the kinetics can be best described
with a redox approach according to Mars and van Krevelen. By dividing the oxygen consumption
of the formation of CO and CO2 between the involved active sites and, thus, indirectly considering
the formation and oxidation of acetic and acrylic acid, the description of the formation of
CO and CO2 could be significantly improved. Thus, the kinetics developed can provide an
important contribution to detailed modeling and optimization of the process, even without a
direct consideration of acetic and acrylic acid. Although there is no proof of correctness so far,
the findings on the importance of acetic and acrylic acid and the number of active sites can be
regarded as a promising starting point for future investigations of the reaction mechanism.
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Kurzfassung

Maleinsäureanhydrid (MA), ein wichtiges Zwischenprodukt der chemischen Industrie, wird
gegenwärtig vor allem durch die selektive katalytische Oxidation von n-Butan in Gegenwart
von Vanadium-Phosphor-Oxid Katalysatoren hergestellt. Der dazugehörige industrielle Prozess,
der zu großen Teilen in Rohrbündelreaktoren durchgeführt wird, weist trotz seiner enormen
wirtschaftlichen Bedeutung und jahrzehntelanger industrieller Praxis jedoch noch immer ein
erhebliches Optimierungspotential auf. Die Ausbeute ist vom Ziel eines wirtschaftlichen und
umweltfreundlichen Prozesses weit entfernt, was in wesentlichen Teilen auf die Bildung eines
ausgeprägten Hotspots im vorderen Teil des Reaktors zurückzuführen ist. Eine Optimierung der
Temperaturführung industrieller Reaktoren kann somit neben einer Verbesserung des Katalysators
selbst als vielversprechender Ansatzpunkt zur Steigerung der Ausbeute angesehen werden. Auf
Grund des hohen experimentellen Aufwands und der damit verbundenen Kosten sind Unter-
suchungen im industriellen Maßstab jedoch kaum realisierbar. Entscheidende Beiträge zur
Entwicklung von Optimierungsstrategien können somit vor allem durch eine detaillierte Mo-
dellierung des Prozesses geliefert werden. Voraussetzung hierfür ist neben einem geeigneten
Reaktormodell vor allem die Verfügbarkeit eines geeigneten kinetischen Ansatzes.
Die Bildung der wichtigsten Nebenprodukte CO und CO2 kann jedoch von keiner der in der
Literatur verfügbaren Kinetiken korrekt beschrieben werden. Auf Grund ihrer stark exothermen
Bildung und Selektivitäten von jeweils bis zu 20% haben beide allerdings einen erheblichen
Einfluss auf das Temperaturprofil. Ziel der vorliegenden Arbeit ist daher eine experimentelle
Untersuchung der Kinetik, um darauf aufbauend ein kinetisches Modell zu entwickeln, das nicht
nur die Bildung von MA, sondern auch die Bildung der Nebenprodukte CO und CO2 genau
beschreiben kann. Analog zum industriellen Prozess war hierfür jedoch die hohe Reaktionswärme
eine große Herausforderung. Um kinetische Untersuchungen ohne störende Einflüsse durch Stoff-
und Wärmetransport durchführen zu können, war daher im ersten Schritt die Entwicklung eines
millistrukturierten Festbettreaktors notwendig. Mit diesem nahezu isothermen Reaktor wurden
kinetische Untersuchungen über einen weiten Bereich von industriell relevanten Betriebsbeding-
ungen durchgeführt, die durch Experimente unter Zugabe von MA und anderen Produkten wie
z.B. Essigsäure sowie durch Untersuchungen zu deren Oxidation ergänzt wurden.
In diesen Experimenten konnten neben CO und CO2 auch nicht zu vernachlässigende Mengen
von Essig- und Acrylsäure beobachtet werden. Da sich die Oxidation beider Säuren andererseits
als extrem schnell erwies, lässt sich schlussfolgern, dass Essig- und Acrylsäure als wichtige
Zwischenprodukte für die Bildung von CO und CO2 angesehen werden müssen. Eine direkte
Oxidation von n-Butan zu CO und CO2 ist dagegen eher unwahrscheinlich. Das sich daraus
ergebende Reaktionsnetzwerk, das viel komplexer ist als üblicherweise angenommen, erschwert die
kinetische Beschreibung allerdings erheblich. Da auf der anderen Seite die Bildung von Essig- und
Acrylsäure geschwindigkeitsbestimmend ist, scheint die Annahme einer vereinfachten (direkten)
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Kurzfassung

Bildung von CO und CO2, wie sie in der Literatur häufig beschrieben wird, für die kinetische
Modellierung ausreichend zu sein. Die Ergebnisse legen ferner nahe, dass die Aktivierung von
n-Butan bzw. die Bildung von MA-, Essig- und Acrylsäure an anderen aktiven Zentren katalysiert
wird als deren Oxidation. Da auch die Bildung von CO und CO2 an unterschiedlichen Zentren
stattzufinden scheint, werden für die kinetische Modellierung drei verschiedene aktive Zentren
benötigt.
Basierend auf diesen Erkenntnissen wurden verschiedene kinetische Ansätze hergeleitet, an
die experimentellen Ergebnisse angepasst und miteinander verglichen. Die Ergebnisse zeigen,
dass die Kinetik am besten mit einem Redoxansatz nach Mars und van Krevelen beschrieben
werden kann. Durch die Aufteilung des Sauerstoffverbrauchs der Bildung von CO und CO2
auf die verschiedenen beteiligten aktiven Zentren und damit eine indirekte Berücksichtigung
der Bildung und Oxidation von Essig- und Acrylsäure, konnte die Beschreibung der Bildung
von CO und CO2 erheblich verbessert werden. Die entwickelte Kinetik kann somit auch ohne
direkte Berücksichtigung von Essig- und Acrylsäure einen wichtigen Beitrag zur detaillierten
Modellierung und Optimierung des Prozesses liefern. Obwohl es bisher keinen Beweis für deren
Richtigkeit gibt, können die Erkenntnisse über die Bedeutung von Essig- und Acrylsäure und die
Anzahl der aktiven Zentren als vielversprechender Ausgangspunkt für zukünftige Untersuchungen
des Reaktionsmechanismus angesehen werden.
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1 Introduction

With an annual production capacity of 3.1 · 106 t (2018, [1]), maleic anhydride (MA) represents
one of the most important organic intermediate products in the chemical industry. Due to its
different functional groups (heterocyclic ring with a double bond and two carbonyl groups, see
Figure 1.1), MA is highly reactive, which enables it to be a versatile reactant for the synthesis
of a broad range of chemicals [2]. These include, for example, lacquers, lubricant oil additives,
plasticizers, co-polymers, pharmaceuticals, and agricultural chemicals [2, 3]. However, the most
important products are unsaturated polyester resins, which are responsible for more than one
half of the global demand [1].

Figure 1.1: Structure of MA molecule.

Historically, the synthesis of MA was based on the vapor-phase selective oxidation of benzene
[2–4]. Due to economic reasons, such as high benzene prices, the necessary cleavage and oxidation
of two carbon atoms, and environmental issues, the process has been increasingly replaced since
the 1970s. Nowadays, the selective oxidation of C4-components has become the predominant
process [3–6], whereby n-butane is available at lower cost and favored against butene [4].
The selective oxidation of n-butane, which is the only commercial example of a partial oxidation
involving the activation of an alkane [7–9], is throughout catalyzed by vanadium-phosphorus-
oxide (VPO) based catalysts [5, 9, 10]. For the industrial-scale implementation of this highly
exothermic process, two different concepts have established; fixed-bed and fluidized-bed reactors.
Starting in the late 1980s, there were also efforts to develop a transport-bed process (DuPonts
circulating-fluidized-bed process [11–13]), which separates the oxidation of n-butane from the
reoxidation of the catalyst. However, due to difficulties concerning the stability of the catalyst,
this process could not be realized successfully. The only commercial-scale plant was shut down
and dismantled after a short period of operation [14].
An advantage of fluidized-bed reactors compared to the fixed-bed process is their superior heat
transfer, resulting in a more uniform temperature distribution. Additionally, the fluidized bed
acts as a flame arrester, enabling reaction conditions (up to 4 vol% n-butane) far above the
lower flammability limit of n-butane (1.3 vol% at 400 °C, [4]) [3, 9]. The resulting higher product
concentration reduces the investment costs for downstream purification [3]. On the other hand,
due to an increasing influence of the subsequent oxidation of MA, the back-mixing inside the
fluidized bed causes a reduced selectivity to MA compared to the fixed-bed process [9, 15]. The
attrition resistance of the catalyst is a challenge, too [3, 9].
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1 Introduction

Although both reactor types are used industrially, the fixed-bed process, which is examined
more closely in the context of this work, is more common [16]. The corresponding multitubular
fixed-bed reactors consist of up to 30,000 tubes of 3-6m length and 21-25mm dimater, cooled
by molten salt [17]. They are operated at salt temperatures between 390 and 430 °C, space
velocities of 1100-2600m3

n/(m3h), and head pressures from 2 to 3 bar [9, 18]. Due to limited
heat removal, the n-butane content in the feed is typically restricted to values below 1.8 vol%
in air [3]. Nevertheless, large temperature gradients occur, both in axial and radial direction.
The (gas) temperature in the hot-spot region is up to 70K [17] higher than the temperature of
the surrounding salt, and even within the typically ring-shaped catalyst pellets, temperature
gradients of up to 40K can occur [19]. High temperatures not only have a negative influence on
the selectivity to MA, but also involve a considerable potential to cause a thermal runaway of the
reactor [20, 21]. Therefore, the temperature control inside the reactor is of decisive importance.

In this context, the formation of the most important by-products CO and CO2 (Eqs. 1.2 and
1.3) is of crucial importance. With selectivities of up to 20% each, they significantly contribute
to the heat released. Moreover, acetic and acrylic acid are formed. However, due to selectivities
of < 3 % each [22], their formation is usually neglected in the literature [16].
CO and CO2 are described to be formed by the direct oxidation of n-butane, as well as by the
consecutive oxidation of MA (Figure 1.2) [9]. Since the importance of the latter reaction increases
with increasing conversion, the selectivity to MA decreases [6]. Therefore, the molar yield is
typically limited to values < 65 % (industrial), reached at conversions of 80-85% (Figure 1.3)
[2, 16, 23]. After the product MA is separated from the product gas, the remaining n-butane is
catalytically oxidized to CO2 [3]. There is usually no recycling of unconverted n-butane.

n-butane MA

CO/CO2

0 20 40 60 80 100
0

65.2 ≈ 65 %

Conversion X /%

Se
le

ct
iv

ity
S

M
A

,Y
ie

ld
Y

/%

Selectivity
Yield

Ymax

Figure 1.2: Reaction network of n-butane oxidation to
MA, CO, and CO2 widely accepted in the
literature [9].

Figure 1.3: Qualitative development of selectivity SMA
and yield Y as a function of n-butane con-
version X.

C4H10 + 3.5 O2 −−→ C4H2O3 + 4 H2O

∆RH = −1236 kJ/mol [2]
(1.1)

C4H10 + 4.5 O2 −−→ 4 CO + 5 H2O

∆RH = −1521 kJ/mol [2]
(1.2)

C4H10 + 6.5 O2 −−→ 4 CO2 + 5 H2O

∆RH = −2656 kJ/mol [2]
(1.3)
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The issue of high hot-spot temperatures and the associated effects on selectivity and yield are
further increased by the phosphorus dynamics of the catalyst. After a few hundred hours on
stream, the yield begins to decrease at increasing n-butane conversion [17, 24, 25]. Due to
the interconnected increase of the heat of reaction, this is not only an economic disadvantage
but also a safety aspect with regard to the risk of a thermal runaway of the reactor [21]. As
frequently discussed in the literature, especially in the form of patents (e.g., [26, 27]), the most
likely reason is the loss of phosphorus from the catalyst surface. One possibility to overcome
this loss is to treat the catalyst with an organophosphorus component (usually a few ppm of
trimethyl phosphate [17]) in combination with the addition of water [21, 25–27]. Although in
industry, this phosphorus treatment has been used for a long time (first patents date back to
the 1960s [28]), there is only one systematic study [16, 29]. Until now, the background of the
phosphorus dynamics is not fully understood [16, 21, 25].

The disadvantageous influence of the hot-spot, the not understood background of the phosphorus
dynamics, and, especially, the limited yield indicate that the process of the selective oxidation
of n-butane to MA still offers significant optimization potential. Due to the high production
capacity, even very small increases in selectivity and yield have a major impact, not only in terms
of process economics but also on the emissions of the greenhouse gas CO2.
In addition to improving the catalyst itself, above all, the detailed modeling of the process
can be seen as a promising tool to develop optimization strategies. An important goal is the
optimization of the temperature control inside the reactor and thus a reduction of the hot-spot
temperatures. Possible scenarios, which can be evaluated much easier and more flexible with a
detailed model than in real experiments, are, e.g., the separation of the reactor into different
temperature sections or the use of partially diluted catalyst beds. A detailed model can also
provide important information for the evaluation of experiments on the phosphorus dynamics
and, thus, contribute to enhance its understanding. However, in all cases, the availability of a
model with appropriate accuracy is required. In addition to an exact description of the heat
transport processes in the reactor, the availability of a suitable kinetic model plays a major
role. Due to the large contribution of the formation of the by-products CO and CO2 to the heat
released, the kinetics must not only correctly describe the conversion and the selectivity to MA,
but also the formation of the by-products.

With a shift of 14 electrons, the abstraction of eight hydrogen and insertion of three oxygen
atoms, as well as a ring closure, the selective oxidation of n-butane to MA represents one of the
most complex selective oxidation reactions [6, 9]. Consequently, the reaction most likely proceeds
via a complex mechanism and a series of intermediates. However, these are only detectable under
conditions far away from industry, such as high n-butane/oxygen-ratios or vacuum conditions [9,
30, 31]. Thus, despite intensive research efforts, different suggested mechanisms (summarized by
Dummer et al. [6]), and a vast number of publications, the reaction mechanism is still under
debate. Therefore, the process is typically described by a network of overall reactions [4, 18],
assuming that the activation of n-butane is rate-determining [30, 32–36]. The required complexity
of this network, however, is treated quite differently. Often no distinction is made between CO
and CO2 and the by-products acetic and acrylic acid are considered only by very few authors
([22, 37]).
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Based on these different networks, a variety of rate equations were proposed, which, however, differ
strongly. Besides rather empirical pseudo-first-order [38, 39] and power-law approaches [22, 40, 41],
the adsorption mechanisms according to Eley-Rideal [16, 42–47] and Langmuir-Hinshelwood [35,
37, 48] are widely accepted. On the other hand, based on studies to demonstrate the possibility
of a temporal and/or spatial separation of the catalysts reduction and reoxidation (e.g., DuPonts
circulating-fluidized-bed concept [11–13]), some authors [32, 49, 50] tried to describe the kinetics
using a redox approach according to Mars and van Krevelen [51]. Further differences concern
the description of inhibiting influences by water and organic reactants/products. Although
an influence of water is widely accepted [16, 52], not all approaches (e.g. [22, 53]) take it into
account.
In summary, there is no consensus as to which approach best describes the kinetics. However, in
view of the aim of a detailed description of the heat of reaction, a separation between CO/CO2
and a consideration of the influence of water (strong influence on conversion, selectivities, and
the CO/CO2 ratio [16, 52]) seems to be essential. As a consequence, the majority of known
kinetics is unsuitable for detailed modeling, but even the few models fulfilling these requirements
([16, 45]) can only describe the conversion and the selectivity to MA with satisfying accuracy.
The description of the by-products CO and CO2 is insufficient, even after adjusting the kinetic
parameters (see also Chapter 5). Thus, to achieve the goal of a kinetic approach suitable for
detailed modeling, the development of a new model is necessary.

The corresponding experimental investigation represents a substantial part of this work. In
this context, in contrast to many previous studies, often executed under deviating operating
conditions, the aim was to cover an as wide as possible range of industrially relevant (fixed-bed)
operating conditions. The transferability to industrial reactors should be ensured by the use of
an industrial catalyst. In contrast, many known studies were carried out with self-synthesized
catalysts or catalysts that are no longer state-of-the-art. In addition to the variation of the
operating conditions, some experiments were performed under the addition of the reaction
products water and MA, as these allow to draw conclusions about inhibiting influences [52].
Further studies under the influence of the usually neglected by-products acetic and acrylic acid,
which were not described in the literature until now, could help to clarify their role in the
formation of CO and CO2 and thus the required complexity of the reaction network.
The highly exothermic behavior of the reaction (∆RH ≈ −1475 kJ mol−1 of converted n-butane
1), however, represented a great challenge. If the kinetic investigation would be performed in an
industrial-scale reactor, as for example by Lesser et al. [29], large temperature gradients would
occur, which would result in interferences between different effects. Mass transfer resistances,
which always occur in the catalyst bodies (usually hollow cylinders) used in industrial fixed-bed
reactors, would play a considerable role, too. Thus, the rate equations to be determined from
the experimental results would depend on the accuracy of the description of the transport
processes (heat and mass transfer, diffusion, etc.) in the model used for evaluation. Therefore, a
determination of the kinetics under (almost) isothermal conditions and in the absence of mass
transfer resistances is desirable.

Microreactors, which are characterized by dimensions in the sub-millimeter range and high surface-
1calculated under the assumption of typical selectivities (SMA = 68 %, SCO = 19 %, SCO2

= 13 %)
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to-volume ratios [54, 55], thus, seemed to be the reactor of choice. Compared to conventional
reactors, the heat transfer is significantly enhanced, especially in the direction of their smallest
dimension [56]. This enables an almost isothermal behavior [55, 56], even for strongly exothermic
reactions [55] like the MA synthesis considered here. In addition, this permits experiments at
higher temperatures [54], which, for example, allow specific investigations of the conditions in
the hot-spot region. Since the catalyst bed acts as a flame barrier, even experiments above
the lower explosion limit are possible [57, 58]. The mass transfer is significantly improved, too
[59]. By using catalyst particles much smaller than those in industrial reactors, mass transfer
resistances inside the catalyst and between the particles and the fluid can ideally be avoided [54].
Microreactors, therefore, are the ideal reactors to determine intrinsic rate equations.

Concerning MA synthesis, the use of small-size reactors has already been investigated, both
theoretically [60] and experimentally [61]. With the smallest dimension of 1.5 and 3mm,
respectively, the fixed-bed slit reactors used in the experimental study are actually no longer
microreactors. The advantages of these millistructured reactors, however, remain the same. By
using a salt bath as cooling media, very low temperature gradients could be achieved. Even for
large n-butane concentrations of up to 4.5 vol%, almost none (1.5mm slit), respectively small
(< 15 K, 3mm slit) hot-spots were observed. If a proper catalyst fraction was selected, also mass
transfer resistances could be largely avoided. The reactor developed by Hofmann et al. [61] thus
seems to be suitable to investigate the kinetics.
A comparison of the experimental results of Hofmann et al. and more recent studies, however,
showed that the experiments were not reproducible. Despite identical operating conditions,
deviations of the conversion and the selectivities of sometimes more than 10% could be observed
between different test runs. Additionally, for longer experiments (> 30 d), an entry of the
salt used for cooling the reactor was observed, but could not be excluded for shorter runs,
too. Furthermore, the setup did not offer any possibility to measure the products MA, acetic,
and acrylic acid. In order to carry out kinetic investigations, thus, further optimizations and
developments were necessary, which are the subject of the first part of this work.

The present thesis is structured in three published manuscripts that contribute to the overall
objective of developing a detailed kinetic model.

Chapter 3 briefly describes the experimental setup used to investigate the kinetics. In this
context, special attention is paid to the design of the millistructured fixed-bed reactor
and the development of a two-stage saturator for a well-defined addition of the product
MA (solid at room temperature) to the feed. Furthermore, the filling and running-in
procedure is described, which enables a significant improvement of the reproducibility of
the experiments compared to previous ones. Based on first results, it is shown that the
reactor behaves almost isothermally and that, for the case of a suitable selection of the
catalyst fraction, mass transfer influences have almost no influence, too. Moreover, the
experimental results are used to derive a first reaction network, that in addition to MA,
CO, and CO2 also considers the usually neglected by-products acetic and acrylic acid.

Chapter 4 represents a thorough investigation of the kinetics under a broad range of (industrial)
operating conditions. Special attention is devoted to the influence of the reaction products,
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for which tests were carried out under adding them to the feed. Based on the observed
qualitative effects, the experimental results are used to draw conclusions about the reaction
network, the importance of by-products, the number of active sites, inhibiting influences,
reaction orders, and the type of the underlying reaction mechanism.

Chapter 5 starts with evaluating whether one of the kinetics published in the literature can
describe the observed effects and trends. Since none of the kinetics can describe the
experiments with the desired degree of detail, especially regarding the unwanted by-products
CO and CO2, different kinetic approaches are derived and adjusted to the experimental
results. By comparing the results, conclusions are drawn, as to which approach best
describes the kinetics. Furthermore, the question of how the information on the usually
neglected by-products acetic and acrylic acid can be used to improve the description of the
formation of CO and CO2 is discussed.
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2 Publication Overview

The following publications were published in “peer-reviewed” scientific journals and are integral
parts of this doctoral thesis.

1. M. Müller, K. Junge, G. Mestl, T. Turek
Millistructured Reactor as Tool for Investigating the Kinetics of Maleic Anhydride Synthesis
Chemie Ingenieur Technik 92 (5), 2020, 575-581
DOI: 10.1002/cite.201900131

Journal Impact Factor: 1.147 (2019)

The contribution of the first author was the conception/improvement of the experimental
setup, the design, execution, and evaluation of the experiments, as well as the preparation
of the manuscript. K. Junge assisted in the preparation and execution of the experiments.
G. Mestl and T. Turek advised the experimental conception and contributed to writing
the manuscript. This publication is reprinted in Chapter 3. It addresses the suitability of
an almost isothermal millistructured fixed-bed reactor to investigate the kinetics of the
selective oxidation of n-butane to maleic anhydride. In addition to an as broad as possible
range of industrially relevant operating conditions, the main focus was on the influence
of the reaction products on the kinetics. For this purpose, a saturator for the controlled
addition of MA to the reactor feed was developed. The experiments were used to develop a
reaction network, including the usually neglected by-products acetic and acrylic acid, and
draw conclusions on inhibiting influences.

2. M. Müller, M. Kutscherauer, S. Böcklein, G. Mestl, T. Turek
On the importance of by-products in the kinetics of n-butane oxidation to maleic anhydride
Chemical Engineering Journal 401, 2020, 126016
DOI: 10.1016/j.cej.2020.126016

Journal Impact Factor: 10.652 (2019)

The contribution of the first author was to design, conduct, and analyze the experiments, as
well as to prepare the manuscript. M. Kutscherauer assisted in preparing and analyzing the
experiments. S. Böcklein and G. Mestl supported in writing the manuscript. T. Turek ad-
vised the experimental conception and the preparation of the manuscript. The publication
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is reprinted in Chapter 4. It investigates the kinetics of maleic anhydride formation under
industry-related conditions. Thereby, the main focus is on the influence of the reaction
products, including the typically not considered by-products acetic and acrylic acid. In this
context, it is demonstrated that both play an important role in the formation of CO and
CO2. Direct formation of CO/CO2, on the other hand, seems to be rather unlikely. The
results are summarized in a new reaction network with at least nine reactions. All of these
reactions are inhibited by water and show an apparent reaction order smaller than one
concerning their organic reactant. This behavior and the complex pattern of inhibitions
observed in the experiment, in most cases, can be well explained with a redox mechanism.

3. M. Müller, M. Kutscherauer, S. Böcklein, G. Mestl, T. Turek
Improved Kinetics of n-Butane Oxidation to Maleic Anhydride: The Role of Byproducts
Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research 60 (1), 2021, 218-229
DOI: 10.1021/acs.iecr.0c05029

Journal Impact Factor: 3.573 (2019)

The contribution of the first author was the development of the reactor model, the derivation
of the rate equations, the execution of the simulations, the evaluation of the results, as well as
the preparation of the manuscript. M. Kutscherauer assisted in developing the kinetic model
and analyzing the simulation results. S. Böcklein and G. Mestl supported in writing the
manuscript. T. Turek advised the simulation studies and the preparation of the manuscript.
The publication is reprinted in Chapter 5. It starts with the adaption of several literature
kinetics to the experimental results, for which a mathematical model of the used laboratory
reactor is developed. As none of the known kinetics is able to satisfactorily describe the
system, especially the formation of the most important by-products CO and CO2, several
kinetic approaches are derived and adjusted to the measurement data. A comparison of the
results suggests that the kinetics can be best described with a redox approach, according
to Mars and van Krevelen, derived under the assumption of three different active sites. By
including information on the role of the usually neglected by-products acetic and acrylic
acid, the description of the CO/CO2 formation can be significantly improved, even with a
simplified reaction network.
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Investigating the Kinetics of Maleic Anhydride
Synthesis

Open access article published under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCom-
mercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International License

M. Müller, K. Junge, G. Mestl, T. Turek
Chemie Ingenieur Technik 92 (5), 2020, 575-581
DOI: 10.1002/cite.201900131

Keywords: n-Butane, Kinetics, Maleic Anhydride, Millistructured reactors

Abstract

A nearly isothermal millistructured fixed-bed reactor was used to investigate the kinetics of the
selective oxidation of n-butane to maleic anhydride. In addition to the investigation of a broad
range of industrially relevant conditions, the focus was on the influence of the reaction products
on the kinetics. For this purpose, a saturator for the accurate dosing of the target product MA
was developed. The experimental data were used to derive a reaction network comprising the
by-products acetic and acrylic acid. Additionally, the inhibition of the associated reactions by
reactants and products was investigated.

3.1 Introduction

Maleic anhydride (MA), used for the synthesis of unsaturated polyester resins, copolymers,
lubricants, etc., is one of the most important intermediate products obtained by selective
oxidation [3.1]. Whereas in former times benzene was used as feedstock, today the selective
oxidation of n-butane over vanadium phosphorus oxide (VPO) catalysts is established [3.2].
Industrially, mainly salt bath-cooled multitubular fixed-bed reactors are used for this highly
exothermic process. Typically, these reactors are operated at temperatures between 390 and
430 °C and 1 to 2 bar(g) pressure at the reactor head [3.3]. Due to limited heat removal, hotspots
of up to 70K occur. To avoid thermal runaway of the reactor, the butane content in the feed is
usually limited to values below 1.8 vol% butane in air [3.2]. The achievable molar yield of the
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target product MA reaches up to 65% at butane conversions between 80 and 85% [3.4]. In view
of an annual production of 2.8million tons (2015) [3.1], there is still considerable potential for
optimization. Besides the target product MA, the most important side products are CO and
CO2, which are formed by direct oxidation of n-butane as well as by the consecutive oxidation of
MA [3.5]. Additionally, acetic acid (AcA) and acrylic acid (AcrA) are formed in minor amounts
[3.6].
A critical aspect of this process is that after several hundred hours of time on stream the
conversion begins to increase and at the same time the selectivity to MA decreases [3.6, 3.7]. In
addition to the undesirable economic consequences, this leads to the risk of a thermal runaway
of the reactor due to the increasing release of energy [3.8]. A frequently described reason of
this phenomenon is the loss of phosphorus on catalyst surface. To overcome this catalyst aging,
the patent literature [3.7, 3.8] suggests the addition of an organophosphorus component to the
feed in combination with a water treatment of the catalyst. Despite intensive research and long
usage of this treatment in industry, the background of this phosphorus dynamics is not fully
understood [3.7–3.9]. Therefore, the aim of ongoing research is to investigate the phosphorus
dynamics under well-defined conditions. The millistructured reactor used in this work, originally
developed by Hofmann [3.10], offers optimal conditions due to its virtually isothermal behavior
as it allows a separation of the influences of the hotspot from other kinetic effects.
In the first step that will be described in the present publication, the experimental setup was
further developed to investigate the kinetics. For this purpose, the analytics were improved to be
able to record MA and organic by-products. Furthermore, the filling of the reactor was optimized
to obtain reproducible experimental results. Afterwards, a systematic study of the relationship
between the reaction kinetics and the operating conditions was performed. In addition to the
investigation of a broad range of industrially relevant operating conditions, the focus was on the
experimental examination of the reaction kinetics under the influence of the reaction products
CO, CO2, water, and MA. The aim was to clarify the connection between the various components
involved and whether the associated reactions are inhibited by the reactants or reaction products.
For the investigation of the oxidation of MA, a two-stage saturator was developed, which allows
an accurate dosing of MA to the feed. From the results of these experiments, a reaction network
was derived, which also includes the by-products AcA and AcrA.

3.2 Experimental Setup

The experiments were performed in a millistructured fixed-bed reactor with a catalyst bed of
44x72x1.65mm, that was derived from the concept described by Hofmann [3.10]. As depicted
in Fig. 3.1a, the reactor is composed of two stainless steel (1.4571) plates sealed with an outer
copper gasket and an inner graphite gasket (Frenzelit, Novaphit SSTC TA-L). To keep the reactor
at a desired temperature between 360 and 450 °C, it is immersed in an electrically heated vessel,
containing a molten salt mixture of NaNO2/KNO3 (45:55wt%). To get a uniform temperature
distribution, the salt is circulated by distributing nitrogen (approximately 600mL min−1) at the
bottom of the vessel. To measure the axial temperature profile inside the catalytic bed, there are
five thermocouples in the front plate of the reactor. The first one is arranged 2mm after the
beginning of the catalyst packing, the others follow with a distance of 13mm each.
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The rectangular channel (Fig. 3.1b) of the reactor was filled with three different fractions (355-
450µm, 450-630µm, and 630-800 µm) of catalyst, which were obtained by milling an industrial
ring-shaped Bi-promoted VPO catalyst provided by Clariant AG. To fix the catalyst bed inside
the reactor, wired cloth frits (Haver & Boecker, aperture width 0.25mm) were used. To achieve
an even distribution of the gas, the free space in front of the catalytic bed was filled with inert
silicon carbide particles of the same particle size as the catalyst bed.

Figure 3.1: a) Scheme of the reactor, b) reactor filled with milled VPO catalyst.

Fig. 3.2 shows a simplified schematic flow diagram of the fully automated experimental setup.
As illustrated, the setup is supplied with four different gases using mass flow controllers (MFCs)
(Bronkhorst). Three MFCs are used to adjust different n-butane/oxygen/nitrogen mixtures at
varying space velocities (up to 4800m3

Nm−3h−1). To get a uniform n-butane flow, the butane
cylinder is heated to 45 °C and the butane lines as well as the butane MFC are heated to 60 °C
to prevent condensation. The fourth MFC provides the ability to add the products CO and CO2
to the feed stream. Water is added using an HPLC pump (Fink Carino 09 DK-PF-10-150) and
a low pulsation total evaporator (ICVT, University of Stuttgart [3.11]). After mixing the feed
components with a static mixer, the feed gases enter the aforementioned reactor, whereby all feed
lines are heated to a temperature above 160 °C. To preheat the feed to salt bath temperature,
the feed line is routed through the salt bath before entering the reactor. After passing through
the reactor, the product gas is conducted through heated pipes (220 °C) to the product gas
purification consisting of four stripping vessels. The first one is filled with stainless steel wool
and serves to desublimate the formed MA, the second one is empty and holds up entrained
MA particles. The last two separators are filled with deionized water and are used to wash out
water-soluble by-products such as AcA and AcrA. Water and other condensable components are
then removed through a process gas cooler set to a dew point of 2 °C.
After this product gas purification, the fractions of CO, CO2, and n-butane are measured with
an infrared process gas analyzer (Emerson X-Stream XE) also containing a paramagnetic cell
to measure the oxygen content. Additionally, the concentrations of MA, n-butane, and the
side products AcA and AcrA before the product gas purification are measured using a gas
chromatograph (Agilent 7820A) with a 30-m Agilent DB-1701 column and a flame ionization
detector.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic flow diagram of the experimental setup.

3.2.1 Maleic Anhydride Dosing

The addition of the product maleic anhydride, a solid at room temperature, to the feed of the
reactor was realized with the aid of a two-stage saturator. This saturator depicted in Fig. 3.3 was
developed based on the concept described by Uihlein [3.12]. Inside the saturator, the nitrogen
part of the feed stream, which is used as carrier gas, is enriched with the desired content of MA.
The other components, n-butane and oxygen, are added after the saturator to prevent oxidation
of MA or dissolution of n-butane in MA inside the saturator.

Figure 3.3: Schematic of the MA saturator.

To preheat the nitrogen stream, it is passed through a spiral tube in the heat exchanger of
the second (upper) part of the saturator. In the first stage, the preheated nitrogen stream is
distributed through a sintered stainless steel frit (pore size 14µm) into liquid MA at 110 °C.
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Subsequently in the second part, the MA content is adjusted to the desired value by condensing
out excess MA by cooling down (60 to 85 °C) the saturated gas stream in a multitubular heat
exchanger tempered with a circulation thermostat.
Special emphasis is paid to the heat exchanger within the second part of the saturator. In a first
version, it consisted of simple tubes without built-in components. Experiments showed, however,
a strong dependence of the MA content at the output of the saturator on the filling level and
especially the temperature of the receiver tank. Theoretically, the MA content depends only
on the temperature in the heat exchanger and should be independent of the nitrogen flow rate
as well as the temperature and level of the storage tank. However, the lower the temperature
or filling level was, the higher was the MA content at the output. A possible reason for this
behavior, which contradicts the vapor pressure curve, was a lack of condensation of excess
MA in the heat exchanger. The higher the temperature and, therefore, the vapor pressure of
MA before cooling down, the higher is the oversaturation inside the heat exchanger. Since a
homogeneous condensation requires a certain degree of supersaturation [3.13], it is possible that at
low temperatures not enough condensation nuclei are formed which allow a complete condensing
out of excess MA. As such oversaturation is not required for heterogeneous condensation on
surfaces [3.13] and the required oversaturation for homogeneous condensation decreases with
increasing fluid velocity and turbulence [3.14], static mixers were introduced into the tubes of
the heat exchanger. The resulting improved condensation and better heat exchange made it
possible to achieve an MA content that was independent of volume flow, temperature, and filling
level of the receiver tank. This improved two-stage design allows a very accurate dosing of MA,
the observed deviations from the few available data in the literature [3.15] are below 8%. The
reproducibility of the dosing of MA is quite good, the deviations are less than 2%.

3.3 Experimental Procedure

To investigate the kinetics, a series of experiments using the aforementioned setup was conducted.
Before the actual experiments could be started, the filling of the reactor had to be investigated
in more detail. In former experiments, despite identical catalyst masses, large differences in the
performance of the reactor could be observed, which were also apparent in the measured pressure
drop. The reason of this lack of reproducibility of experiments could be attributed to the filling
of the slit reactor. Therefore, the following filling procedure was developed.
In the first step, 5.55 g of crushed catalyst material is supplied through the feed line of the
reactor. Then, the catalyst bed is compacted under shaking the whole reactor with a vibrating
sieve tower for 2min. After the installation of the frit on the top of the catalyst bed and filling in
the inert pre-bed, the catalyst bed is compacted by vibrating it again for 4min. This subsequent
compaction reduces channeling effects, resulting in significantly lower deviations in pressure drop
and conversion between different experiments. Without this treatment, differences in pressure
drop and conversion of up to 15 and 10% could be observed between the experiments, whereas
these are smaller than 2 and 3% after compaction.
Each experiment took between 800 and 1500 h and was executed according to the following
procedure:
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1. The catalyst-filled reactor was immersed under nitrogen flow (300mL min−1) into the salt
bath at approximately 320 °C. After switching on the salt bath circulation, the temperature
of the salt bath was heated up with 0.5 °C min−1 to 430 °C. As soon as the salt temperature
reached 360 °C, the butane and oxygen supply were started.

2. After start-up, the catalyst was equilibrated at 430 °C, 1.5% n-butane in air, 1.2 bar, and
a space velocity of 4800m3

Nm−3h−1. These conditions were also chosen as a reference
condition to compare the different experiments with each other and to evaluate catalyst
aging.

3. As soon as a steady state was attained, the variation of the operating conditions according
to a design of experiments (DOE) was started. Within these variations, salt bath tem-
peratures between 380 and 440 °C, butane concentrations between 1.2 and 2.1%, oxygen
contents between 16 and 21%, and space velocities between 3900 and 4800m3

Nm−3h−1

were investigated. Additionally, some experiments were carried out under adding of the
products water, MA, CO, and CO2. Each test point was maintained for 12 to 48 h, until a
new steady state was reached.

The measured data are analyzed according to the following definitions of conversion X and
selectivity Si to component i. In these definitions, ṅi and ṅi,0 are the molar flow rates of the
respective component i at the reactor inlet and outlet, respectively, while χi is the number of
carbon atoms of component i.

X =
ṅC4H10,0 − ṅC4H10

ṅC4H10,0
(3.1)

Si = χi
4

ṅi − ṅi,0
ṅC4H10,0 − ṅC4H10

(3.2)

3.4 Results and Discussion

During startup of the experiments, it was observed that in the first 10 days there was a continuous
decrease in catalyst activity with a simultaneous increase in selectivity to the target product MA.
The duration of the equilibration phase is thus considerably longer than the 40 hours described
by Lesser et al. [3.6] for the same catalyst but is in the same order of magnitude as stated by
Schulz et al. [3.16]. One possible reason for Lesser’s much faster equilibration period is the higher
hot spot temperature, which was 450 °C compared to the reactor temperature of 430 °C in the
current experiments. An increase in temperature would shorten the running-in period, which
would have, however, the disadvantage of very high conversions. Since the conversion would rise
above typical industrial values, an increase in temperature to shorten the running-in phase was
avoided.
In the first experimental runs, the reactor was operated without addition of any products. By
periodically repeating the reaction conditions of the equilibrating phase, it was possible to
demonstrate that no significant ageing of the catalyst occurred under these conditions, even after
45 days on stream. The observed differences in conversion and selectivities were all in the range
of the measurement inaccuracy and did not show an unambiguous trend. Furthermore, it could
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be demonstrated that a broad range of conversion between 25 and up to 93% can be achieved
with the investigated operating conditions. The corresponding selectivities to the products are
depicted in Fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Selectivities Si to MA, CO, CO2, AcA, and AcrA as a function of the conversion X (380-440 °C, 1.2-2.1%
butane, 16–21% O2, 3900–4800m3

Nm−3h−1).

To exclude the influence of mass transfer resistances on the reactor performance, experiments
with three different catalyst fractions (355-450, 450-630, and 630-800µm) were compared with
each other. As no significant differences could be observed, mass transport resistances seem to
play a minor role. These results are consistent with the calculated catalyst efficiency obtained by
simulating the reactor with a heterogeneous reactor model, using the gPROMS software package
and the kinetics of Lesser et al. [3.3]. The calculated catalyst efficiency, i.e., the ratio of observed
to theoretical intrinsic reaction rate, is greater than 95% for all conditions considered. Only for
temperatures higher than 430 °C and the largest catalyst fraction, smaller catalyst efficiencies
were calculated, which are still above 90%. For this reason, the following results refer to the
middle catalyst fraction of 450-630 µm.
As already shown by Hofmann [3.10] for a reactor with a slit width of 1.5mm instead of the
1.65mm used here, the reactor behaves almost isothermally. Even at high space velocities of
up to 4800m3

Nm−3h−1 and over 90% conversion, the measured temperature of the catalyst bed
is at maximum 5K above the temperature of the surrounding salt bath. These low hot spots
compared to industrial reactors allow an operation at higher butane concentrations than the
usual maximal 1.8% [3.2] in industry. As shown by Hofmann [3.10], a runaway of the reactor
does not occur even at concentrations significantly above (up to 4.5%) the lower explosion limit.
To ensure comparability with industrial conditions, the concentration of butane was limited to
2.1% for the present work.
To investigate the influence of the reaction conditions, a series of experiments was conducted
under varying salt bath temperature, space velocity, and butane concentration. Fig. 3.5a shows
that the conversion increases with rising temperature. As described in the literature [3.5], the
measured selectivity to MA decreases with increasing conversion, which is due to the growing
influence of over-oxidation of MA to CO and CO2. This is also reflected in the increasing
selectivities to CO and CO2. The influence of the butane concentration is illustrated in Fig. 3.5b.
From the data presented, it becomes apparent that the conversion decreases with increasing
butane content, which indicates a butane reaction order of less than one or an inhibition by
butane. Inhibition by butane is frequently assumed in the literature and described by Buchanan
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and Sundaresan [3.17], Uihlein [3.12], Becker [3.18], Lorences et al. [3.19], Brandstädter [3.20],
Lesser [3.9], and many other authors. The influence of the butane content on the selectivities is
rather small; there is a slight increase in selectivity to MA and a slight decrease in selectivities
to CO and CO2. This shows that the oxidation of butane to COx must also be inhibited by
butane.
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Figure 3.5: Conversion X and selectivities Si as a function of a) salt bath temperature TSalt (1.8% butane, 21% O2,
4500m3

Nm−3h−1) and b) butane content xC4H10
(420 °C, 21% O2, 4500m3

Nm−3h−1).

In addition to CO and CO2, AcA and AcrA were also formed as undesirable by-products. Further
by-products or intermediate products could not be detected. This is in accordance with the
literature [3.21], according to which intermediates can only be detected at high butane or low
oxygen contents. AcA and AcrA are formed with selectivities of up to 3% each, whereas their
content decreases with increasing conversion. While Lorences et al. [3.19] also described this
trend for AcA, they observed a rising selectivity to AcrA with increasing temperature and
conversion. Since both fractions decrease with increasing conversion, both AcA and AcrA must
be oxidized further to COx. In experiments involving the co-feeding of CO and CO2, it could be
demonstrated that these components have no influence on the kinetics, which is in agreement
with Uihlein’s [3.12] results. Moreover, also an oxidation of CO to CO2 could not be observed.
The influence of water was investigated in a series of measurements by adding up to 4% water to
the feed. Within a few minutes, water leads to a decrease in conversion, which is in accordance
with the results of Arnold and Sundaresan [3.22], Contractor et al. [3.23], and Lesser [3.9]. After
this immediate change, there was a further but much slower change in catalyst performance
within the next few days, like described by Arnold and Sundaresan [3.22]. After switching off the
water supply, the original catalyst performance was restored, so both effects seem to be reversible.
Irreversible effects as described in [3.22] could not be observed, even after longer periods of water
supply. As depicted in Fig.3.6, the influence of water on the conversion rises with increasing
water content. The selectivity to the target product MA does not seem to be influenced by water,
which is in contrast to Arnold and Sundaresan [3.22], who observed an increase in selectivity.
In contrast to the selectivity to MA, the selectivities to CO and CO2 decrease with increasing
water content, accompanied by a slight decrease in the CO/CO2 ratio. On the other hand, there
is a strong increase in the selectivities to the by-products AcA and AcrA, up to selectivities of
more than 4%, which indicates an inhibition of oxidation to CO and CO2.
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Figure 3.6: Conversion X and selectivities Si as a function of the water content xH2O (1.5% butane, 400 °C, 21% O2,
4500m3

Nm−3h−1).

To investigate the consecutive oxidation of MA, some experiments were carried out under up
to 1% of MA supply. The experiments were performed both under co-dosing of butane and
MA as well as without butane. It could be observed that MA has no influence on the oxida-
tion of butane. Thus, an inhibition of butane oxidation by MA, as described in some older
publications on the kinetics of n-butane oxidation (e.g., [3.24]), can be excluded. From the
experiments without butane, it becomes evident that the oxidation of MA is inhibited by MA
itself, since the conversion of MA decreases with increasing MA content (Fig. 3.7). While
the addition of MA has no effect on the conversion of butane, butane seems to inhibit the
oxidation of MA. This is shown by the amounts of CO and CO2 released under co-dosing, which
are smaller than the sum of the released amounts from the individual experiments in which
only butane or MA was added. Similar to the oxidation of butane, it was observed that the
subsequent oxidation of MA is inhibited by water. In all cases, with and without water, it can
be observed that the ratio of CO/CO2 is independent of the reaction conditions and equals
approximately 45:55%. A formation of AcA and AcrA from MA could not be observed in any case.
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Figure 3.7: Conversion XMA and selectivities Si to CO and CO2 for the oxidation of MA as a function of the MA
content xMA at the reactor inlet (400 °C, 21% O2, 4500m3

Nm−3h−1).
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3.5 Conclusion

The kinetics of selective oxidation of n-butane to maleic anhydride were investigated in a nearly
isothermal millistructured fixed-bed reactor filled with fine catalyst powder so that mass transport
resistances can be neglected. To investigate the influence of the product MA, a saturator was
developed for its precise dosage. Based on the results of experiments in a broad industrially
relevant range, including the addition of products, the reaction network shown in Fig. 3.8 was
developed, which also includes the by-products. It was shown that the oxidation of butane as well
as the oxidation of MA is inhibited by water and butane itself, whereby water has no significant
influence on the selectivity to MA. The effects of water were fully reversible and had no effect on
the catalyst performance after switching off the water supply. Co-dosing experiments with MA
have shown that there is no product inhibition of the oxidation of butane by MA, as is often
described in literature. The by-products AcA and AcrA were detected in significant quantities,
especially at low temperatures and conversions as well as under water supply. Therefore, both
components must be oxidized to CO and CO2, whereby the subsequent oxidation is favored by
high temperatures and low water contents. The corresponding reaction network is summarized
in Fig. 3.8 together with information on the inhibition of each individual reaction.

n-butane

MA

CO

CO2

AcA

AcrA

C4H10, H2O

C4H10, H2O

C4H10, H
2O

C4H10, H2O, MA

C
4H

10 , H
2O, MA

H2O

H2
O

H
2O

H2O

inhibition by

Figure 3.8: Reaction network with by-products. The labels above the arrows indicate an inhibition by the specified
components.

A possible reason for the observed inhibition of the oxidation of butane and MA by butane (and
MA) could be a competitive adsorption of butane, MA, and oxygen on the catalyst surface. In
a variety of publications (e.g., [3.9]) the process is described with an Eley-Rideal-type kinetics,
whereby it is assumed that oxygen adsorbs on the catalyst surface and butane and MA react
directly from the gas phase. A concurrent adsorption of butane and MA could therefore lead to a
reduction of the adsorbed oxygen and, thus, inhibit the reaction. Other authors (e.g., [3.19]), in
contrast, assume a redox mechanism according to Mars and van Krevelen [3.25]. The inhibition
is attributed to a reduction of the active centers of the catalyst by the oxidation of butane and
MA, which changes the redox behavior of the catalyst. The observed inhibition by water could
be explained in both models by competing adsorption respectively by adsorption of water on
the reduced catalyst surface and, therefore, the inhibition of the reoxidation of the catalyst.
A precise clarification of the reason for the inhibitions is not yet possible on the basis of the
currently available data but will be examined in more detail in future publications.
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4 On the importance of by-products in the kinetics of n-butane oxidation to maleic anhydride

Abstract

The kinetics of n-butane oxidation to maleic anhydride (MA) is investigated under industry-
related conditions using an almost isothermal millistructured fixed-bed reactor. In addition to
the influence of reaction conditions and feed composition, in particular, the influence of the
reaction products is investigated. Besides water and MA, the main focus is on the by-products
acetic and acrylic acid, which are usually neglected in the literature. In this context, it can be
demonstrated that acetic and acrylic acid play an important role in the formation of CO and
CO2, and therefore should be considered in the kinetics. On the other hand, direct oxidation
of n-butane to CO and CO2 seems to be rather unlikely. The result is a reaction network with
at least nine reactions. All of these reactions are inhibited by water and show an apparent
reaction order smaller than one concerning their carbon source. Furthermore, a complex pattern
of inhibitions is observed, which, in most cases, can be well explained by a redox mechanism. In
summary, a large amount of data is collected that can be used for the development of improved
kinetics, including the often neglected by-products acetic and acrylic acid.

4.1 Introduction

With a production capacity of 2.8 · 106 t/a (2015) [4.1], maleic anhydride (MA), used for the
production of unsaturated polyester resins, co-polymers, etc., is one of the most important
intermediate products in the chemical industry [4.1–4.4]. Whereas in the past, MA has been
produced based on benzene, nowadays, the selective oxidation of n-butane in the presence of
vanadium-phosphorus-oxide (VPO) catalysts has established [4.3, 4.5–4.7].
Commercially, this strongly exothermic partial oxidation (∆RH = −1236 kJ/mol [4.4]) is mainly
carried out in salt bath-cooled multi-tubular fixed-bed reactors with up to 30000 tubes of 21 to
25mm diameter [4.8]. The process is operated at salt temperatures between 390 and 430 °C and
overpressures of 1 to 2bar [4.1, 4.4, 4.8]. Due to limited heat removal, the n-butane content in
the feed is typically kept below 1.8 vol% in air [4.3]. Even with such low concentrations, hot-spots
of up to 70K [4.1] occur, which have a negative influence on the selectivity to MA and involve
a considerable potential to cause a runaway of the reactor [4.9, 4.10]. Therefore, temperature
control in the reactor is of great importance. Under typical industrial conditions, molar yields
are limited to 65% at conversions of 80-85% [4.4, 4.11]. The most important side products are
CO and CO2, which are attributed to be formed by direct oxidation of n-butane as well as by
the consecutive oxidation of MA [4.12]. Additionally, acetic and acrylic acid are formed in minor
amounts, resulting in selectivities of < 3 % [4.13] each.
Another aspect is that after several hundred hours on stream, the yield begins to decrease at
increasing conversion [4.8, 4.14, 4.15], which is not only an economic disadvantage but also a
safety-relevant aspect (thermal runaway [4.10]). The most likely reason is the loss of phosphorus
from the catalyst surface, which is counteracted by the treatment with an organophosphorous
component [4.10, 4.15–4.17]. Although this phosphorus supply has been used industrially for
a long time [4.18], there is only one systematic study on the phosphorus dynamics [4.19, 4.20].
However, until now, the background is not fully understood.
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Therefore, ongoing research aims to examine the phosphorus dynamics under well-defined
isothermal conditions in combination with simulation studies. The objective is to develop a
model that will not only enable a prediction of the development of the catalyst performance but
will also contribute to a better understanding of the background. Such a model could also help
to improve the temperature control in the reactor and thus contribute to a process optimization
without improving the catalyst itself. An important prerequisite is a profound knowledge about
the kinetics, which will be the subject of this article.
Despite intensive research, the reaction mechanism, the kinetics, and the nature of active sites are
still under debate. Various approaches were proposed for the mechanism, which were summarized
by Dummer et al. [4.7]. Since none of the intermediates proposed in these mechanisms can
be detected under usual reaction conditions [4.7, 4.21], no validated discrimination is possible.
Therefore, the process is typically described by a network of overall reactions [4.1], whose kinetics
have been investigated by several research groups.
Various studies have demonstrated that the reaction can be separated into temporally and/or
spatially separated oxidation and reduction of the catalyst [4.22, 4.23]. This suggests that
the reaction proceeds according to a redox mechanism [4.24] with dynamic changes of the
catalyst oxidation state and lead to the circulating-fluidized-bed concept of DuPont [4.25, 4.26].
In contrast, other authors were able to show that significant parts of the process occur with
adsorbed oxygen [4.27]. As a consequence, there is no agreement as to which kinetic approach
describes the MA synthesis best. Some authors tried to describe the kinetics with a redox
mechanism (e.g. [4.28]), others used Eley-Rideal (e.g. [4.29]), Langmuir-Hinshelwood (e.g. [4.30]),
or even simpler rate (e.g. [4.13]) equations.
Further deviations occur due to the use of different, in some cases (e.g. [4.31–4.33]) greatly
simplified, reaction networks. Most authors, however, used a triangular scheme according to
Fig. 4.1. Major differences in these approaches are the consideration of CO and CO2, which
are lumped together, considered with a fixed factor, or treated separately [4.19, 4.28–4.39].
Further differences concern possible inhibitions by certain components. Inhibition effects through
n-butane and water are widely accepted, but some authors also took into account inhibition by
MA [4.2, 4.28].

n-butane MA

CO/CO2
Figure 4.1: Triangular reaction network widely accepted in the literature, e.g. [4.2]

The most important organic side products acetic and acrylic acid are neglected by almost all
researchers. Solely Dente et al. [4.30] and Schulz et al. [4.13] incorporated them into their reaction
networks. Unfortunately, they did not provide any rate equations, respectively, the approach is
based on simple power law kinetics and neglects important inhibitory effects. The question of to
what extent the by-products are formed and which role they play in the formation of CO/CO2,
unfortunately, remains unanswered to date.
To sum up, without any modifications, none of the kinetics available in the literature can
describe the experiments carried out within the scope of this work with the desired degree of
detail. Therefore, the present work aims to investigate the kinetics under industrially relevant
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operating conditions using an almost isothermal millistructured fixed-bed reactor [4.40, 4.41].
An important goal is to investigate the influence of all reaction products on the kinetics, which
includes the separated oxidation of MA and the organic side products. In the first step, the
experiments are used to draw conclusions on influences caused by reactants and products and the
significance of by-products. The results are combined in a reaction network that also contains
the most important organic by-products. Furthermore, criteria are defined which effects have
to be described by suitable rate equations. The next step, which includes the development of
a reactor model and the derivation of suitable rate equations, will be treated in a subsequent
publication.

4.2 Experimental

4.2.1 Experimental setup

The experiments were carried out in a salt bath-cooled/heated, millistructured fixed-bed slit
reactor of 72x44x1.65mm (Fig. 4.2) filled with approximately 5.55 g catalyst. Details on the
design of this reactor and the used periphery were described earlier [4.40]. A considerable
advantage of this reactor for investigating the kinetics is the almost isothermal behavior. In
previous work [4.40], it could be demonstrated that the temperature in the catalyst bed is at
maximum 5K above the temperature of the surrounding salt bath.

Figure 4.2: Internal structure of the millistructured fixed-bed reactor (72x44x1.65mm) used for the experiments with
milled VPO catalyst (front).

In the experiments, catalyst particles (450-630µm) obtained by milling a Bi-promoted industrial
VPO catalyst provided by Clariant AG were used. As demonstrated in previous experiments
[4.40], mass transport limitations can be largely avoided through the use of catalyst particles
smaller than 630 µm. The catalyst efficiency is thus considerably larger than that of industrial
ring-shaped catalysts (40-50% [4.19]).
The reactor offers the possibility of kinetic investigations under highly controlled conditions of up
to 460 °C, 1.2 to 1.5bar, and a space velocity (GHSV) of up to 5400m3

n/(m3h). n-Butane and
oxygen are added to the feed with up to 2.1 and 25 vol%, respectively. Additionally, the setup
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offers the possibility to investigate the influence of the reaction products CO/CO2, water, MA,
acetic, and acrylic acid. Water is added through a commercial low-pulsation total evaporator
and an HPLC pump. MA, acetic, and acrylic acid are supplied to the feed via a self-developed
two-stage saturator [4.40].
The product gas is analyzed with a process gas analyzer (Emerson X-Stream XE) in combination
with a gas chromatograph with an FID detector (Agilent 7820A, 30m Agilent DB-1701 column).
Wheres the components CO, CO2, n-butane, and O2 are analyzed with the process gas analyzer,
n-butane, MA, and the organic side products are analyzed with the GC.

4.2.2 Experimental procedure

For investigating the kinetics, a series of long-term experiments (up to 2000 h) was performed.
To ensure maximum reproducibility, the start-up of the experiments was carried out according
to the procedure described elsewhere [4.40]. Afterward, the catalyst was equilibrated for 10 to 12
days at 430 °C, 1.5 vol% n-butane in dry air, and a space velocity of 4800m3

n/(m3h) (reference
condition). This procedure ensures that all studies are carried out with an equilibrated catalyst
and changes in the course of the studies are not superimposed by the induction period of the
catalyst. After reaching a stationary state, the variation of the operating conditions was started.
Each condition was maintained until a new steady-state was reached (typically 12 to 48h). The
reference condition was repeated regularly to evaluate the aging of the catalyst.
The experiments aimed to represent an as wide as possible range of industrially relevant operating
conditions. For this reason, salt temperatures between 380 and 440 °C, n-butane contents of
0.9 to 2.1 vol%, and oxygen fractions between 16 and 21 vol% were investigated. Due to the
significantly higher catalyst efficiency, with up to 4800m3

n/(m3h), the space velocity covers higher
than industrial values (1100-2600m3

n/(m3h) [4.12]) to obtain conversions comparable to industrial
reactors. The experiments under the influence of water were carried out with up to 4 vol%. MA,
acetic, and acrylic acid were added with up to 1 vol%, both in co-dosing as well as without
n-butane. All in all, several hundred different operating conditions were investigated. The results
presented in the following are only selected examples and are based on a broad database.
For the following explanations, the stationary processes are of particular interest. Therefore, the
evaluation refers primarily to the mean values of the last one to two hours of each condition.
However, where necessary, the dynamic behavior is considered, too. Long term dynamic processes
such as the degradation and phosphorus dynamics of the catalyst will be neglected at this point.
However, as already shown in earlier experiments [4.40], both do not play a relevant role under
the operating conditions and the time span investigated here. For this reason, it was possible to
dispense on the addition of a phosphorus compound, common on the technical scale.
For analyzing the measured data, the conversion X and the selectivities Si to component i are
calculated according to the Eqs. (4.1) and (3.2). In these equations, ṅi,0 and ṅi are the molar flow
rates at the inlet and outlet, respectively, while ξi is the number of carbon atoms. For further
considerations, the mass specific consumption rate rC4H10 and the mass specific net formation
rates ri, related to the catalyst mass mcat, are used, which are calculated according to Eqs. (4.3)
and (4.4).
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X = ṅC4H10,0 − ṅC4H10

ṅC4H10,0
(4.1)

Si = ξi
4

ṅi − ṅi,0
ṅC4H10,0 − ṅC4H10

(4.2)

rC4H10 = ṅC4H10,0
X

mcat
(4.3)

ri = ṅC4H10,0
XSi
mcat

(4.4)

4.3 Results and discussion

In the first 10 to 12 days after the start-up, a continuous decrease in the conversion accompanied
by an increase in the selectivities to MA and the organic side products was observed. The
duration of the equilibration period is thus in the same order of magnitude as the values reported
by various authors [4.13, 4.31, 4.42], but considerably longer than the value of Lesser et al.
(40 hours) [4.8], who used the same catalyst. In the further course, no significant aging of the
catalyst was observed. The differences in the conversion and the selectivity to MA under the
reference condition are typically below 2% and do not show a clear trend. This is even valid for
experiments where up to 4 vol% of water were added.
In addition to the target component MA and the oxidation products CO/CO2, acetic and
acrylic acid were detected as by-products. These results are in accordance with the literature,
according to which acetic and acrylic acid are the main organic by-products [4.12, 4.28, 4.34].
Other intermediates or by-products, such as ethene, phthalic acid, methacrylic acid, or fumaric
acid found by some authors [4.28, 4.34, 4.43], could not be detected. However, these were
mainly observed under low oxygen and high n-butane concentrations [4.21, 4.34], which were not
investigated here. To exclude possible homogeneous reactions and reactions at the reactor wall,
an experiment was performed with silicon carbide (SiC) instead of the catalyst. No n-butane
conversion could be observed even at temperatures of up to 440 °C. The carbon balance is closed
in almost all test points with an error of max +/- 1.5%. Outliers show errors of up to +/- 4%
and occur mainly when MA was added. Test points with an error greater than +/- 2.5% are
rejected.

4.3.1 Influence of operating conditions

While varying the reaction conditions, a rising temperature leads to an increased conversion
accompanied by a decreased selectivity to MA (Fig. 4.3). This trend, often described in the
literature (e.g. [4.13, 4.19, 4.34]), is due to the growing influence of the overoxidation of MA.
However, a possible higher temperature dependence of the formation of CO and CO2 could
play a role, too. The CO/CO2 ratio, which is in the range of 1.2 to 1.5, slightly increases with
rising temperature. A different behavior could be observed for the by-products acetic (AcA) and
acrylic acid (AcrA). The selectivity to acetic acid decreases with increasing temperature, whereas
the selectivity to acrylic acid first increases and then decreases again. To decide whether these
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trends can be separated from possible measurement errors due to their limited concentrations,
the error bars are also shown. As can be seen, the measurement accuracy is sufficiently high.
While the observed trend for acetic acid has been reported [4.34], the observations for acrylic
acid contradict the earlier findings. Lorences et al. [4.34] observed an increase in the selectivity
to acrylic acid with increasing temperature and conversion and assumed that acrylic acid is
a decomposition product of MA. Nevertheless, the decrease at high temperatures shows that
both acids are oxidized to CO and CO2. To consider them in the reaction network, both their
formation and oxidation must be taken into account, as described, for example, by Schulz et al.
[4.13].
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Figure 4.3: Conversion X and selectivities Si as a function of salt temperature TSalt (xC4H10 = 2.1 vol%, xO2 = 21 vol%,
xH2O = 0 vol%, pin = 1.2 bar, GHSV = 4800 m3

n/(m3h)).

By increasing the n-butane content, a decrease in the conversion could be observed, accompanied
by a slight increase in MA selectivity as well as a slight decrease in the selectivities to CO and
CO2 (Fig. 4.4). The CO/CO2 ratio decreased with increasing n-butane content. Since this could
also be observed at low conversions, other influences than an increased CO2 release due to the
subsequent MA oxidation (see Section 4.3.3) must be present.
The impact of n-butane becomes even clearer when considering the net formation rates (Eq.
(4.4)). Since the increase of the formation rates of MA, CO, and CO2 is lower than the increase of
n-butane, their formation seems to follow an apparent reaction order of less than one. This also
becomes apparent when considering the consumption rate of n-butane (Eq. (4.3)). The reason
could be an increased oxygen consumption with increasing reaction rate, resulting in a decreased
oxidation degree of the catalyst surface. However, it would also be possible that an increased
adsorption of n-butane on the catalyst surface leads to a blocking of active sites. The by-products
acetic and acrylic acid, on the other hand, show a contrary trend. Their net formation rates
are rising strongly, resulting in an apparent reaction order larger than one. Assuming that their
formation occurs at the same active sites, a reaction order smaller than one would be expected,
analogous to the above explanations. As will be discussed later, the reason could be an inhibition
of their oxidation, which leads to an increase of their concentrations.
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Figure 4.4: Conversion X and selectivities Si as a function of n-butane content xC4H10 (TSalt = 400 °C, xO2 = 21 vol%,
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Figure 4.5: Conversion X and selectivities Si as a function of oxygen content xO2 (TSalt = 400 °C, xC4H10 = 1.8 vol%,
xH2O = 0 vol%, pin = 1.2 bar, GHSV = 4800 m3
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As expected, the conversion decreases with increasing space velocity. However, since the changes
in space velocity (varied between 3900 and 4800m3

n/(m3h)) are rather small, no significant
influences were observed, so that the space velocity plays only a minor role for the following
investigations.
A reduction of the oxygen content to 16 vol% led to a slight decrease in the conversion. No
significant impact on the selectivities to MA, CO, CO2, and acetic acid could be identified, which
is expected to be due to the small changes in conversion. The selectivity towards acrylic acid,
however, decreased slightly with decreasing oxygen content. The observed differences, however,
are comparatively small, so that it is assumed that the oxygen dependence of the reaction rates
of all reactions is of the same order. A further reduction of the oxygen content below 16 vol%
was omitted to avoid possible damages through excessive reduction of the catalyst surface.
Considering the net formation/consumption rates reveals that their dependence on oxygen can
be best described with an apparent reaction order of approx. 0.35 (+/- 0.15), independent of
the operating temperature (investigated for 380-420 °C). In comparison, the reaction orders
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described in the literature are in the wide range from 0 [4.44] to 1 [4.45]. However, most of the
published reaction orders are between 0.23 [4.37] and 0.5, which is in the same range as observed
here. In particular, the value 0.5 is very common [4.19, 4.29, 4.35, 4.36] and can be attributed to
the theoretical derivation of kinetic approaches under the assumption of dissociative adsorption
of oxygen on the catalyst surface [4.36].

4.3.2 Influence of water

During experiments with water added to the feed, it was observed that water causes a reduction
of the catalyst activity within a few ten seconds. This immediate effect also observed by Arnold
and Sundaresan [4.46], Contractor et al. [4.47], and Lesser et al. [4.8] is supposed to be due to
the blocking of active sites through the adsorption of water on the catalyst surface. According
to this hypothesis, the active sites are no longer accessible for the oxidation of the catalyst,
respectively, for the adsorption of reactants. After this sharp drop, there was a further decline in
catalyst activity within the next few days. Both effects, which are depicted in Fig. 4.6, seem
to be fully reversible, but it took a few days to restore the original performance. Irreversible
effects like described by Arnold and Sundaresan could not be measured, which should be due
to differences in the activation step of the catalyst. Arnold and Sundaresan observed a slow
but strong irreversible increase in catalyst activity after the first addition of water, which was
accompanied by an increase of the catalyst surface area. The (pre-activated) catalyst used here,
on the other hand, showed no changes in the surface area but had a larger surface compared to
that of Arnold and Sundaresan.
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Figure 4.6: Immediate and further development of catalyst performance (conversion X and selectivity to MA SMA)
after switching on water addition, indicated by the strong shift on the left hand side (TSalt = 400 °C,
xC4H10 = 2.1 vol%, xH2O = 1.8 vol%, xO2 = 21 vol%, pin = 1.2 bar, GHSV = 4500 m3

n/(m3h)).

In addition to the effect on conversion, water causes a reversible increase in the selectivity to
MA and a decrease in the selectivities to CO and CO2 (Fig. 4.7), as already described in [4.2,
4.46]. This effect also becomes apparent when considering the net formation/consumption rates.
The inhibiting influence on the formation of MA is somewhat smaller than that on n-butane
conversion. Major influences are caused by the decreased conversion, which, as already mentioned,
leads to an increase in the selectivity to MA. But even at the same conversion, water leads to a
slight increase in MA selectivity. A possible reason for this could be a shift in the phosphorus to
vanadium ratio on the catalyst surface, as already postulated by Arnold and Sundaresan [4.46].
However, a clear explanation of the background is not possible until now. Further clarification
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could be provided by dynamic studies on the phosphorus dynamics, which will be the subject of
future investigations.
The CO/CO2 ratio was found to decrease with increasing water content, which is in accordance
with the results of other studies [4.29, 4.46, 4.47]. Again, major influences can be attributed
to the changed conversion, but even at equal conversions, the CO/CO2 ratio decreases slightly.
Considering the consumption rate of n-butane related to the consumption rate without water
supply (Fig. 4.8) or the net formation rate of MA (not shown), it can be observed that the
higher the temperature, the lower the influence of water is. One reason for this is the increased
release of water at higher temperatures so that the added water makes up only a smaller part
of total water content. However, it cannot be excluded that the adsorption equilibrium plays a
considerable role, too. Increasing the temperature shifts the adsorption equilibrium of water so
that less water is bound on the catalyst surface. However, the separation of both effects appears
to be very difficult based on the measurements conducted in this study.
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Figure 4.7: Conversion X and selectivities Si as a function of water content xH2O (TSalt = 400 °C, xC4H10 = 1.5 vol%,
xO2 = 21 vol%, pin = 1.2 bar, GHSV = 4500 m3
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Concerning acetic and acrylic acid, an increase of the net formation rates and the selectivities
(Fig. 4.7) could be observed, whereby the effect was also observable at constant conversion and is
somewhat more distinct for acetic acid. This trend was also observed by Arnold and Sundaresan
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[4.46]. As a possible reason, these authors discussed the displacement of adsorbed partially
oxidized intermediate products by water. This could also explain the observed increase in the
selectivity to MA. However, the increase in the selectivities to acetic and acrylic acid could also
be due to an inhibition of their oxidation, as will be discussed later (see Section 4.3.4). During
the variation of the water and n-butane content, it was found that the effect of water on the
selectivities to acetic and acrylic acid is the stronger the smaller the n-butane content is. Vice
versa, it could also be observed that the lower the water content, the stronger the influence of
n-butane. Therefore, a competing inhibition of the oxidation of MA, acetic, and acrylic acid by
n-butane and water can be postulated.

4.3.3 Influence of maleic anhydride

To evaluate the influence of MA, tests were carried out under co-dosing with n-butane as well
as under MA only. The experiments under exclusive MA supply were performed with up to
1 vol% of MA. In most cases, water was added (up to 8 vol%), since under typical industrial
conditions the oxidation of MA gains relevance only at higher conversions with a corresponding
strong release of water. The MA conversion is quite low compared to that of n-butane under
identical conditions, which is consistent with the findings of Wang et al. [4.48]. Increasing the
MA content results, similar to the influence of n-butane (Section 4.3.1), in a decrease of the
conversion (Fig. 4.9). Again, the reason for the apparent reaction order smaller than one could
be due to the consumption of oxygen. However, this raises the question of whether the influence
is so pronounced despite the comparatively low reaction rate. A possible explanation could be
the involvement of another active site with a lower reoxidation rate. Alternatively, the adsorption
of MA could cause a blocking of active sites.
Under dry feed conditions, the only products that could be observed were CO/CO2, accompanied
by some traces of a not clearly identified hydrocarbon. However, its selectivity is less than two
percent and decreases further with simultaneous water supply. Thus, its formation is assumed to
be negligible. In the case of water supply, even very small, sometimes not quantifiable amounts
of acetic and acrylic acid (mainly acetic acid) could be detected, which is in accordance with
the findings of Schulz et al. [4.13]. Also, Huang et al. [4.43] described traces of both acids as
decomposition products of MA, but they also found benzene and methylbenzene, which could
be the unidentified hydrocarbon in our case. The measured concentrations of acetic acid are
one to two orders of magnitude smaller than those measured for n-butane oxidation so that the
calculated selectivities have a considerable degree of uncertainty. Despite this lack of accuracy,
the selectivity shows an increasing value with decreasing temperature as well as increasing MA
or water content. Nevertheless, the selectivity to acetic acid is still lower than 2%. Acrylic acid
could only be detected at low temperatures and high water and MA contents. Due to the low
concentrations compared to n-butane oxidation, it is assumed in the following that the formation
of acetic and acrylic acid from MA is negligible. Both components must, therefore, be formed
directly from n-butane.
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The influence of water on MA conversion is not as clear as that on n-butane oxidation. When
water was added, an immediate decrease in the amount of CO formed could be observed,
whereas CO2 showed a peak and then fell down approximately to its original value (Fig. 4.10(a)).
Subsequently, there was a slow increase of both components, resulting in a higher conversion (Fig.
4.11). In contrast, if the water content was further increased, the changes in catalyst activity were
faster, and the formation of both components decreased (Fig. 4.10(b)), indicating an inhibition
through water.
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Figure 4.10: Immediate and further development of the CO and CO2 content in the product gas after changing
the amount of water from 0 to 1.1 vol% (a) and 1.8 to 3 vol% (b) (TSalt = 440 °C, xMA = 0.6 vol%,
xC4H10 = 0 vol%, xO2 = 21 vol%, pin = 1.2 bar, GHSV = 4500 m3

n/(m3h)).

Possible explanations for the slow changes in the formation of CO and CO2 after starting the
water supply are slow structural changes on the catalyst surface, which are induced through the
presence of water but will not be further discussed here. The peak in the CO2 concentration
after starting the water supply (Fig. 4.10 (a)) could be caused by displacement and oxidation of
adsorbed components on the catalyst surface. However, since in industrial practice, the oxidation
of MA only gains relevance at higher n-butane conversions and thus water contents, the following
considerations are limited to results with water supply. The inhibition through water appears to
be temperature-dependent and is the stronger, the lower the temperature is. As already assumed
for the inhibition of n-butane oxidation by water, the temperature dependence of the adsorption
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equilibrium on the catalyst surface could be responsible for this trend. An increased release
of water, as assumed for n-butane oxidation, seems to be rather unlikely in view of the low
conversion of MA oxidation.
The CO/CO2 ratio was found to increase with rising temperature and to decrease with growing
water content, as depicted in Fig. 4.11. While the effect of temperature is mainly due to
changes in the MA conversion, water leads to a shift in the CO/CO2 ratio even at the same MA
conversion. Both effects on the CO/CO2 ratio correspond to the observed trend for the entire
system. However, with values < 1, the ratio is significantly lower than that of the n-butane
oxidation. The shift in the CO/CO2 ratio with increasing water content and, above all, the
different dynamic behaviors of both components after step changes of the water supply raises the
question of the origin of these changes. Possible explanations could be changes on the catalyst
surface or the presence of different active sites for the oxidation of MA to CO and CO2.
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Figure 4.11: MA conversion XMA and CO/CO2 ratio as a function of the water content xH2O (TSalt = 420 °C,
xMA = 0.8 vol%, xC4H10 = 0 vol%, xO2 = 21 vol%, pin = 1.2 bar, GHSV = 4500 m3
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Analogous to n-butane, the dependence of the reaction rate on the oxygen content (16-21 vol%)
was also investigated for MA. In contrast to the n-butane oxidation, the MA oxidation seems
to be almost independent of the oxygen content. The apparent reaction order with respect
to oxygen is less than 0.1. Even the CO/CO ratio does not change significantly. Responsible
for this could be the low reaction rate compared to n-butane oxidation, so that the supply of
oxygen/reoxidation of the catalyst surface is not a limiting factor in the presence of excess oxygen.
The catalyst surface remains in a highly oxidized state.

Another interesting aspect concerning the MA oxidation experiments becomes evident when
switching back to n-butane oxidation or co-oxidation of n-butane and MA. As depicted in Fig.
4.12, the n-butane conversion, immediately after this switching process, is significantly higher
and returns to the original value in the further course. However, it takes a few ten hours until
the stationary value is reached. The origin of this transient behavior could be a temporarily
increased oxidation state of the catalyst surface, which results from the slow reaction rate of MA
oxidation. After switching to n-butane, the oxygen consumption increases, and the oxidation
degree of the catalyst surface is lowered, resulting in a reduced reaction rate. Similar observations
were made by Lorences et al. [4.22, 4.23, 4.34] after oxidizing the catalyst with air.
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n/(m3h)). Xref indicates the stationary conversion in reference point
condition.

In experiments under co-dosing of n-butane and MA (up to 1 vol%), virtually no influence of
MA on the conversion of n-butane could be observed (Fig. 4.13). Therefore, an inhibition of the
oxidation of n-butane by MA, as described in some publications (e.g. [4.2]), does not seem to
play a relevant role. This is in agreement with the findings of Uihlein [4.29] as well as Arnold and
Sundaresan [4.46]. On the other hand, the oxidation of MA seems to be inhibited by n-butane,
as the measured CO/CO2 concentrations are smaller than their sum in experiments while feeding
of n-butane or MA under identical conditions. Under the assumption that n-butane and MA are
oxidized on the same active site, again, these findings could be explained with a redox mechanism
according to Mars and van Krevelen [4.24]. The small influence of MA on n-butane conversion
is supposed to be due to the low oxygen consumption of the slow MA oxidation. On the other
hand, the oxygen consumption of the much faster oxidation of n-butane causes a reduction of
the oxidation degree of the catalyst surface, resulting in a lower MA oxidation rate. However,
the apparent reaction order of MA oxidation (< 1), as well as the additional release of water,
which only occurs in small quantities during MA oxidation, play a role, too.
An examination of possible influences of MA on the selectivities to MA, CO, and CO2 is difficult
since it is not possible to differentiate between the source of the formed CO and CO2. Under the
rather unjustified assumption that the MA supplied to the feed is inert, the selectivity to MA
decreases with increasing MA content. Accordingly, the selectivities to CO and CO2 increase. As
this is due to the growing influence of the consecutive oxidation of MA, it could be assumed that
MA has no (significant) influence on the selectivity to MA. Together with the small influence on
conversion, it can be concluded that none of the reactions starting with n-butane is significantly
influenced by MA.
The CO/CO2 ratio, however, is shifted from 1.35-1.45 without MA supply to 0.95-1.15 with
MA. Whereas the absolute amount of CO formed increases slightly, the amount of CO2 released
increases strongly. Since the oxidation of CO to CO2 can be excluded (Section 4.3.5) and the
n-butane conversion is almost unaffected, MA could have an influence on the secondary formation
of CO and CO2, possibly by oxidation of acetic and acrylic acid. Their selectivities increase
with rising MA content in the feed, whereby the increase in their concentrations is much higher
than the concentrations measured during MA oxidation. The reason could be an inhibition of
their oxidation to CO/CO2. Nevertheless, this raises the question of why MA has almost no
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influence on n-butane oxidation but should influence the oxidation of acetic and acrylic acid.
This behavior is not explainable with the oxygen consumption and the above-mentioned redox
mechanism. Possible reasons will be discussed in Section 4.3.4.
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Figure 4.13: Conversion X and selectivities Si as a function of MA content xMA (TSalt = 400 °C, xC4H10 = 1.2 vol%,
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4.3.4 Influence of acetic and acrylic acid

To clarify the role of acetic and acrylic acid in the formation of CO/CO2 and to investigate their
influence on the reaction kinetics, experiments were carried out under the supply of acetic or
acrylic acid. For acetic acid, tests were carried out under co-feeding with n-butane as well as
under acetic acid only (up to 1 vol%). In contrast to the oxidation of MA, acetic acid shows a
very high conversion. Without additional water, almost full conversion (> 99 %) can be observed
even at the lowest temperature of 380 °C. An additional water supply (up to 4 vol%) results
in a slight decrease in the conversion, which is still above 96%. At higher temperatures, full
conversion is achieved, also in the presence of water.
Despite the high input concentration compared to conventional conditions (< 0.03 vol% measured),
the added acid is converted rapidly. This is also indicated by the temperature profile. The first
thermocouple (2mm from the beginning of the catalytic bed, [4.40]) indicates a small but sharp
temperature increase after starting the addition of acetic acid, while the other thermocouples
show virtually no increase compared to inert gas flow. The inhibiting influence of water can
also be seen in the temperature profile. After starting the water supply, the temperature at the
beginning of the reactor decreases, while the other temperatures increase slightly. Thus, water
seems to inhibit the oxidation and extends the reaction zone deeper into the reactor.
The major conversion products observed are CO/CO2 accompanied by small amounts of MA and
a not clearly identified hydrocarbon. Acetic acid with two carbon atoms is thus also converted to
the C4 component MA. However, the selectivities to MA and the unidentified hydrocarbon are
quite small (max. 4 and 0.4% respectively) and decrease further with increasing temperature or
water content, so that their formation should be negligible under conventional reaction conditions.
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Acrylic acid could only be detected at low temperatures and an acetic acid content larger than
1 vol%.
The CO/CO2 ratio is in the range of 1.12 to 1.56 and increases with rising temperature, which is
consistent with the trends observed before. Increasing the acetic acid content results in a lower
CO/CO2 ratio. Thus, the ratio of CO/CO2 formed from acetic acid is likely to be even higher
for the low acetic acid concentrations under industrial conditions. On the other hand, a higher
water content results in a higher CO/CO2 ratio, which contradicts the overall trend observed for
the whole system and that for the oxidation of MA. The dependence of the CO/CO2 ratio on
the acetic acid content, therefore, cannot be due to the increased water release. Instead, acetic
acid itself seems to influence the CO/CO2 ratio.
Similar to MA, a temporary increase in the n-butane oxidation activity was observed after
switching to n-butane (at reference condition), which was even higher. The effect also occurred
at an acetic acid content of 1.42 vol% and full conversion (420 °C), which is interconnected with
a considerable oxygen consumption (over 4 times higher than in the case depicted in Fig. 4.12).
However, when switching from 0.9 vol% of n-butane and 420 °C to the reference condition, no
temporary overshooting of the conversion was observed. In this case, the oxygen consumption is
less than 20% higher than in the case of 1.42 vol% acetic acid. An explanation of the temporarily
increased n-butane oxidation activity due to a higher oxidation degree of the catalyst surface,
as suggested in the case of MA, therefore seems to be not justified. If, on the other hand, the
existence of another active site for the oxidation of acetic acid is assumed, this discrepancy could
be resolved without contradicting the above explanations.
The existence of a separate active site for the oxidation of the detected partial oxygenates (MA,
acetic, and acrylic) could also explain the observed increase of the selectivities to acetic and
acrylic acid under the addition of MA (see Section 4.3.3). In this case, the additional oxygen
consumption by the added MA would lower the reaction rate of the oxidation of acetic and
acrylic acid, whereby the oxidation of n-butane is not affected. This differentiation would also
be in conjunction with some findings in the literature, suggesting that the oxidation of n-butane
and MA takes place at different active sites. Bej and Rao [4.33], as well as Centi et al. [4.49]
found in poisoning studies, that the addition of sulfur dioxide selectively poisons the oxidation of
MA, while the n-butane conversion remains unaffected. However, they do not make any claims
about acetic and acrylic acid. Wilkinson et al. [4.50], too, concluded the existence of different
active sites from dynamic studies of the evolution of catalyst performance during their initial
operation. However, despite these hints, the existence of different sites is not provable based
on the data available at the moment. Further clarification will be provided by a comparison of
different kinetic approaches in a subsequent publication.

The co-dosing experiments with n-butane were carried out with up to 0.4 vol% of acetic acid,
which is about one order of magnitude higher than the highest measured content in the off-gas
during conventional n-butane oxidation. In contrast to the addition of MA, acetic acid causes a
significant decrease in n-butane conversion with increasing concentration (Fig. 4.14). Furthermore,
the selectivities to MA, acetic, and acrylic acid increase slightly. As for the experiments under
exclusive supply of acetic acid, a slight increase in the temperature at the entrance of the reactor
could be observed. This suggests that the added acetic acid is oxidized very quickly also in the
case of co-dosing. Under the assumption of a common active site for all reactions, the effects on
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conversion could be explained by the consumption of oxygen and the resulting lower oxidation
state of the catalyst surface. However, the release of water due to the much faster oxidation of
acetic acid should not be neglected. A comparison of the effect of 0.4 vol% of acetic acid and
the influence of a similar amount of water (0.8 vol%) indicates that both effects are very close
to each other, also regarding the increase of selectivities to MA, acetic, and acrylic acid. Thus,
the influence of water is sufficient to explain the decrease in conversion without the need for
a reduced oxidation state of the catalyst surface. In the case of assuming a second active site,
acetic acid would have no direct effect on the oxidation of n-butane.
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Figure 4.14: Conversion X and selectivities Si as a function of acetic acid content xAcA (TSalt = 420 °C, xC4H10 =
1.8 vol%, xMA = 0 vol%, xH2O = 0 vol%, xO2 = 21 vol%, pin = 1.2 bar, GHSV = 4500 m3

n/(m3h)). The
∗ indicates that the selectivity is calculated under the assumption that the acetic acid added is fully
converted to CO and CO2.

The investigation of the oxidation of acrylic acid turned out to be more complicated than that
of acetic acid since acrylic acid tends to polymerize [4.51]. Therefore, it was not possible to
quantitatively investigate the oxidation of acrylic acid. The first short experiments, however,
showed a very high conversion, analogous to acetic acid. In addition to the main oxidation
products CO and CO2, MA and acetic acid could be observed. The reactivity of acrylic acid,
therefore, seems to be similar to that of acetic acid, so that, for the following explanations, it is
assumed that acrylic acid reacts analogously to acetic acid.

Finally, after investigating the oxidation of both acids, the question about their significance in the
formation of CO/CO2 arises. At first sight, the detectability of both components under industrial
conditions, even at the highest investigated temperature of 440 °C, and their full conversion
observed, on the other hand, seem to contradict each other. However, a possible explanation is
the continuous formation and oxidation of both acids, so that substantial amounts of CO and
CO2 are formed via this path. This is also supported by the shape of the axial concentration
profile of both components, as shown by Dong et al. [4.52]. At the reactor inlet, the high n-butane
concentration causes a high formation rate of both acids, so that their concentrations increase.
In the further course, the formation rates decrease, but the oxidation is also inhibited by the
water and MA formed so that the concentrations remain unchanged or decrease slightly.
Acetic and acrylic acid, therefore, have to be regarded as important intermediates in the formation
of CO/CO2. Their neglecting, which has been common practice to date, is not useful if an exact
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description of the formation of CO/CO2 is desired. Given the very high reactivity of acetic and
acrylic acid, it is rather questionable whether there is a direct oxidation of n-butane to CO and
CO2 on VPO catalysts.

4.3.5 Influence of carbon oxides

In experiments under the addition of CO or CO2 to the feed, no influence on conversion and
selectivities could be observed, as already described in [4.29, 4.46]. To investigate a possible
oxidation of CO to CO2, some experiments were performed with up to 2 vol% CO in air.
Depending on the temperature, max. 4% (430 °C) of the CO was oxidized. If additional water
was added (2 vol%), the conversion dropped to a maximum of 1.5%. Water thus seems to have
an inhibiting effect on the oxidation of CO to CO2.
In summary, the oxidation of CO to CO2 does not seem to play a significant role under typical
reaction conditions. However, the reaction is much faster than described by Wang and Barteau
[4.48], who stated a reaction rate that is two orders of magnitude lower than that of the other
reactions.

4.4 Conclusions

The kinetics of n-butane oxidation to maleic anhydride were investigated in an almost isothermal
millistructured fixed-bed reactor. This reactor permits an examination at industry-related
conditions, but with minimal falsification by heat and mass transfer resistances. Besides the
influence of the reaction conditions and feed composition, the experiments were focused on
the influence of the reaction products (water, MA, CO, CO2, by-products). In particular, the
influence of the usually neglected by-products acetic and acrylic acid was examined by adding
them to the feed. In addition to co-dosing experiments, also experiments for the concerted
oxidation of MA, acetic, and acrylic acid were carried out, which have not yet been described in
the literature.
In this way, it could be demonstrated that acetic and acrylic acid are oxidized very quickly.
However, as both are detectable in significant amounts (selectivities of up to 4% each) under
industrial conditions, their formation and oxidation must play a more important role in the
formation of CO/CO2 than previously assumed. Although their formation should be rate-
determining for CO/CO2 development, the common neglect of both components seems to be
not useful if a precise description of the formation of CO/CO2 is requested. On the other hand,
it is rather questionable whether there is a direct formation of CO/CO2 from n-butane. The
result is a reaction network with at least nine reactions (Eqs. (4.5) to (4.13)), as depicted in Fig.
4.15. Some further reactions which could be observed in the experiments but are expected to be
negligible are shown with dashed lines. Further intermediate products frequently assumed in the
literature on the reaction mechanism [4.7] are not considered in this network of overall reactions,
as their existence could not be proven in the experiments.
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Figure 4.15: Reaction network summarizing all reactions identified in the experiments. The reactions that are negligible
for the kinetics are dashed.

C4H10 + 3.5 O2 −−→ C4H2O3 + 4 H2O (4.5)

C4H10 + 2.5 O2 −−→ 2 C2H4O2 + H2O (4.6)

C4H10 + (3.5− 0.5x) O2

−−→ C3H4O2 + xCO + (1− x) CO2 + 3 H2O
(4.7)

C4H2O3 + O2 −−→ 4 CO + H2O (4.8)
C4H2O3 + 3 O2 −−→ 4 CO2 + H2O (4.9)
C2H4O2 + O2 −−→ 2 CO + 2 H2O (4.10)
C2H4O2 + 2 O2 −−→ 2 CO2 + 2 H2O (4.11)
C3H4O2 + 1.5 O2 −−→ 3 CO + 2 H2O (4.12)
C3H4O2 + 3 O2 −−→ 3 CO2 + 2 H2O (4.13)

From experiments with water, it can be concluded that water inhibits all involved reactions. In
this context, a distinction can be made between an immediate kinetic influence and a slower
influence (within days), which is probably due to changes on the catalyst surface. However, all
observed effects are completely reversible. Irreversible effects like described in [4.46] could not
be observed, which could be due to the lower temperatures compared to the hot-spot region
of industrial reactors. The same reason should be responsible for the missing influence of the
phosphorus dynamics of the catalyst. Further studies on this topic, however, will be the subject
of a future publication.
In contrast to some descriptions in the literature [4.2, 4.28], virtually no inhibiting influence on
the kinetics of n-butane oxidation was found for MA. However, the oxidation of acetic and acrylic
acid seems to be inhibited by MA. Altogether, the different reactions involved in the reaction
system show a very complex pattern of dependencies, as summarized in Tab. 4.1. As depicted,
for all reactions, an apparent reaction order smaller than one concerning their carbon source
was observed. This behavior suggests that the reactions occur according to a redox mechanism
(Mars van Krevelen [4.24]). As a consequence, the increasing reaction rates (with increasing
concentration) lead to a decrease in the oxidation state of the catalyst surface, which lowers the
reaction rates. In contrast, another explanation could be the blocking of active sites through
the adsorption of the corresponding component (adsorption mechanism). However, the redox
mechanism could also explain the almost non-existent influence of MA on n-butane oxidation as
well as the low influence of oxygen on MA oxidation (reaction order < 0.1). Both should be due
to the relatively low reaction rate and oxygen consumption of MA oxidation. On the other hand,
for acetic acid, whose oxidation is much faster, a decrease of n-butane oxidation was observed.
However, this effect could also be explained by the formation of water during its fast oxidation.
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Another effect, explainable with the redox mechanism and the low oxygen consumption during
MA oxidation is the temporarily increased activity after switching from MA to n-butane oxidation.
However, the same effect was also observed after the much faster oxidation of acetic acid, which
causes a considerable oxygen consumption. This could be an indication that the oxidation of
acetic acid (as well as MA and acrylic acid) possibly occurs at different active sites than the
oxidation of n-butane. In this case, the oxidation state of the active sites responsible for n-butane
is increased during acetic acid oxidation, which could explain the temporary increase in activity.
Further points, whose explanation possibly requires the involvement of different active sites, are
the dynamic changes in the formation of carbon oxides and the CO/CO2 ratio when changing
the water content in the feed. In summary, up to three different active sites have to be considered
in the kinetics. However, an explicit clarification of the number of active sites and the type of
reaction mechanism is not yet possible based on the available data.
The derivation of a suitable reactor model and rate equations to describe the reaction system
will be the subject of a future publication. Based on the described results, however, it becomes
evident that at least nine rate equations are required to describe the kinetics, including the
formation and oxidation of acetic and acrylic acid. These rate equations have to consider up to
three different active sites. Due to the observed temperature dependence, the inhibition through
adsorption of water may have to be described as temperature dependent. However, the most
important improvement compared to known kinetics from the literature is the consideration of
the by-products acetic and acrylic acid.

Table 4.1: Schematic overview over the observed apparent reaction orders and inhibitions (0 no inhibition, − inhibition,
−− strong inhibition, *indicates a possible influence through the release of water).

Reaction
Reaction order Inhibitions
C source O2 C4H10 H2O MA C2H4O2 C3H4O2

C4H10 −→ MA < 1 < 0,5 −− 0 −−∗ −−∗
C4H10 −→ C2H4O2 < 1 < 0,5 −− 0 −−∗ −−∗
C4H10 −→ C3H4O2 < 1 < 0,5 −− 0 −−∗ −−∗

MA −→ CO/CO2 < 1 < 0,1 − −− − −
C2H4O2 −→ CO/CO2 < 1 < 0,5 − −− − −
C3H4O2 −→ CO/CO2 < 1 < 0,5 − −− − −
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Abstract

Detailed modeling of the oxidation of n-butane to maleic anhydride can help improve the process
knowledge and facilitate the development of optimization strategies. Unfortunately, none of the
kinetics published in the literature can satisfactorily describe the formation of the most important
byproducts CO and CO2. Based on qualitative findings, we derived different kinetic approaches
(Eley-Rideal, Langmuir-Hinshelwood, and Mars and van Krevelen). With a mathematical model
of the used millistructured fixed-bed laboratory reactor, these were adapted to the experimental
results over a wide range of industrially relevant operating conditions. A comparison of the
results suggests that the kinetics can be best described with a redox approach, according to
Mars and van Krevelen, derived under the assumption of three different active sites. In this
context, the aforementioned description of CO/CO2 formation can be significantly improved,
even with a simplified reaction network. The key is to include information on the role of the
usually neglected byproducts acetic and acrylic acid.
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5.1 Introduction

Maleic anhydride (MA), an important intermediate, is mainly produced by selective oxidation of
n-butane in the presence of vanadium-phosphorus-oxide (VPO) catalysts [5.1–5.3]. Industrially,
this process is typically carried out in salt-bath-cooled multitubular fixed-bed reactors, operated
at 390-430 °C and < 1.8 vol% n-butane in air [5.3]. Despite these low concentrations, the reactors
exhibit hot-spots of up to 70K [5.3], which have a detrimental influence on the selectivity to MA
and comprise the risk of a thermal runaway of the reactor. This effect is further increased by the
phosphorus dynamics of the catalyst, which leads to an increase in conversion [5.4]. Therefore,
the temperature control inside the reactor is of decisive importance for optimizing the process,
the yield of which is currently limited to 65% [5.5]. Improvements not only increase the yield
and economy of the process but also reduce the emissions of the greenhouse gas CO2.
A promising tool to study possible optimization strategies is a model that precisely describes
the temperature profile. Detailed modeling could also contribute to the understanding of the
phosphorus dynamics, the subject of future investigations. A decisive requirement, however, is a
kinetic model that is able to accurately describe the conversion and selectivities, including the
unwanted byproducts CO and CO2. Both are formed with selectivities of up to 20% each and
contribute significantly to the heat released.
The kinetics have been the subject of numerous studies in the last decades, resulting in a high
number of approaches with different complexities. A comparison with the experimental results
obtained previously [5.6] reveals that some of these models can describe the conversion and
selectivity to MA quite well. However, the formation of CO and CO2 could not be described
with the desired degree of detail. Most of the available kinetics do not distinguish between
CO and CO2 (e.g., [5.7, 5.8]) or assume a fixed CO/CO2 ratio (e.g., [5.9]). Even the models
that differentiate between CO and CO2 (e.g., [5.2, 5.10]) do not allow a sufficient description of
CO/CO2 formation, which strongly depends on the operating conditions [5.6].
The usually neglected byproducts acetic and acrylic acid (selectivities < 3 % each [5.6, 5.9]), at
first sight, seem to have no essential role in the kinetics and the heat of reaction. On the other
hand, in a preceding publication [5.6], it was demonstrated that both are oxidized very quickly
and play an important role as intermediates in the formation of CO and CO2. This raises the
question of whether these findings can help improve the description of COx formation.
The aim of the following article is to develop rate equations that can precisely describe not
only the conversion and selectivity to MA but also the selectivities to CO and CO2. For this
purpose, experiments are used, which have already been qualitatively evaluated in an earlier
publication [5.6]. The objective is to be able to reproduce as many of the observed influences
on conversion and selectivities as possible without obtaining a model of excessive complexity.
For this purpose, a model of the used laboratory reactor is developed and used for adjusting
the parameters of different kinetic approaches (Eley-Rideal, Langmuir-Hinshelwood, and Mars
and van Krevelen [5.11]). Based on the results, the suitability of different kinetic approaches is
evaluated. Particular attention will be paid to the number of active sites.
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5.2 Experimental Section

The experiments which will be used to model the kinetics were carried out in the framework of pre-
vious publications [5.6, 5.12]. Thereby a millistructured fixed-bed slit reactor (72 x 44 x 1.65mm),
filled with crushed particles of an industrial VPO catalyst provided by Clariant AG, was used.
A substantial advantage of this reactor is its almost isothermal behavior, which allows kinetic
measurements without disruptive influences through heat transport limitations. Further details
on the reactor and its periphery, as well as the procedure of the experiments, have been described
elsewhere [5.6, 5.12].
An important goal was to investigate an as-broad-as-possible range of industrially relevant operat-
ing conditions (0.9-2.1 vol% n-butane, 380-440 °C, 3900-4800m3

n m−3 h−1). Further experiments
were focused on the influence of the intermediate/reaction products. Therefore, experiments
were carried out with the addition of up to 4 vol% water. For MA and the intermediate products
acetic and acrylic acid, both, their influence on n-butane oxidation kinetics and their (concerted)
oxidation were investigated. Detailed information on all experiments, together with a qualitative
analysis, has already been described in a previous publication [5.6].

5.3 Modeling

For investigating the kinetics, experiments were performed over a wide range of operating
conditions. Due to the often very high n-butane conversion (up to 95%, integral reactor
operation), the operating conditions, especially the concentrations, change considerably over the
length of the reactor. The kinetic evaluation and determination of rate equations, therefore,
require a mathematical model of the used laboratory reactor.
Although the used millistructured reactor is characterized by low influences of heat and mass
transport limitations (see the Experimental Section), it exhibits temperature gradients of a few
Kelvin (< 5 K [5.12]), and an influence through mass transfer resistances cannot be excluded, too.
To take into account these effects and to improve the accuracy of the model, a heterogeneous
model is selected. This also simplifies the adaption to the case of industrial reactors, which, due
to the occurring hot-spots and the much larger catalyst particles, definitely need a heterogeneous
model.
In view of the low temperature gradients [5.12] and the comparatively small slit width (1.65mm),
it is assumed that the radial temperature distribution has no significant influence on the local
reactor performance. However, according to criteria for neglecting radial gradients (Section A.1,
Supporting Information), this assumption is not justified for each condition considered. Due
to the considerably shorter calculation time and insignificant (< 1 %) differences compared to
the results of a corresponding two-dimensional model, it was nevertheless decided to choose the
one-dimensional model.
Concerning the catalyst particles, it is assumed that they can be described as spherical particles
with diameter dp, the diameter of a sphere with the same volume-to-surface ratio as the crushed
particles (Sauter mean diameter). The result is a 1D-1D heterogeneous reactor model, which
was implemented in gPROMS® ModelBuilder.
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Due to the one-dimensional description, the heat exchange with the reactor wall is described with
an effective heat transfer coefficient, which is calculated according to Dixon [5.13]. The effective
radial thermal conductivity of the catalyst bed and the bed-wall heat transfer coefficient used in
this equation are calculated according to correlations of Zehner et al. [5.14] and Wellauer et al.
[5.15]. Further details on heat transfer and the selection of the used correlations are provided in
Section A.1.4 of the Supporting Information.
To consider the mass transfer within the catalyst particles, the binary friction model (BFM)
[5.16] is used. The pressure drop is calculated according to Eisfeld and Schnitzlein [5.17]. A more
detailed overview over the heat and mass balance equations, boundary conditions, correlations,
and material properties is provided in Section A.1 in the Supporting Information.

5.4 Rate Equations

Despite the high industrial importance of MA synthesis and intensive research efforts in the
last decades, the reaction mechanism, the nature and number of active sites, as well as the
kinetics are still under debate. The literature suggests various reaction mechanisms, which have
been summarized by Dummer et al. [5.18]. As the intermediates proposed in these mechanisms
cannot be detected under usual reaction conditions [5.18], no validated selection of one of these
mechanisms is possible. Therefore, although a significant influence of the intermediates cannot
be excluded, the process is typically described by a more or less detailed network of overall
reactions [5.3]. The kinetics based on these networks have been studied for a long time, with
first approaches dating back to the 1970s [5.19].
The published equations are, however, quite different. Until now, there is no consensus on which
approach best describes the kinetics. Besides simple power-law equations [5.9, 5.19–5.21], the
adsorption mechanisms according to Eley-Rideal [5.2, 5.8, 5.22–5.27] and Langmuir-Hinshelwood
[5.28] are widely accepted. Other studies demonstrated the possibility of a temporal and/or
spatial separation of the catalyst reduction and oxidation [5.29, 5.30]. This suggested that the
process proceeds according to a redox mechanism and resulted in the development of DuPonts
[5.31, 5.32] circulating-fluidized-bed concept.
Significant differences also exist in the underlying reaction network. While some authors (e.g.,
[5.26]) use greatly simplified reaction networks, most authors use a triangular scheme according
to Scheme 5.1. Major differences consist in the consideration of CO and CO2, which are lumped
together (e.g., [5.7, 5.8]), covered with a fixed factor (e.g., [5.9]) or considered separately (e.g.,
[5.2, 5.10]).

n-butane MA

CO/CO2
Scheme 5.1: Triangular Network of Overall Reactions, Widely Accepted in the Literature (e.g., [5.2]). n-Butane is

oxidized to MA, CO and CO2. Additionally, the product MA is further oxidized to CO and CO2.

Further differences concern the number of active sites considered in the kinetics. While most
researchers assume a single active site, others suggest the existence of several active sites [5.7,
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5.10, 5.33]. Another difference consists in the description of inhibiting influences on the reaction
rate. Although the inhibition through water is well-known [5.4, 5.34], not all approaches take it
into account. Further disagreement concerns the consideration of inhibitions through the organic
reactants/products and the reaction order with respect to oxygen. While almost all authors
assume that the oxidation of n-butane is inhibited by n-butane itself (apparent reaction order
< 1), some also consider an inhibition by the product MA (e.g., [5.2]). Regarding the reaction
order of oxygen, the value varies between 0 [5.19] and 1 [5.27], whereby the value 0.5 is very
common (dissociative adsorption of oxygen [5.25]).
Despite the different nature of the kinetics, various approaches can well-describe the conversion
and selectivity to MA measured during the experiments performed in this work. If only these
variables are of interest, the majority of models are sufficient to describe the process. However,
their parameters have to be readjusted, which should be due to the use of different catalysts,
widely varying operating conditions, and nonisothermal measurements. Regarding the selectivities
to CO and CO2, the description is much more difficult. As stated in earlier works [5.6, 5.12], the
CO/CO2 ratio strongly depends on the operating conditions. Kinetic approaches without any
differentiation between CO and CO2 or a fixed CO/CO2 ratio, therefore, cannot describe their
formation correctly. If additionally, the inhibition by water is requested, the only approaches left
are those of Lerou and Mills [5.2] as well as Lesser et al. [5.10]. Both are based on an Eley-Rideal
approach and differ in the inhibition by MA (Lerou and Mills [5.2]) or the consideration of two
active sites (Lesser et al. [5.10]).
By adjusting the parameters to the measured values, both models are able to reflect the conversion
and selectivity to MA. Concerning CO and CO2, considerable deviations occur at some operating
conditions. Furthermore, the parameters show strong correlations and are accompanied by
large uncertainties. The obtained activation energies of MA oxidation are up to 40 kJ mol−1

higher than those determined from the MA oxidation experiments (see the section MA Oxidation
Kinetics).
Since none of the known models can describe the process with the desired degree of detail, the
existing kinetic models will be extended within the scope of this work. For this purpose, in
particular, the findings from a previous work [5.6] will be used, according to which the usually
neglected byproducts acetic and acrylic acid play a decisive role in the formation of CO and CO2.
Despite the improved description of COx formation, the model should be as simple as possible.

5.4.1 Derivation of Rate Equations

The kinetic approaches under consideration differ in their basic assumptions, which will be
summarized in the following. A detailed overview of all assumptions and a step-by-step derivation
of the rate equations are given in Section A.2.1 in the Supporting Information.
The Eley-Rideal (ER) approach, an adsorption mechanism, assumes that oxygen dissociatively
adsorbs on the catalyst surface. n-Butane and MA (acetic acid, acrylic acid, etc.) are converted
directly from the gas phase. Like water, they can also adsorb on the catalyst surface, which
inhibits the adsorption of oxygen. Thereby it is assumed that the adsorption of oxygen, n-butane,
MA, water, etc. is in equilibrium. Thus, the rate-determining step is the activation of gas-phase
n-butane or MA by oxygen adsorbed on the catalyst surface.
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An alternative approach is to assume a Langmuir-Hinshelwood (LH) mechanism, which is very
similar to the Eley-Rideal approach. The only difference is that both reactants, oxygen and
n-butane (MA, etc.) are adsorbed on the catalyst surface. Thus, the rate-determining step is the
surface reaction between adsorbed oxygen and adsorbed n-butane or MA.
The redox mechanism according to Mars and van Krevelen [5.11] (MvK) differs significantly
from the two others. Instead of the adsorption of oxygen, it is assumed that the oxygen is
incorporated into the catalyst lattice, resulting in a change of the oxidation state of the catalyst
(V3+ −−⇀↽−− V4+ −−⇀↽−− V5+). The oxidized catalyst provides lattice oxygen for the conversion of
n-butane, MA, etc., whereby it is reduced. Thereby, it is assumed that the catalyst’s rate of
oxidation is equal to its rate of reduction. Thus, the catalyst’s oxidation state is in dynamic
equilibrium. As in the other mechanisms, water is assumed to adsorb on the catalyst surface,
leading to an inhibition of active sites.
All rate and adsorption constants are regarded as temperature-dependent, which, for the sake
of clarity, is not shown in the following sections. Furthermore, to achieve a better separation
between the rate or adsorption constant and the activation energy and adsorption enthalpy [5.35],
respectively, both are related to the reference temperature of Tref = 693 K (eqs 5.1 and 5.2).

k = kref · exp
(−EA

R
·
(

1
T
− 1
Tref

))
(5.1)

K = Kref · exp
(−Hads

R
·
(

1
T
− 1
Tref

))
(5.2)

5.4.2 Parameter Estimation and Model Discrimination

Supposing that CO and CO2 have to be considered separately, a network of at least five reactions
is required. This assumes that besides the consecutive oxidation of MA, main parts of CO
and CO2 are formed by direct oxidation of n-butane. However, in a previous work [5.6], it
could be demonstrated that major amounts of CO and CO2 are formed by oxidizing the usually
neglected byproducts acetic and acrylic acid. If these are also considered, the number of reactions
increases to at least nine (Scheme 5.2), which results in a complex kinetic model with many
parameters. With an increasing number of parameters and thus degrees of freedom, the chance
of a more precise description of the formation of CO and CO2 increases. On the other hand,
the requirements on quality and number of data points also increase. Otherwise, the resulting
parameters are accompanied by large uncertainties [5.36]. In the case considered here, this
particularly concerns the formation and oxidation of acetic and acrylic acid. Both are present
only in low concentrations in the effluent and are difficult to quantify. At the same time, the
rate of their oxidation is extremely high, which makes it difficult to describe. Even a separate
investigation of their oxidation could provide little information, as the high reaction rate results in
(almost) full conversion [5.6]. However, the rate of oxidation roughly equals the rate of formation,
whereby their formation is rate-determining. An expansion of the reaction network to include
acetic and acrylic acid thus seems to be not reasonable. Nevertheless, the findings on the two-step
formation of COx should be considered while developing an as-simple-as-possible model with a
minimum number of parameters.
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n-butane MA

CO

CO2

AcA

AcrA

n-butane MA

CO CO2

?+ 4 rate equations
≥ + 8 parameters

5 rate equations
> 12 parameter*

9 rate equations
> 20 parameter*

Scheme 5.2: Integration of the Byproducts Acetic Acid (AcA) and Acrylic Acid (AcrA) into the Reaction Network
Requires at Least Four More Reactions, Resulting in a Large Number of Parameters to Be Estimated.
*Assumptions: one common active site for all reactions, one rate constant and activation energy per
reaction, two further parameters (reoxidation rates, adsorption constants)

Another challenge, which becomes more important with an increasing number of parameters,
is the selection of suitable initial guesses [5.35]. A simultaneous estimation of all parameters
without suitable starting values seems to be not promising. For this purpose, the kinetics will be
built up step by step, according to Scheme 5.3. Each step is based on the findings (most suitable
approach, number of active sites, etc.) of the previous steps. Finally, all parameters are adjusted
together.

n-butane MA

CO CO2

1. MA oxidation kinetics
Experiments:

n-butane MA

CO CO2

n-butane MA

CO CO2

- MA

2. n-Butane oxidation kinetics

3. Full network

Experiments:
- n-butane

MA oxidation fixed

- n-butane + MA

Experiments:
- n-butane
- n-butane + MA
- MA

Scheme 5.3: Stepwise Determination of the Kinetics.

The adjustment of the kinetic parameters is performed with the model validation tool integrated
into gPROMS ModelBuilder, which is based on the maximum likelihood function [5.37]. For the
adjustment, the measured concentrations of n-butane, CO, CO2 (all IR analyzer), MA (GC),
and the CO/CO2 ratio are used. Information on the assumed errors and variance models are
summarized in Section A.2.2 in the Supporting Information.
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5.5 Results and Discussion

As will be discussed in the following sections, three active sites are required to describe the
kinetics. The numbering will be as follows:

• Site no. 1: n-butane −−→ MA, acetic acid, acrylic acid, (CO, CO2 in the case of a
simplified reaction network)

• Site no. 2: MA, acetic acid, acrylic acid −−→ CO

• Site no. 3: MA, acetic acid, acrylic acid −−→ CO2

5.5.1 MA Oxidation Kinetics

The first step examines the oxidation of MA, independent of all other reactions. For this purpose,
experimental data on the oxidation of MA are used (up to 1 vol% MA, 380-440 °C, up to 8 vol%
water), which have already been described in a previous publication [5.6]. As already shown, the
presence of water causes a strong shift in the CO/CO2 ratio and thus has considerable influence.
Since under industrial conditions, the oxidation of MA gains relevance only at higher conversions,
which is connected with a strong release of water, experiments under dry conditions will not be
considered.
For the derivation of the rate equations, it is assumed that once MA is activated, it is oxidized
to either CO or CO2, according to eqs 5.3 and 5.4. This assumption, which may simplify the
reality, allows the determination of separate activation energies and rate constants. It is thus
possible to describe the observed temperature and concentration dependencies of the formation
of CO and CO2. Due to the low concentrations measured, it is assumed that all other reactions
identified in the experiments, e.g., the formation of acetic and acrylic acid, are negligible.

C4H2O3 + O2 −−→ 4 CO + H2O (5.3)
C4H2O3 + 3 O2 −−→ 4 CO2 + H2O (5.4)

As already described in a previous work [5.6], water causes a fully reversible inhibition of the
formation of CO and CO2. At the same time, it induces a reversible shift in the CO/CO2 ratio
toward CO2, which increases with rising water content. The inhibition, which is supposed to
be due to the blocking of active sites through the adsorption of water on the catalyst surface
[5.34], thus has a stronger influence on the formation of CO. Possible reasons could be dynamic
changes on the catalyst surface or the participation of different active sites. A clarification is not
possible within the scope of this work. For this purpose, operando measurements of the catalyst
surface would be required.
To capture the observed effects by the kinetics, the consideration of different active sites is more
straightforward compared to the description of, to date, unknown, dynamic changes on the
catalyst surface. In the following, it is thus assumed that CO and CO2 are formed at different
active sites. By considering different adsorption constants, the influence of water on the CO/CO2
ratio can be captured by the kinetics. If the adsorption constants are additionally assumed to be
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temperature-dependent, the observed temperature effect (decreasing influence with increasing
temperature [5.6]) on the inhibition can be described, too.
Another noteworthy point concerns the time-dependent development of the catalyst activity.
After the initial water addition, an increase of approx. 40% (Figure 5.1) was observed [5.6]. Even
after 4-5 days, a stationary state was not reached. The further increase, however, was quite small
and amounted to approximately 3% until the end of the experiment (≈ 35 d of MA oxidation).
Recent investigations showed that an increase of the same extent can also be observed in the
absence of water, but at a lower rate. Therefore, it must be expected that the catalyst activity
was already increased before the first addition of water (≈ 4 d of MA oxidation, 0h in Figure
5.1). However, the measurements also showed that the increase is completely reversible, and the
activity drops back to its original value after an intermediate switching of the feed to n-butane
oxidation (MA oxidation → n-butane oxidation → MA oxidation). The following increase during
MA oxidation was identical to the development observed before.
A possible reason could be the comparatively low reaction rate of the MA oxidation pathway
compared to that of n-butane. The supply of oxygen is not a limiting factor, so that the
reaction rate increases. During n-butane oxidation, respectively, the oxidation of the evolving
intermediates acetic and acrylic acid, the oxygen consumption is much higher, resulting in a
decreased oxidation state of the catalyst (MvK) or a reduced amount of adsorbed oxygen (ER,
LH). This would also explain the temporarily increased n-butane conversion after switching back
from MA to n-butane oxidation (see [5.6]). However, the long time span until an almost stationary
state is reached suggests that there have to be further reasons. This could be dynamic changes of
the catalyst surface, for example, by an increase in the number of active sites. Unfortunately, to
date, it has not been possible to determine the reason on the basis of the available data. Further
elucidation could be provided by an examination of the catalyst used.
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Figure 5.1: Development of MA oxidation catalyst activity. The catalyst activity reversibly increases during MA
oxidation, starting at an unknown catalyst activity for MA oxidation during n-butane oxidation. (440 °C,
1.2 bar, 0.6 vol% MA, 1.1 vol% H2O, 21 vol% O2, 4500m3

n m−3 h−1)

Due to the initially comparatively sharp activity increase, it is not possible to investigate the
MA oxidation without falsification compared to the state during n-butane oxidation. Even the
activity immediately after starting/regenerating the catalyst under n-butane conditions cannot be
determined, as there is already a non-negligible activity increase until the first data are received
(dead volumes in the experimental setup). Since the rate of increase additionally depends on
the operating conditions, no comparable measurements are possible before reaching an almost
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steady state. The MA oxidation activity during n-butane oxidation, therefore, remains unknown
(Figure 5.1). An extrapolation of the data immediately after the start of MA oxidation indicates
an overall increase of up to 60%. The adaption of the rate equations to the measurements after
reaching an almost stationary state (> 120 h in Figure 5.1), therefore, results in a considerable
overestimation of the reaction rates of MA oxidation during n-butane oxidation.
The experiments, however, also show that the CO/CO2 ratio is almost unaffected during the
activity increase. Even after a long test period and a strong increase in activity, the ratio returns
to the original value under identical conditions. Therefore, it is assumed that the activation
energies and the adsorption constants for water do not change. Changes in the rate constants
will be determined by a factor identical for both reactions.
Another aspect that should be considered when transferring the kinetics of MA oxidation to the
overall system is the oxidation of MA in the absence of a catalyst. A blind experiment (empty
reactor, prebed of SiC; see [5.12]) showed that up to 2.5% of MA is oxidized at a CO/CO2 ratio
of 0.1− 0.15 (with catalyst up to 55% conversion at CO/CO2 ratios of 0.62− 0.94). This blind
conversion should be caused by a reaction on SiC, on the reactor wall, or by a homogeneous
reaction. However, the measured conversion decreases over time and is poorly reproducible,
which should be due to its fairly low value. Therefore, it is assumed that the influence through
the blind reaction is negligible.

In summary, the following assumptions result for the derivation of the rate equations.

• CO and CO2 are formed on different active sites. CO is formed on site no. 2 and CO2
on site no. 3. (site no. 1 is the site for the oxidation of n-butane; see the section Butane
Oxidation Kinetics).

• The formation of CO and CO2 is inhibited through the temperature-dependent adsorption
of water, described by an own adsorption constant per site.

• The increase in activity is caused by an increase in the number of active sites. The activation
energies and adsorption constants are not influenced.

• Only measurements with water and after reaching an almost stationary activity are
considered. The further activity increase is approximated with a linear increase of 3% until
the end of the experiment.

Based on these assumptions, different kinetic approaches (ER, LH, and MvK) are adapted to the
experimental results (85 different operating conditions). A comparison of the results suggests
that, in principle, all mechanisms are able to describe the measurements. Concerning the ER and
LH approaches, however, further simplifications are necessary (see Sections A.3.1.1 and A.3.1.2
in the Supporting Information), which raises the question of whether these approaches also apply
to the overall system with significantly higher reaction rates. The MvK approach, on the other
hand, requires no further assumptions and simplifications. As indicated by the sums of squared
deviations (eq 5.7) given in Table 5.1, the MvK approach (eqs 5.5 and 5.6) additionally describes
the measurements with lower deviations compared to the other two models. Furthermore, the
parameters (especially the rate constants) determined for the MvK approach are accompanied
by lower uncertainties. In summary, the results suggest that from the mathematical point of
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view, the MvK mechanism is the most suitable approach to describe the MA oxidation kinetics.
Thus, both the oxidation of MA and the reoxidation of the catalyst must be considered as
rate-determining steps.

The presence of a redox mechanism is also supported by the possibility of a temporal and/or
spatial separation of the catalyst’s reduction and oxidation, demonstrated by various authors
[5.7, 5.32]. However, although DFT calculations indicate that adsorbed oxygen is not able to
activate n-butane [5.38], the existence of parallel reactions with adsorbed oxygen cannot be
excluded [5.39]. Nevertheless, in the following, only the MvK mechanism will be examined more
closely.

rMA,CO =
kMA,CO · kox,2 · pMA · √pO2

kox,2 · √pO2
+ κMA,CO · kMA,CO · pMA

· 1
1 +KH2O,2 · pH2O

(5.5)

rMA,CO2
=

kMA,CO2
· kox,3 · pMA · √pO2

kox,3 · √pO2
+ κMA,CO2

· kMA,CO2
· pMA

· 1
1 +KH2O,3 · pH2O

(5.6)

with κi,j = 2 · |νi,j |

SSD =
∑

(xcalc − xmeas)2 (5.7)

As depicted in the parity diagrams in Figure 5.2, almost all measured values are reproduced with
an accuracy of ±5%. The observed dependencies of the MA, CO, and CO2 concentrations, as
well as the CO/CO2 ratio on temperature and MA concentration, can be well-described by the
MvK approach derived under the assumption of two active sites. Even the influence of water can
be described with good accuracy, except for the not considered measurements without water.
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Figure 5.2: Parity diagrams of MA oxidation. The experimental results can be described accurately with MvK-type rate
equations derived under the assumption of different active sites for the formation of CO and CO2 (eqs 5.5
and 5.6).
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Finally, the above assumption of the necessity of different active sites will be verified. As depicted
in Figure A.5 (Supporting Information), no comparatively good description of the measured
data is possible if the kinetics are derived under the assumption of one active site. This is
also indicated by the sum of squared deviations (Table 5.1). In particular, the CO/CO2 ratio
cannot be reproduced correctly, as the dependencies on MA and water concentration cannot be
captured.

Table 5.1: Normalized Sums of Squared Deviations (SSDs, eq 5.7) for the Different Kinetic Approaches under Consider-
ation.

kinetic approach ER LH MvK MvK (1 site)
SSD (normalized) 1.046 1.088 1.000 7.717

5.5.2 Butane Oxidation Kinetics

In the second step, the reaction network is extended by the oxidation of n-butane (Scheme 5.3),
whereby the oxidation of MA is described using the rate equations and parameters determined
in the previous section. However, due to the activity increase during MA oxidation, the rate
constants have to be adjusted by a factor yet to be determined. Thus, initially, only the equations
for the oxidation of n-butane (eqs 5.8-5.10) are considered.

C4H10 + 3.5 O2 −−→ C4H2O3 + 4 H2O (5.8)
C4H10 + 4.5 O2 −−→ 4 CO + 5 H2O (5.9)
C4H10 + 6.5 O2 −−→ 4 CO2 + 5 H2O (5.10)

This raises the question as to which active site is responsible for the oxidation of n-butane. One
or both of the sites considered so far, or an additional active site? To shed light on this question,
some effects observed in a previous publication [5.6] will be discussed.
During the addition of MA to the feed, no significant effect on n-butane conversion could be
detected. On the other hand, a temporary increase in n-butane conversion was observed after the
oxidation of MA. In the case of an underlying redox mechanism, both effects can be explained
with the comparatively low reaction rate and oxygen consumption rate of MA oxidation. The
low oxygen consumption causes an increase in the oxidation state of the catalyst, whereas
the oxidation of additionally added MA does not have a significant influence on the oxygen
consumption rate and the oxidation state during n-butane oxidation. On the other hand, the
high oxygen consumption during n-butane oxidation has an inhibiting influence on the MA
oxidation rate, which is supported by the experimental results. In summary, the above discussion
suggests that there is no need for the assumption of another active site for n-butane oxidation.
However, the same effects were observed for the much faster oxidation of the byproduct acetic acid.
After this oxidation, connected with a high oxygen consumption rate, the n-butane conversion
was temporarily increased, too. The decrease of n-butane conversion during the addition of
acetic acid can be completely explained by the release of water through the rapid oxidation of
acetic acid. There is no need for an explanation by the increased oxygen consumption rate. This
suggests that the oxidation of n-butane and acetic acid occurs on different active sites. The
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same is also conceivable for the oxidation of n-butane and MA, which is not in contradiction
to the above explanations. In fact, this hypothesis is supported by the findings of Bej and Rao
[5.33] as well as Centi et al. [5.40], who found in poisoning studies that the addition of sulfur
dioxide selectively poisons the oxidation of MA, while the n-butane conversion is not affected.
Unfortunately, the authors did not provide any information regarding the oxidation of acetic
and acrylic acid. Another study suggesting different active sites for the oxidation of n-butane
and MA was presented by Wilkinson et al. [5.41]. While evaluating the performance evolution
during the initial catalyst operation, they found a much faster decrease in catalyst activity for
MA oxidation compared to n-butane oxidation. In addition to the influence of a decreasing
conversion, this may explain the strong increase in selectivity to MA observed in the first days
after startup.
A similar observation was made for acetic and acrylic acid, which are regarded as important
intermediates in the formation of CO/CO2 (see Scheme 5.2). In the first few days after starting
the experiment, an increase in their concentrations and selectivities could be observed, whereas
the conversion decreased. This suggests that their rate of oxidation decreases faster than their
rate of formation. Therefore, it is assumed that acetic and acrylic acid are oxidized on the
same active sites as MA (sites no. 2 and 3), while n-butane is converted on another site (site
no. 1). This separation may also explain why the addition of MA does not affect the n-butane
conversion but simultaneously causes an increase in selectivities to acetic and acrylic acid. Even
the inhibition of MA oxidation by n-butane is no contradiction since the increased oxygen
consumption through the oxidation of acetic and acrylic acid inhibits the oxidation of MA.
In summary, it is assumed that three active sites are required for the kinetic description of the
influences observed in the experiments. Furthermore, it is assumed that the different sites are
independent of each other and do not represent different oxidation states of one site.
Since no direct influence on n-butane conversion could be observed when MA or acetic acid was
added, it is assumed that all reactions starting with n-butane (eqs 5.8-5.10) occur on a common
active site (site no. 1). However, the direct formation of CO and CO2 (eqs 5.9 and 5.10) is a
simplification of reactions 5.11-5.16, whereby reactions 5.13-5.16 are assumed to be catalyzed on
sites no. 2 and 3 (possible contributions by homogeneous reactions are assumed to be negligible).
As already discussed, the rate-determining step is the formation of acetic and acrylic acid. Thus,
the rate of CO and CO2 formation is primarily determined by the activation of n-butane on site
no. 1.

C4H10 + 2.5 O2 −−→ 2 C2H4O2 + H2O (5.11)

C4H10 + (3.5− 0.5m) O2

−−→ C3H4O2 +mCO + (1−m) CO2 + 3 H2O
(5.12)

C2H4O2 + O2 −−→ 2 CO + 2 H2O (5.13)
C2H4O2 + 2 O2 −−→ 2 CO2 + 2 H2O (5.14)
C3H4O2 + 1.5 O2 −−→ 3 CO + 2 H2O (5.15)
C3H4O2 + 3 O2 −−→ 3 CO2 + 2 H2O (5.16)

Due to the oxygen consumption, the oxidation of acetic and acrylic acid, which is not considered
in the simplified reaction network, causes a reduction of the oxidation state of sites no. 2 and 3
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and thus inhibits the oxidation of MA. In the case of the direct oxidation of n-butane to CO
and CO2, however, this inhibiting influence through the consumption of oxygen is completely
attributed to site no. 1. Assuming that the rate of acetic and acrylic acid oxidation roughly
equals the rate of their formation, the oxygen consumption rate at sites no. 2 and 3 can be
approximated by the reaction rates of direct COx formation multiplied by the corresponding
number of oxygen atoms. For this purpose, the following assumptions are made to determine the
number of oxygen atoms κi,j consumed by the corresponding reactions (for further details, see
Section A.3.2 in the Supporting Information):

• Acetic and acrylic acid are formed in equal amounts.

• During the formation of acrylic acid, CO and CO2 are formed in equal amounts (m = 0.5
in eq 5.12).

• The CO/CO2 ratio for the oxidation of acetic acid is the same as for the oxidation of
acrylic acid.

The resulting rate equations are given in eqs 5.17-5.19. The rate constants indicated by * are
calculated by dividing the corresponding parameters of Table A.7 (Supporting Information) by
the unknown factor FMA,ox.

rC4H10,j
=

kC4H10,j
· kox,1 · pC4H10

· √pO2

kox,1 · √pO2
+
∑
j κC4H10,j

· kC4H10,j
· pC4H10

· 1
1 +KH2O,1 · pH2O

for j = MA, CO, CO2

with κC4H10,CO, κC4H10,CO2
= κC4H10,Ac = 6

(5.17)

rMA,CO =
k∗MA,CO · k∗ox,2 · pMA · √pO2

k∗ox,2 ·
√
pO2

+ κMA,CO · k∗MA,CO · pMA + κAc,CO · kC4H10,CO · pC4H10

· 1
1 +KH2O,2 · pH2O

with κAc,CO = 3.333

(5.18)

rMA,CO2
=

k∗MA,CO2
· k∗ox,3 · pMA · √pO2

k∗ox,3 ·
√
pO2

+ κMA,CO2
· k∗MA,CO2

· pMA + κAc,CO2
· kC4H10,CO2

· pC4H10

· 1
1 +KH2O,3 · pH2O

with κAc,CO2
= 6.666

(5.19)

For adjusting the kinetic parameters, experiments on the oxidation of n-butane (0.9 – 2.1 vol%
n-butane, 16 – 21 vol% oxygen, 0 – 4 vol% water, 1.2 bar, 3900 – 4800m3

n m−3 h−1, see [5.6]) as
well as experiments with additional MA (up to 1 vol%) are used (in total, 156 different operating
conditions). All determined parameters are within physically reasonable limits (see Section
A.3.2 in the Supporting Information). Furthermore, there are no significant uncertainties and
dependencies of the parameters among each other. If, on the other hand, the above distribution
of the oxygen consumption between the different sites is omitted (oxygen consumption through
direct oxidation is completely attributed to site no. 1, κC4H10,j = 2 ·

∣∣∣νC4H10,j

∣∣∣, κAc,COx = 0), it
is not possible to determine the parameters. Single parameters reach their boundaries and are
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beyond physically reasonable ranges. Thus, a consideration of the two-step formation of COx
appears to be necessary. Therefore, only these results will be further discussed.
As depicted in the parity diagrams in Figure 5.3, most of the calculated values lie within a
range of ±10% around the measured values. However, it should be noted that the simulation
systematically overestimates the CO and CO2 contents (CO2 is not shown) in the case of
experiments with water. Even for the CO/CO2 ratio, there are significant deviations. The factor
FMA,ox is calculated to be 1.3. This indicates that the oxidation rate of MA is overestimated
by 30%, which is less than the observed activity increase during MA oxidation. Therefore, a
common adjustment of all parameters seems to be necessary.
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Figure 5.3: Parity diagrams of n-butane oxidation (eqs 5.17 to 5.19). Most of the values are calculated with a deviation
± % compared to the measurements. However, the simulation systematically overestimates the amount of
CO (and CO2, not shown) formed during water addition.

5.5.3 Full Network

In the final step, the parameters of all rate equations (eqs 5.17-5.19) are adjusted together. For
this purpose, in addition to the experiments on n-butane oxidation, also the MA oxidation is
considered. For the latter ones, the factor to account for the activity increase is still taken into
account.
A comparison of the parity diagrams in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 reveals that the common adjustment
of all parameters does not result in a significant improvement. However, the sums of squared
deviations given in Table 5.2 indicate that the description of the MA, CO, and CO2 contents,
as well as the CO/CO2 ratio, is slightly better, while the n-butane content is described worse.
As expected, the common determination also leads to a deterioration of the description of MA
oxidation, which is still comparatively good. Against the background of the rather small amount
of CO/CO2 formed by the oxidation of MA, this should not have a negative impact on the overall
system. The activity increase during the oxidation of MA is determined to 60%, which is within
the expected range.
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Figure 5.4: Parity diagrams of n-butane and MA oxidation after the common adjustment of all kinetic parameters
(eqs 5.17-5.19). The simulation systematically overestimates the amount of CO (and CO2, not shown)
formed during water addition. Furthermore, the kinetics tend to overestimate the CO/CO2 ratio under the
influence of water, while it is underestimated without water.

Again, a more detailed analysis shows that the formation of CO and CO2 is overestimated for
humid conditions. In these cases, the measured acetic and acrylic acid contents are relatively
high. The neglecting of both components, therefore, results in a larger error in the material
balance, which could be responsible for the overestimation. On the other hand, the CO/CO2
ratio tends to be calculated too high for experiments with water, while it is estimated too low
for experiments without water. This trend is also indicated by the dependency of the CO/CO2
ratio on the water content (Figure A.8, Supporting Information). While in the experiments, a
decreasing ratio was observed with increasing water content, the calculations result in a slight
increase. A similar observation can be made for the dependence of the CO/CO2 ratio on the
n-butane concentration.
The reason is the simplified description of the direct formation of CO and CO2 from n-butane,
which is responsible for the main parts of COx. It is described as if it occurs on a common
active site. Due to a common adsorption constant/reoxidation rate (eq 5.17), it is not possible
to describe the dependence of the CO/CO2 ratio of direct COx formation on the water and
n-butane contents. The slight increase calculated with increasing water content, on the other
hand, results from the decreasing importance of MA oxidation under these conditions.
Due to the above assumptions, the formation of CO/CO2 occurs on sites no. 2 and 3, while
site no. 1 is responsible for the rate-determining formation of acetic and acrylic acid (and MA).
Thus, the CO/CO2 ratio is essentially determined by sites no. 2 and 3. Therefore, to improve
the description of the water dependence, the adsorption constant for water is replaced by the
corresponding constants of sites no. 2 and 3. Hence, eq 5.17 is split into eqs 5.20-5.22.

rC4H10,MA =
kC4H10,MA · kox,1 · pC4H10

· √pO2

kox,1 · √pO2
+
∑
j κC4H10,j

· kC4H10,j
· pC4H10

· 1
1 +KH2O,1 · pH2O

(5.20)

rC4H10,CO =
kC4H10,CO · kox,1 · pC4H10

· √pO2

kox,1 · √pO2
+
∑
j κC4H10,j

· kC4H10,j
· pC4H10

· 1
1 +KH2O,2 · pH2O

(5.21)
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rC4H10,CO2
=

kC4H10,CO2
· kox,1 · pC4H10

· √pO2

kox,1 · √pO2
+
∑
j κC4H10,j

· kC4H10,j
· pC4H10

· 1
1 +KH2O,3 · pH2O

(5.22)

for j = MA, CO, CO2

with κC4H10,CO, κC4H10,CO2
= κC4H10,Ac = 6

As the parity diagrams in Figure A.9 (Supporting Information) show, this mixing of kinetic
parameters of different active sites in one rate equation enables a better description of the
experiments. The overestimation of the COx formation in the presence of water and the
systematic dependence of the CO/CO2 ratio no longer occur. This improvement is also reflected
by the sums of squared deviations given in Table 5.2.
However, the dependence of the CO/CO2 ratio on the n-butane content still cannot be reproduced
correctly (Figure A.10, Supporting Information). By considering a common reoxidation rate for
the direct CO and CO2 formation, it is not possible to capture the concentration dependency.
Without considering the oxidation and formation of acetic and acrylic acid, this can only
be avoided by abandoning the assumption that the rate-determining step of COx formation
(formation of acetic and acrylic acid) takes place at site no. 1. Assuming that the rate-determining
step takes place at sites no. 2 and 3 (actually the oxidation of acetic and acrylic acid), eqs
5.23-5.25 result.

rC4H10,MA =
kC4H10,MA · kox,1 · pC4H10

· √pO2

kox,1 · √pO2
+
∑
j κC4H10,j

· kC4H10,j
· pC4H10

· 1
1 +KH2O,1 · pH2O

for j = MA, CO, CO2

(5.23)

rC4H10,CO =
kC4H10,CO · kox,2 · pC4H10

· √pO2

kox,2 · √pO2
+ κC4H10,CO · kC4H10,CO · pC4H10

+ κMA,CO · kMA,CO · pMA

· 1
1 +KH2O,2 · pH2O

(5.24)

rC4H10,CO2
=

kC4H10,CO2
· kox,3 · pC4H10

· √pO2

kox,3 · √pO2
+ κC4H10,CO2

· kC4H10,CO2
· pC4H10

+ κMA,CO2
· kMA,CO2

· pMA

· 1
1 +KH2O,3 · pH2O

(5.25)

with κC4H10,CO, κC4H10,CO2
= κC4H10,Ac = 6

As the parity diagrams in Figure 5.5 and the sums of squared deviations (Table 5.2) reveal,
these changes enable an improvement of the description of the COx formation and the CO/CO2
ratio. On the other hand, the description of the MA content and the MA oxidation is slightly
worse. The main difference to eqs 5.20-5.22 is that the dependence of the CO/CO2 ratio on
the n-butane content now corresponds to the observed trend (Figure 5.6c). However, compared
to the measured values, this influence is somewhat overestimated. In contrast to the opposite
trend in the previous step (Figure A.10, Supporting Information), this nevertheless represents a
significant improvement. The influence of n-butane on the conversion and the selectivities to
MA, CO, and CO2 is described with adequate accuracy, too. Similarly, the same applies to the
dependence of these variables on temperature and water content (Figure 5.6a,b).
In all cases, the calculated selectivity to MA is slightly higher than the measured value. The
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reason for this should be the neglect of acetic and acrylic acid. Both are formed, especially in
the presence of water and additional MA, with selectivities of up to 3% each [5.6]. If these
components are neglected, an error of up to 6% obviously has to occur in the carbon material
balance.
As indicated in Figure 5.6d, the model is also able to describe the dependency of the conversion,
selectivities, and the CO/CO2 ratio on the content of MA additionally added to the feed.
In contrast to the other conditions, however, the deviations of the CO/CO2 ratio are much
higher (Figure 5.5). A possible explanation is the comparatively high error sensitivity of these
experiments, as shown by the errors in the material balance, which were particularly pronounced
for these experiments. An improvement could be achieved by conducting and considering further
experiments with increased demands on the accuracy of MA addition.

Table 5.2: Sums of Squared Deviations SSDs (Normalized to Step 2) for the Different Steps in the Parameter Estimation
Process. MA oxidation is described according to eqs 5.18 and 5.19.

SSD (normalized) eq 5.17 eqs 5.20-5.22 eqs 5.23-5.25
n-butane 1.27 1.27 1.27
MA 0.89 0.65 0.84
CO 0.84 0.27 0.26
CO2 0.68 0.62 0.55
CO/CO2 0.78 0.62 0.35
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Figure 5.5: Parity diagrams of n-butane and MA oxidation after the common adjustment of all kinetic parameters. By
moving the rate-determining step of COx formation to sites no. 2 and 3 (eqs 5.23-5.25), an improvement of
the description of CO (and CO2) as well as the CO/CO2 ratio can be achieved.
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Figure 5.6: Conversion X, selectivities Si, and CO/CO2 ratio as a function of (a) temperature T , (b) n-butane
content xC4H10

, (c) water content xH2O, and (d) MA content xMA. Experimental values are depicted
with symbols, calculated as solid lines. ((a) 1.8 vol% C4H10, 0 vol% H2O, 21 vol% O2, 0 vol% MA, 1.2 bar,
4500m3

n m−3 h−1, (b) 400 °C, 1.5 vol% C4H10, 21 vol% O2, 0 vol% MA, 1.2 bar, 4500m3
n m−3 h−1, (c)

420 °C, 0 vol% H2O, 21 vol% O2, 0 vol% MA, 1.2 bar, 4500m3
n m−3 h−1, (d) 400 °C, 1.2 vol% C4H10,

0 vol% H2O, 21 vol% O2, 1.2bar, 4500m3
n m−3 h−1).

The activity increase during MA oxidation is determined to 30%, which is significantly lower than
the previously estimated 60%. Thus, it cannot be excluded that the kinetic model overestimates
the CO/CO2 amount formed by the subsequent oxidation of MA. The reason should be the
shift of the rate-determining step of direct COx formation from site no. 1 to sites no. 2 and 3.
However, an improvement can only be achieved by considering a reaction network including the
byproducts acetic and acrylic acid. Unfortunately, this would result in a much more complex
model and has therefore been avoided in this work. The final kinetic parameters for eqs 5.18,
5.19, and 5.23-5.25 are given in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3: Parameters Estimated for n-Butane and MA Oxidation Kinetics Described with an MvK type Mechanism
under the Assumption of Three Active Sites (eqs 5.18, 5.19, and 5.23-5.25).

parameter unit value standard deviation
EA,C4H10,MA kJ mol−1 99 6
EA,C4H10,CO kJ mol−1 123 8
EA,C4H10,CO2

kJ mol−1 79 5
EA,MA,CO kJ mol−1 87 3
EA,MA,CO2

kJ mol−1 73 4
EA,ox,1 kJ mol−1 72 5
EA,ox,2 kJ mol−1 97 5
EA,ox,3 kJ mol−1 115 6
kref,C4H10,MA mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−1 10−5 144 6
kref,C4H10,CO mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−1 10−5 30 2
kref,C4H10,CO2

mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−1 10−5 5.9 0.4
kref,MA,CO mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−1 10−5 13 1
kref,MA,CO2

mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−1 10−5 14 1
kref,ox,1 mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−0.5 10−4 17 1
kref,ox,2 mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−0.5 10−4 1.7 0.1
kref,ox,3 mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−0.5 10−4 5.1 0.6
Kref,H2O,1 kPa−1 10−2 10 1
Kref,H2O,2 kPa−1 10−2 25 1
Kref,H2O,3 kPa−1 10−2 18 1
Hads,H2O,2 kJ mol−1 -29 9
Hads,H2O,2 kJ mol−1 -32 6
Hads,H2O,3 kJ mol−1 -21 7
FMA,ox 1.3 0.1

5.6 Conclusions

Various n-butane oxidation kinetics published in the literature can describe the conversion and
the selectivity to MA with reasonable accuracy. The most important byproducts CO and CO2,
on the other hand, are often described insufficiently. Detailed modeling of the process, however,
requires an exact description of the heat of reaction and thus CO and CO2. With an additional
consideration of the well-known [5.34] inhibition by water, merely two approaches [5.2, 5.10]
remain. The adjustment of their parameters to previous experimental results [5.6] did not yield
to physically consistent parameters. Especially the CO/CO2 ratio could not be reproduced
correctly. Therefore, the aim of the present work was to improve the kinetics based on the results
of previous publications [5.6, 5.12]. For this purpose, in the first step, a heterogeneous model of
the used laboratory reactor was derived.
Since, in the literature, there is no consensus on the nature of the most appropriate kinetic
approach (Eley-Rideal, Langmuir-Hinshelwood, or Mars and van Krevelen) and the number of
active sites, various rate equations have been derived. To adapt them to the experimental data,
at first, the question of the required complexity of the reaction network had to be clarified. The
consideration of the usually neglected byproducts acetic and acrylic acid, which are responsible
for the formation of the main parts of CO and CO2 [5.6], results in a large number of rate
equations and kinetic parameters. However, the formation of both acids is rate-determining for
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the formation of CO and CO2. Thus, the consideration of a simplified reaction network with
direct oxidation of n-butane to CO and CO2 seems to be sufficient.
The adjustment of the rate equations was carried out in a multistage process, starting with
the oxidation of MA. In this context, it could be demonstrated that two different active sites
are required to capture the CO/CO2 ratio correctly: one for the formation of CO, and one for
CO2. Although all approaches are able to describe the kinetics and the differences in the sums of
squared deviations are small, the comparison reveals that the MvK approach is the most suitable.
This approach not only provided the best description of the measured values but also did not
require any further simplifications.
Hence, for the extension of the reaction network by the oxidation of n-butane, only the MvK
approach was considered. Based on earlier findings that neither MA nor acetic acid directly
affects the conversion of n-butane, it could be concluded that the activation of n-butane occurs
on a further active site. The oxidation of the neglected byproducts acetic and acrylic acid, on
the other hand, is catalyzed by the active sites responsible for MA oxidation. Thus, the following
distribution of active sites is assumed.

• Site no. 1: n-butane −−→ MA, acetic acid, acrylic acid, (CO, CO2 in the case of a
simplified reaction network)

• Site no. 2: MA, acetic acid, acrylic acid −−→ CO

• Site no. 3: MA, acetic acid, acrylic acid −−→ CO2

The oxidation of n-butane to CO and CO2, thus, involves all active sites. To correctly reproduce
the oxygen consumption and the connected inhibitory effect through direct COx formation, a
separation of the oxygen consumption between the sites for n-butane activation and CO/CO2
formation is suggested. This separation is confirmed by the results of the parameter adjustment,
which, without this assumption, did not lead to physically reasonable kinetic parameters.
After the final adjustment of all parameters, the determined rate equations are able to correctly
reproduce the temperature dependence as well as the dependencies on the concentrations of
n-butane, water, oxygen, and MA. Especially the description of the byproducts CO and CO2 is
significantly improved compared to the kinetics in the literature.
In summary, the kinetics of n-butane oxidation to maleic anhydride can be best described with a
Mars-van Krevelen-type kinetic approach derived under the assumption of three different active
sites. Taking into account the findings on the usually neglected byproducts acetic and acrylic
acid, a significant improvement of the description of the formation of CO/CO2 could be achieved.
Nevertheless, these findings do not allow any conclusions about the true atomistic mechanism.
In particular, the verification of the different active sites requires further experimental efforts,
which go beyond the scope of this work. Until now, no conclusion on the nature of the active
sites is possible.
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Nomenclature

Indices

1 active site no. 1
2 active site no. 2
3 active site no. 3
Ac acetic + acrylic acid
calc calculated value
meas measured value
ox reoxidation
ref reference temperature (420 °C)

Variables

κ number of oxygen atoms, -
ν stoichiometric coefficient, -
dp Sauter mean diameter of the catalys, µm
EA activation energy, kJ mol−1

FMA,ox activity increase during MA oxidation, -
Hads adsorption enthalpy, kJ mol−1

k rate constant (variable)
K adsorption constant (variable)
pi partial pressure of component i, kPa
r reaction rate, mol kg−1 s−1

R gas constant, J mol−1 K−1

S selectivity, -
SSD sum of squared deviations, -
T temperature, K
x mole fraction, -
X conversion, -
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6 Concluding Discussion

The process of the selective oxidation of n-butane to maleic anhydride (MA), an important
industrial intermediate, has been established for many decades. Nevertheless, it still offers large
optimization potentials, which, in particular, concern the yield of the process, that, due to the
formation of large amounts of CO and CO2, is limited to values far away from ideality.
In addition to improving the vanadium-phosphorus-oxide catalyst, large potentials are attributed
to an optimization of the temperature control inside the reactor. Due to its highly exothermic
behavior, the process, typically performed in multitubular fixed-bed reactors, is accompanied by
the occurrence of hot-spots with a detrimental influence on the selectivity to MA. This effect is
further increased by the today not fully understood phosphorus dynamics of the catalyst, which
gains importance at high temperatures. One of the most important goals, thus, seems to be
the reduction of the hot-spot temperature (Figure 6.1). However, the evaluation of possible
optimization strategies is accompanied by a considerable experimental effort, hardly feasible
on an industrial scale. Therefore, detailed modeling of the process could provide a decisive
contribution. An appropriate model could also contribute to increase the process knowledge but
requires the availability of a suitable kinetic model.

Feed Products
x

T
Hot-spot

Figure 6.1: Qualitative temperature profile of an MA fixed-bed reactor. Large optimization potentials are attributed to
reducing the temperature in the hot-spot region.

As discussed in Chapter 5, however, none of the numerous kinetic models suggested in the
literature is able to describe the system with the required accuracy. While some models could
be adapted to describe the conversion and the selectivity to MA with reasonable accuracy, the
description of the by-products CO and CO2 was insufficient. Due to their strongly exothermic
formation and selectivities of up to 20% each, both significantly contribute to the heat released.
Thus, an exact description of their formation is essential for a detailed model. Therefore, the
aim of this thesis is to develop a kinetic model that is able to correctly reproduce not only the
conversion and the selectivity to MA but also the by-products CO and CO2.
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As for the industrial process, however, even in this case, the high exothermicity of the process
is challenging. In industrial-scale reactors, high heat and mass transfer resistances cause a
superposition of various effects so that the kinetic equations to be determined strongly depend
on the accuracy of the model used to describe the reactor. Therefore, in order to get closer to the
goal of intrinsic kinetics, the influence of mass and heat transfer resistances should be reduced as
wide as possible.

6.1 Millistructured Reactor

The millistructured fixed-bed slit reactor developed by Hofmann [61, 62], thus, seemed to be
ideally suited to investigate the kinetics. As already demonstrated by Hofmann, it is characterized
by excellent heat transfer properties, which allow almost isothermal measurements (∆T < 5 K),
even under high n-butane contents (up to 4.5 vol%). A significant influence through mass transfer
resistances could be excluded, too. Experiments with different catalyst fractions revealed no
deviations in conversion, which is consistent with the calculated catalyst efficiency of > 90 %, in
most cases even > 95 % (Section 3.4).
However, while experimentally evaluating the suitability of Hofmann’s reactor to investigate the
kinetics, the concept revealed some shortcomings requiring further optimization (Chapter 3).
Necessary improvements were identified in particular with regard to the reliability of the test
equipment, the reproducibility of the experimental results, as well as the analytics. In this context,
the durability of the graphite-based reactor gasket was identified as a major weakness, which
induced the development of a new reactor design with a more durable copper gasket. The lack of
reproducibility could be attributed to an inhomogeneous catalyst packing and flow distribution.
By following a well-defined filling and starting procedure (Section 3.3), the deviations of the
conversion between different experiments could be reduced from over 10% to a maximum of 3%.
Furthermore, the existing analytics based on a process gas analyzer (n-butane, CO, CO2, O2)
were extended by a gas chromatograph, which is able to detect MA as well as the by-products
acetic and acrylic acid. With this additional information, the carbon balance is closed in almost
all cases with an error of max ±1.5 % (Section 4.3). Larger errors almost exclusively occur under
the addition of the product MA, whose addition, due to a boiling point above 200 °C, represents
a great challenge. For this purpose, a saturator based on a two-stage design with supersaturation
and subsequent condensation was developed (Section 3.2.1), which allows a highly reproducible
addition of MA (or acetic acid) to the nitrogen stream. The deviations from the desired MA
content are less than 2%.
In summary, the improved experimental setup allows a thorough kinetic investigation under
a broad range of industrially relevant operating conditions (Table 6.1), without detrimental
influences of heat and mass transfer. The superior heat transfer even allows the evaluation
of temperatures in the area of industrial hot-spots (up to 450 °C [16]), but limited by high
conversions. Also with regard to the n-butane content, values far above the industry would be
possible, which, however, were not considered for the sake of comparability. In order to get
comparable conversions, the space velocity (GHSV ) has to be higher, which should be due to
significantly higher catalyst efficiencies (> 90 % vs. < 50 % [16]) compared to industrial catalyst
shapes. Due to limitations of the mass flow controllers, even higher space velocities, e.g., to
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achieve differential measurements at very low conversions, are not possible. In these cases,
however, a sufficient heat removal and thus the almost isothermal behavior of the reactor could
no longer be ensured. Another possibility to conduct those measurements could be the dilution
of the catalyst bed, which, due to difficulties concerning a uniform dilution, was avoided in this
work. However, this aspect should be addressed in future studies.
By the possibility of adding CO, CO2, MA, H2O, and acetic acid, the setup additionally enables an
investigation of the influences of the reaction intermediates/products on the kinetics. Especially
regarding MA and the usually neglected by-product acetic acid, this is a big advantage compared
to the reactors used in most of the known kinetic studies. Unfortunately, due to its tendency
to polymerize, such an investigation is not possible for acrylic acid. If this information will
be needed in future studies, the development of an alternative approach for dosing will be required.

Table 6.1: Comparison of the applied operating conditions with typical industrial values (Possible but not investigated
conditions are given in parentheses).

used reactor industrial
GHSV m3

n m−3 h−1 3900-4800 1100-2600 [9]
TSalt °C 360-440 (> 470) 390-430 [18]
xC4H10

vol% 0.9-2.1 (4.5) < 1.8 [3]
xO2

vol% 16-21 21 (air)
xH2O vol% 0-4 0-4 [16]
xCO, xCO2

vol% 0-5 -
xMA, xAcA vol% 0-1.5 -
pin bar 1.2-1.5 2-3 [18]

6.2 Kinetic Investigation

During the experimental investigation of the kinetics, in the first 10-12 days of each experiment,
a continuous decrease of the catalyst activity was observed (Section 4.3). The duration of the
running in period was thus considerably longer compared to the experiments of Lesser (≈ 40 h,
[16]), which were performed with the same but not crushed industrial catalyst. On the other
hand, after reaching an almost stationary conversion, no significant increase of the catalyst
activity could be observed, even after more than 2000 h on stream and the addition of water.
Under the considered range of operating conditions, the phosphorus dynamics of the catalyst,
thus, seem to be of minor importance, which facilitates kinetic investigations without falsification.
Lesser [16], on the other hand, observed a temperature-dependent increase of the catalyst activity.
Whereas at higher temperatures, the activity increase started after about 100 h on stream, he
could extend the time to 300 h by keeping the hot-spot temperature at a maximum of 430 °C
(equilibration temperature during this work). This temperature dependence could be confirmed
by still unpublished experiments performed at a salt bath temperature of 470 °C (diluted catalyst
bed). In these experiments, the initial activity decrease ended after about 120 h, followed by
an increase. Thus, influences of the phosphorus dynamics can also be observed in an almost
isothermal reactor, but only at temperatures higher than those measured in the hot-spot of
industrial reactors. This suggests that the (maximum) temperatures in industrial reactors should
be even higher than those measured in the hot-spot region, possibly due to local overheating of
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the catalyst pellets (see [19]). Consequently, in order to better capture these temperatures for
the kinetics, investigations at higher temperatures would be desirable, which would also shorten
the running-in period. However, due to detrimental influences of the phosphorus dynamics and
the required dilution of the catalyst bed, temperatures above 440 °C were avoided, but should
be taken into account in future studies. A systematic variation of the temperature to up to
470 °C could provide important information about the temperature above which the phosphorus
dynamics gains importance and, thus, the temperature which should not be exceeded. However,
since, until now, the occurrence of high temperatures and an influence of the phosphorus dynamics
cannot be avoided in industrial reactors, further studies should address the phosphorus dynamics
under the addition of water and a suitable phosphorus compound. Preliminary qualitative
experiments (unpublished) have shown that trimethyl phosphate, a common phosphorus source
in the industry [21, 25–27], can be added in very small quantities (< 5 ppm), even for the small
feed stream of the used millistructured reactor. Nevertheless, prior to a systematic investigation
of the phosphorus dynamics, the concept developed for the addition by means of a saturator
requires further optimization.

6.2.1 Reaction Network

In the product gas mixture leaving the reactor, in addition to MA and the carbon oxides CO
and CO2, significant amounts of acetic and acrylic acid were found (Section 4.3). Further
components like butene, butadiene, etc., which are frequently discussed intermediates in the
numerous proposed reaction mechanisms [6], could not be detected. This observation, which is
also commonly reported in the literature, is one of the main reasons why it has not yet been
possible to elucidate the mechanism of MA synthesis [6]. Therefore, although an influence of
possible intermediates on the formation of CO and CO2 cannot be excluded, it has established
to describe the process by a more or less detailed network of overall reactions [18]. Differences
exist, in particular, with regard to the consideration of CO and CO2. Under the prerequisite of
a detailed description of the formation of CO and CO2, however, a separate consideration and
thus a network with at least five reactions is required (Figure 6.2 a)).
The formation of the usually neglected by-products acetic and acrylic acid with selectivities of up
to 4% each, on the other hand, raised the question of their significance in the reaction kinetics
(Section 3.4). From their appearance at even very low conversions and decreasing selectivities
with increasing conversion, it could be concluded that both are formed from n-butane and are
further oxidized to CO/CO2. This, in turn, induced the question of their significance for the
formation of CO/CO2, which was evaluated through experiments on their oxidation (Section
4.3.4). In these, it could be observed that both are oxidized very quickly. With 1 vol% acetic acid,
which is more than one order of magnitude higher than the highest measured content during
conventional conditions, even at the lowest temperature of 380 °C, almost full conversion was
reached.
The high oxidation rates on one hand, and selectivities of up to 4% on the other hand, at first
glance, seem to be in discrepancy, but can be explained by the occurrence of acetic and acrylic
acid as important intermediates in the formation of CO and CO2. Acetic and acrylic acid are
formed and oxidized with high reaction rates, whereby the formation is rate-determining (Section
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4.4). A direct oxidation of n-butane to CO/CO2, on the other hand, seems to be rather unlikely.
Together with other observed reactions, which can be considered negligible, these results are
summarized in the reaction network depicted in Figure 6.2 b).

n-butane MA

CO

CO2

AcA

AcrA

n-butane MA

CO CO2

a) b)

Figure 6.2: a) Widely accepted reaction network with separate treatment of CO and CO2 (e.g., [45]), b) Extended
reaction network summarizing all reactions identified in the experiments. The reactions that are assumed to
be negligible for the kinetics are dashed.

As indicated by Figure 6.2 b), the consideration of acetic and acrylic acid requires a comparatively
complex reaction network with at least nine reactions. Compared to the simplified and widely
accepted network in Figure 6.2 a), this is connected with a substantial increase of the number of
kinetic parameters, which entails the risk of an overparameterization of the kinetic model and
parameters with higher uncertainties [63, Chapters 1, 2]. In view of the very high formation and
oxidation rates of acetic and acrylic acid, this also raises the question of whether the accuracy of
their measured concentrations is sufficient for a reliable parameter estimation. Since the formation
of acetic and acrylic acid and, thus, the activation of n-butane seems to be rate-determining, a
simplified reaction network according to Figure 6.2 a) should be sufficient (Section 5.4.2).

6.2.2 Number of Active Sites

Despite hundreds of publications, there is no consensus as to which and how many of the
numerous phases found on the catalyst surface are catalytically active [64–68]. Although there
are some hints that the quite complex n-butane oxidation involves at least two different active
sites [69], most of the published kinetics just consider one. Only very few approaches assume the
existence of two active sites, usually differentiating between selective and non-selective reactions
[16, 32, 70]. However, in view of the aim of a precise description of the selectivities, also for
the by-products CO and CO2, the question of the number of active sites seems to be of great
importance. As discussed in Chapter 4 and summarized in the following, the kinetic experiments
exhibit a number of effects, hard to explain/describe without the assumption of different sites.

For the addition of MA, in contrast to the assumptions in some known kinetic models [45, 49], the
experiments revealed no significant influence on n-butane conversion. The presence of n-butane,
on the other hand, caused a reduction of the MA oxidation rate. Furthermore, after switching
back from MA oxidation to n-butane oxidation, the conversion was temporarily increased. Under
the assumption of an underlying redox mechanism, all these effects can be well-explained with
the comparatively low oxidation rate and oxygen consumption rate of MA oxidation. During MA
oxidation, this causes an increase of the oxidation state of the catalyst, whereas the oxidation
of additionally added MA has no significant influence on the oxygen consumption rate. The
much higher oxygen consumption during n-butane oxidation induces a reduction of the oxidation
state and thus the MA oxidation rate. Up to this point, there is no need for the assumption of
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different active sites.
For the addition of acetic acid, which is oxidized much faster, however, the same effects were
observed. Despite the much higher oxygen consumption, there were no influences on the n-
butane conversion, not explainable with the formation of significant amounts of water. After
the separate oxidation of acetic acid, the n-butane conversion was temporarily increased, too.
These observations suggest that the oxidation of n-butane and acetic acid occurs on different
active sites. Based on the observation that MA does not affect the n-butane conversion, but
simultaneously causes an increase of the selectivities to acetic and acrylic acid, it can be further
concluded that the oxidation of MA occurs at the same active site as the oxidation of acetic
acid. This is no contradiction to the above explanations. In fact, in the literature, there are
some works that came to the same conclusion. Centi et al. [69] as well as Bej and Rao [70] found
in poisoning studies that sulfur dioxide selectively poisons the oxidation of MA, without any
influence on n-butane conversion. Unfortunately, they did not consider the by-products acetic
and acrylic acid. While evaluating the performance evolution of fresh catalysts, Wilkinson et
al. [71] observed a much faster decrease of the catalyst activity for MA oxidation compared to
n-butane oxidation and came to the same conclusion. Thus, different active sites can also explain
the increase of the selectivity to MA at the beginning of each experiment. Since in the first days
after starting an experiment, also the selectivities to acetic and acrylic acid increase strongly,
the same conclusions can be drawn for acetic and acrylic acid. The oxidation of the partial
oxidation products MA, acetic, and acrylic acid, thus, seems to occur on other active sites than
their formation from n-butane.
Furthermore, the experiments revealed that the CO/CO2 ratio strongly depends on the operating
conditions, which raised the question of whether the formation of CO and CO2 occurs on the
same site. Under the influence of water, for example, a significant shift of the CO/CO2 ratio
towards CO2 could be observed. As this also occurred for the oxidation of MA, another influence
than an increased impact of the oxidation of MA (CO/CO2 < 1) must be present. Arnold et al.
[52] already suggested the existence of different reaction pathways for the formation of CO and
CO2. Possible reasons could be different ways for an intervention of the reaction by water, or
dynamic changes on the catalyst surface. As far as the kinetic modeling is concerned, however,
the consideration of different active sites is more straightforward. Although, until now, there is
no proof for their existence, only this approach has been considered. Together with the above
discussion, this resulted in the following assumption regarding the distribution of the active
sites:

Site no. 1: n-butane −−→ MA, acetic acid, acrylic acid

Site no. 2: MA, acetic acid, acrylic acid −−→ CO

Site no. 3: MA, acetic acid, acrylic acid −−→ CO2

While the existence of different active sites for the oxidation of n-butane and MA has been
experimentally confirmed by various authors [69–71], there is still no experimental evidence for
the assignment of acetic and acrylic acid. This lack of information may be closed by poisoning
studies analogous to Centi et al. [69] as well as Bej and Rao [70], which additionally cover the so
far not considered by-products. Similar studies (possibly with other poisoning agents) on the
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oxidation of MA and acetic acid could provide information on the formation of CO and CO2.
Further insight might be provided by studies on the evolution of the catalyst activity (analogous
to Wilkinson et al. [71]) under different operating conditions, as, for example, with/without
water or at different temperatures. However, any verification and especially the allocation to
surface species will require very complex operando measurements.

6.2.3 Kinetic Modeling

As discussed in Section 5.4, none of the known kinetics can satisfactorily describe the process.
Due to significant influences on the heat of reaction, this not only requires the rarely included
distinction between CO and CO2, but also a consideration of the influence of water, which
has a large impact on the CO/CO2 ratio. However, even after adjusting their parameters
to the experimental results, the only two approaches ([16, 45]) fulfilling these requirements
could not describe the system with the required accuracy. Furthermore, both are based on the
Eley-Rideal mechanism, which assumes the adsorption of oxygen on the catalyst surface. The
involvement of adsorbed oxygen, however, is controversially discussed in the literature [72–74].
In contrast, a large number of investigations under spatial/temporal separation of the reduction
and (re)oxidation of the catalyst suggest a redox mechanism involving oxygen from the catalyst
lattice [13, 75–81].
Although the redox mechanism seems to be widely accepted [32] and can well explain many
observed effects (Sections 4.3 and 6.2.2), searching for a suitable kinetic approach was not limited
to it. Furthermore, a conclusion about the true mechanism is not possible anyway. Therefore,
the derivation of rate equations in Section 5.4.1 considers approaches based on the adsorption
mechanisms according to Eley-Rideal and Langmuir-Hinshelwood, as well as equations based on
the redox mechanism according to Mars and van Krevelen [51].

In order to adapt these rate equations to the experimental results, a mathematical model of the
used laboratory reactor was developed (Section A.1), starting from state-of-the-art continuum
reactor models. Although the reactor is characterized by low heat and mass transfer resistances,
these were nevertheless taken into account, as this facilitates the transferability (of the kinetics)
to the industrial case. The step-by-step adaption of the rate equations to the measurements,
starting with the oxidation of MA (Section 5.5.1), revealed that in principal all approaches
derived under the assumption of different active sites for the formation of CO and CO2 are able
to describe the measurements. However, whereas the adsorption mechanisms required further
assumptions and simplifications, the redox mechanism could describe the measurements with
the lowest deviations and uncertainties of the model parameters. The results of the adsorption
mechanisms rather raised doubts whether they are also suitable for the description of the much
faster n-butane oxidation. Therefore, in agreement with the majority of publications, in the next
step, the extension of the reaction network by n-butane oxidation, only the redox mechanism
was considered.

In this context, the allocation of the simplistically assumed direct oxidation of n-butane to
CO/CO2 to the various suggested active sites turned out to be a crucial point (Section 5.5.2).
According to the above assumptions, all three active sites are involved in the formation and
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oxidation of acetic and acrylic acid, and thus the formation of CO and CO2. Assuming that the
formation of acetic and acrylic acid is rate-determining, the direct oxidation could be attributed
to site no. 1, the site responsible for n-butane activation. In this case, however, inhibiting
influences through the oxidation of acetic and acrylic acid (oxygen consumption) on the oxidation
of MA wouldn’t be captured. Moreover, the results suggest that under this assumption no
determination of physically reasonable parameters is possible. In contrast, much better results
could be obtained by dividing the oxygen consumption between all involved sites, assuming
that the rate of oxidation of acetic and acrylic acids equals the rate of their rate-determining
formation (quasi-steady-state approximation). On the other hand, the results also show that
these assumptions do not provide sufficient flexibility to describe the CO/CO2 ratio as a function
of the concentrations of n-butane and water, as the differentiation between CO and CO2 actually
takes place on sites no. 2 and 3 (Section 5.5.3). Thus, although the formation of acetic and
acrylic acid is certainly the rate-determining step, a model-based shift of the rate-determining
step to sites no. 2 and 3 (oxidation of acetic and acrylic acid) seems to be useful.
In fact, these assumptions allow a much better description of the experimental results, including
the CO/CO2 ratio. The influences of the operating conditions on the conversion and the
selectivities can be reproduced correctly. The deviations between the measured and calculated
concentrations are usually less than 10%. In particular, the description of the CO/CO2 ratio
is significantly improved compared to known kinetics, as it is correctly captured for the first
time. However, errors still occur in some cases, especially under the addition of MA. In these
cases, however, the errors in the material balance are particularly pronounced. Additionally,
the addition of MA has a large influence on the oxidation of acetic and acrylic acid and causes
a strong shift of the CO/CO2 ratio (Section 4.3.4). A significant further improvement of the
description of the CO/CO2 ratio, thus, seems to be possible under the direct consideration of
acetic and acrylic acid only, which was avoided for the reasons already mentioned.

In summary, the results suggest that the kinetics of n-butane oxidation to MA can be best
described with a Mars and van Krevelen type redox approach derived under the assumption of
three different active sites and an indirect consideration of acetic and acrylic acid. The developed
kinetic model allows a significantly improved description of the selectivities of all usually considered
components, and thus the heat of reaction and the entire process. Unfortunately, a description of
the formation of acetic and acrylic acid is not possible. However, in view of typical selectivities
of less than 1.5% each (under industrial conditions, [16]), this seems to be of minor importance
compared to a correct description of the formation of CO/CO2. On the other hand, the indirect
consideration of acetic and acrylic acid by dividing the oxygen consumption of CO/CO2 formation
has to be regarded as the decisive key to improve the description of the selectivities. Nevertheless,
even the improved model still has potential for optimization, especially with regard to the
phosphorus dynamics of the catalyst. Furthermore, the findings do not allow any conclusions
about the true atomistic mechanism and even the verification of the different active sites requires
further experimental efforts.
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6.3 Outlook

Despite substantial progress in the description of the kinetics and a large number of experiments
not yet been described in the literature, various important questions remain unanswered to date.
As already mentioned, the influence of the phosphorus dynamics, always present in industrial
reactors, is not captured by the kinetics, but due to obviously too low temperatures could not be
observed in the experiments either. The determination of the maximum temperatures occurring
in industrial reactors and thus the influence of local overheating effects, therefore, appears to be
an important prerequisite for future investigations. Fluid dynamic simulations could provide
a possible contribution here. With this additional information on the temperature range to
be covered by kinetics, which certainly goes beyond the range investigated in this work, the
temperature above which the phosphorus dynamics becomes significant could be determined. At
these high temperatures, however, the experiments would require a dilution of the catalyst bed,
which raises the question about the reproducibility of the catalyst packing. Furthermore, it is
unclear whether mass transport influences within the catalyst particles can still be neglected at
the expected high reaction rates. After clarification of these issues, a systematic investigation of
the phosphorus dynamics under variation of the temperature as well as the supplied phosphorus
and water concentrations should be carried out, analogous to the work of Lesser [16].
Another aspect that should be considered in future studies concerns the experimental confirmation
of the proposed active sites. As already mentioned, poisoning studies and an investigation of the
equilibration behavior could be used for this purpose, whereby, in contrast to the known studies
from the literature, the previously neglected by-products should be taken into account. These
investigations could be extended by experiments on the oxidation of acetic and acrylic acid, in
which, in contrast to the experiments carried out so far, the catalyst bed should be diluted in
order to avoid total conversion. However, one point that should not be neglected in this context
is the need for further improvements of the analytical methods, which have so far not been able
to satisfactorily determine the by-products. Whereas the peaks of acetic and acrylic acid are
often difficult to integrate and require a lot of manual corrections, the gas chromatograph is not
able to clearly separate possible intermediates like n-butene from the reactant n-butane. Finally,
the studies should also be supported by investigations of the catalyst surface, preferably with
cooperating partners.
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A.1 Reactor Model

The following model represents the millistructured fixed-bed reactor (see [A1]) used in the
experimental investigation of the kinetics. Thereby, only the reactor and the heat exchange
with the surrounding salt bath is considered. For the remaining periphery, it is assumed that it
behaves ideally. In particular, it is assumed that the temperature at the reactor inlet equals that
of the surrounding salt bath. Furthermore, it is assumed that the product gas purification before
entering the process gas analyzer behaves ideally.
Although the reactor is characterized by low heat and mass transport limitations [A1], it is
described using a heterogeneous model. Thus, possible (minor) influences due to heat and
mass transport limitations do not cause any falsification of the rate equations to be determined.
Furthermore, this facilitates a simple adaption of the model to the case of an industrial reactor.
In view of the low temperature gradients observed [A1] and the comparatively small slit width of
the reactor (1.65mm), it is assumed that the radial temperature distribution has no significant
influence on the local reactor performance. However, according to the criterion in eq A.1, which
was derived as a worst-case scenario from the criterion of Dixon [A2], this assumption is not
justified for each condition considered (up to 0.13 at 440 °C and 2.1 vol% n-butane, evaluated
with the whole model and the kinetics of Lesser et al. [A3]). Due to the considerably shorter
calculation time and, in most cases, insignificant (< 1 %) differences compared to the results of a
corresponding two-dimensional model, it was nevertheless decided to choose the one-dimensional
model. Thus, it is also assumed that there are no radial gradients in the flow velocity (plug
flow). To capture deviations from the ideal flow behavior, axial dispersion is taken into account
(Section A.1.1).
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max
j

(EA,j)

RTw

∑
j

(|∆RHj | rj) ·

(
dR,hyd

2

)2
ρcat (1− ε)

8λr

(
4Bi+ 12
3Bi+ 12 + 4

Bi

)
< 0.05

with

Bi = hw · dR,hyd
2λr

(A.1)

Due to the unavailability of an independent detailed kinetic model, no comprehensive validation
of the model was possible. However, the comparison between the measured and calculated
temperature profiles showed only minor deviations (Section A.1.4). In combination with the
almost isothermal behavior (hot-spots < 5 K [A1]), no significant influences on the rate equations
to be determined are to be expected. The description of the pressure drop has already been
validated by Hofmann et al. [A4].

A.1.1 Heat and Mass Balance of the Gas Phase

The mass balance for the gas phase is described by an overall mass conservation equation (eq A.2)
as well as a species conservation equation (eq A.3). Herein, Ṁi,z is the mass flux of component i
in axial direction. Nos

i describes the molar flux at the pellet surface (os) and is multiplied by the
specific catalyst surface area ap related to the reactor volume.
Since large concentration gradients can occur in the first few millimeters of the reactor, and
criteria for excluding an influence of axial dispersion are not always satisfied, it is necessary
to take axial dispersion into account [A5, Chapter 4.7]. The corresponding axial dispersion
coefficients Di,z are calculated according to Edwards and Richardson [A6]. Due to the strong
influence of the reactor to particle diameter ratio (dR/dp-ratio) on axial dispersion at ratios < 10,
the influence of axial dispersion is rather underestimated for the ratio < 5 considered here [A7,
A8]. Unfortunately, there are no specific correlations for the dR/dp-ratio and slit geometry used
here.

∂

∂z
(ρg uz) = 0 (A.2)

∂Ṁi,z
∂z

− ∂

∂z

(
Di,z ρg

∂wi
∂z

)
− ap MiN

os
i = 0 (A.3)

The energy balance (eq A.4) is written with enthalpy fluxes, which are calculated based on the
specific enthalpy hg of the gas phase and the partial enthalpies hi of component i. Furthermore, the
heat exchange with the reactor wall is considered, which is described by the reactor circumference
UR, the cross-sectional area AR, and the heat flux q̇is

r,w at the reactor wall.

∂

∂z
(ρg uz hg)− ∂

∂z

(∑
i

(
Di,z ρg

∂wi
∂z

hi

))
− ∂

∂z

(
λz
∂Tg
∂z

)
+ UR
AR

q̇is
r,w = 0 (A.4)

The effective axial conductivity λz is calculated according to Edwards and Richardson [A9],
whereby for the stagnant conductivity the correlation of Zehner and Schlünder [A10, A11] is
used. As for axial dispersion, the influence is underestimated because of the small dR/dp-ratio.
However, the influences through axial conductivity in the reactor wall are much higher, so that
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an error through underestimating the effective axial conductivity should be of minor relevance.
The boundary conditions at the reactor inlet are described according to Danckwerts [A12].

Ṁi,z (0) = Ṁi,in +Di,z Mi
∂

∂z

(
p xi
RTg

)∣∣∣∣
z=0

(A.5)

Tg (0) = Tin + λz
ρg uz cp,g

∂Tg
∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=0

(A.6)

A.1.2 Heat and Mass Balance of the Catalyst Pellet

For the catalyst particles, it is assumed that they can be described as spherical particles with
diameter dp, the diameter of a sphere with the same volume to surface ratio as the crushed
particles (Sauter mean diameter). The material balance (eq A.7), based on molar fluxes Ṅi,
incorporates the chemical conversion through the mass-specific reaction rates rj and the apparent
catalyst density ρcat. In the energy balance (eq A.8), in addition to the heat conduction in the
catalyst (λp), the enthalpy fluxes connected to the material fluxes are taken into account.

2
rp
Ṅi + ∂Ṅi

∂rp
=
∑
j

(νi,j rj ρcat) (A.7)

∂

∂rp

(
λp
∂Tp
∂rp

)
+ 2
rp
λp
∂Tp
∂rp
− 2
rp

∑
i

(
Ṅi hi

)
− ∂

∂rp

∑
i

(
Ṅi hi

)
= 0 (A.8)

The molar fluxes Ṅi inside the solid phase are calculated with the binary friction model (BFM) (eqs
A.9-A.11 [A13]), an extension of the Maxwell-Stefan diffusion approach. Besides bulk diffusion,
this model also incorporates wall effects through Knudsen Diffusion (DK,i) and pressure-driven
viscous flow. Herein, εp is the porosity of the catalyst particles, τ is the tortuosity, and rpore

is the mean pore radius of the catalyst particles. The molecular diffusion coefficients Ði,j are
calculated according to Fuller et al. [A14].

∂xi,p
∂rp

pp
RTp

+ ∂pp
∂rp

xi,p
RTp

=
∑
j,j 6=i

xi,p Ṅj − xj,p Ṅi
Ði,j εp

τ

− Ṅi(
DK,i + r2

pore
8κi

)
εp
τ

(A.9)

with

κi = 1
pp

ηi∑
j

(xj,p σi,j)
(A.10)

σi,j =

(
1 +

(
ηi
ηj

)0.5(
Mj

Mi

)0.25
)2

8
(

1 + Mi

Mj

)0.5 (A.11)

∑
i

xi,p = 1 (A.12)

The boundary conditions at the pellet surface (os) and center (0) are given in eqs A.13 to A.18.
For this purpose, the molar flux and heat conduction at the catalyst surface are set equal to
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the convective material respective heat transfer. The corresponding mass (ki,p) and heat (hp)
transfer coefficients are calculated according to the correlation of Gnielinski [A15].

Ṅos
i = ki,p

p

RTg

(
xos
i,p − xi

)
(A.13)

− λp
∂Tp
∂rp

∣∣∣∣
os

= hp
(
T os

p − Tg
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(A.14)

pos
p = p (A.15)
Ṅ0
i = 0 (A.16)
∂Tp
∂rp

∣∣∣∣
rp=0

= 0 (A.17)

∂pp
∂rp

∣∣∣∣
rp=0

= 0 (A.18)

A.1.3 Energy Balance of the Reactor Wall

A difficult issue concerning the energy balance of the reactor wall (eq A.19) is the design of
the slit reactor so that the heat exchange with the surrounding salt bath takes place over a
much larger area compared to the actual fixed-bed. Thus, a three-dimensional calculation of
the wall would be necessary for a precise consideration. For simplification, however, only the
area corresponding to the fixed-bed is taken into account. For compensation, the heat transfer
coefficient hsalt between the reactor wall and the surrounding molten salt, which was found to be
approximately 1700W m−2 K−1, is taken twice (eq A.23). Due to the high wall thickness, the
energy balance of the considered part of the reactor wall takes into account thermal conductivity
in axial (z) and radial (rw) direction. The heat exchange with the catalytic bed (eq A.22) is
described by the overall heat transfer coefficient hw,1D (Section A.1.4).

λw
∂T 2

w
∂r2

w
+ λw

∂T 2
w

∂z2 = 0 (A.19)

q̇is
r,w = −λw

∂Tw
∂rw

∣∣∣∣
is

(A.20)

q̇os
r,w = −λw

∂Tw
∂rw

∣∣∣∣
os

(A.21)

q̇is
r,w = hw,1D

(
Tg − T is

w
)

(A.22)
q̇os

r,w = 2hsalt (T os
w − Tsalt) (A.23)

A.1.4 Heat Transfer at the Reactor Wall

The overall heat transfer coefficient hw,1D is calculated according to eq A.24 [A2], which takes
into account the effective radial bed conductivity λr, the bed-wall heat transfer coefficient hw,
and the Biot number Bi.

1
hw,1D

= 1
hw

+ dR,hyd
6λr

Bi+ 3
Bi+ 4 (A.24)
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For calculating the heat transport parameters λr and hw, again, the slit geometry of the reactor
is challenging, as there are no specific correlations available. Also the dR/dp-ratio complicates
the selection of a suitable correlation, since the most correlations were developed for substantially
higher values. Furthermore, most of the available correlations are valid for pseudo-homogeneous
models only, in which the solid temperature equals the gas temperature. In the present case,
however, the temperature differences are small, so that it is assumed that these models can be
adapted to heterogeneous models. The selection was finally made by comparing the resulting
temperature profiles with correlations of different authors, for example, Specchia et al. [A16,
A17], Nilles and Martin [A18], Zehner and Schlünder [A11], and Wellauer et al. [A19]. The
smallest deviations between measured and calculated temperature profiles, even for a 3mm slit
with a higher hot-spot, could be achieved with the correlations of Wellauer et al. These were
developed for dR/dp-ratios of 3 to 8, which is in the same range as the slit reactor (dR,hyd/dp ≈ 4)
used here. This selection is consistent with the findings of Rebughini et al. [A20], who observed a
good agreement for the correlations of Wellauer et al. when they compared the results obtained
with different correlations with CFD simulations for rectangular channels with 2x2mm and a
dR/dp-ratio of 3 to 5. Due to numerical instabilities when using the correlations of Wellauer et al.,
the stagnant part of the correlation for calculating the effective bed conductivity λr is replaced
by the correlation of Zehner and Schlünder [A11] (in the form given in [A10, Chapter 11.7]). This
results in minor changes in the temperature profile but significantly decreases the calculation
time.

A.1.5 Pressure Drop

The pressure drop calculation is based on the correlation of Eisfeld and Schnitzlein [A21].
Hofmann et al. [A4] have already validated the suitability of this correlation for the slit reactor.
However, they had to introduce the sphericity Ψ of the catalyst particles as a fitting parameter
to take into account the irregular shape. To correctly reproduce the measured pressure drop,
the value of the sphericity has to be set to 0.7. This value ranges between the sphericity of 0.87
determined with the particle size distribution (Table A.1) and the value of 0.62 obtained from
images (Figure A.1) taken with a microscope (Keyence VHX).

Figure A.1: Microscope image of the milled catalyst particles, showing their non-spherical shape.
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Table A.1: Particle size distribution and related values (obtained with Sympatec Qicpic).

Parameter Value
d10 661µm
d50 883µm
d90 1135 µm
SMD 769µm
VMD 884 µm
Ψ 0.87

A.1.6 Material Properties and other Parameters

To calculate the fluid properties, the model is connected with the physical property package
Multiflash™, as this significantly increases the numerical stability compared to self-programmed
correlations. All other parameters concerning the reactor size, catalyst properties, and the reactor
wall are given in Table A.2.

Table A.2: Reactor dimensions, catalyst properties, and heat transport properties of the reactor wall used in the model.

Parameter Value Parameter Value
bR 44mm εp 0.5
dR 1.65mm τ 3
LR 72mm rpore 35 nm
dp 769µm λp 0.585W m−1 K−1 [A22]
da

p 948µm Ψ 0.7
dv

p 884µm λw 20W m−1 K−1

ρcat 1620 kg m−3 hsalt 1700W m−2 K−1
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A.2 Rate Equations

A.2.1 Derivation of Rate Equations

The following derivation of different rate equations is for the example of one common active
site for all reactions. In the case of more than one active site, different adsorption constants,
reoxidation rate constants, etc. have to be considered.
For a better determination of the temperature dependence, the rate and adsorption constants
are related to the reference temperature Tref (420 °C) [A23], see eqs 5.1 and 5.2 in the main
document.

A.2.1.1 Eley-Rideal Type Rate Equations

Assumptions

• The rate-determining step is the activation of gas-phase n-butane (MA, acetic, and acrylic
acid) by oxygen adsorbed on the catalyst surface

• The adsorption of oxygen (supply of oxygen) is inhibited through the adsorption of water
and n-butane (MA, acetic, and acrylic acid) on the catalyst surface

• The adsorption of oxygen, n-butane, ..., and water is in equilibrium with the gas phase
partial pressure

• Oxygen is dissociatively adsorbed on the catalyst surface

Derivation of Rate Equations

Dissociative adsorption of oxygen:

θ + 0.5 O2 −−⇀↽−− θO (A.25)

KO = θO
θ · √pO2

(A.26)

Adsorption of n-butane (MA, ...) and water:

θ + C4H10 −−⇀↽−− θC4H10
(A.27)

KC4H10
=

θC4H10

θ · pC4H10

(A.28)

θ + H2O −−⇀↽−− θH2O (A.29)

KH2O =
θH2O

θ · pH2O
(A.30)

The sum of the degrees of surface coverage equals one:

θ + θO + θC4H10
+ ...+ θH2O = 1 (A.31)
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The reaction rate is proportional to the surface coverage of oxygen θO and the partial pressure of
component i, pi:

ri,j = ki,j · θO · pi (A.32)

ri,j =
ki,j ·KO · √pO2

· pi
1 +KO · √pO2

+KC4H10
· pC4H10

+KH2O · pH2O (+KMA · pMA + ...) (A.33)

Due to difficulties in determining the equilibrium constant KO, eq A.33 is simplified as follows
(see Section A.3.1.1):

ri,j =
ki,j · pnO2

· pi
1 +KC4H10

· pC4H10
+KH2O · pH2O (+KMA · pMA + ...) (A.34)

A.2.1.2 Langmuir-Hinshelwood Type Rate Equations

Assumptions

• The rate-determining step is the activation of adsorbed n-butane (MA, acetic, and acrylic
acid) by oxygen adsorbed on the catalyst surface

• All other assumptions are similar to the Eley-Rideal approach

Derivation of Rate Equations

The reaction rate is proportional to the surface coverage of oxygen θO and the surface coverage
of reactant i, θi:

ri,j = ki,j · θO · θi (A.35)

ri,j =
ki,j ·KO ·Ki · √pO2

· pi(
1 +KO · √pO2

+KC4H10
· pC4H10

+KH2O · pH2O (+KMA · pMA + ...)
)2 (A.36)

Due to difficulties in determining the equilibrium constant KO, eq A.36 is simplified as follows:

ri,j =
ki,j · pnO2

· pi(
1 +KC4H10

· pC4H10
+KH2O · pH2O (+KMA · pMA + ...)

)2 (A.37)
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A.2.1.3 Mars and van Krevelen Type Rate Equations

Assumptions [A24]

• The VPO catalyst, respectively the active sites are present in different oxidation states,
which are in a dynamic equilibrium

• The active sites are reduced during n-butane (MA, acetic and acrylic acid) oxidation and
are reoxidized by gas-phase oxygen

• Under steady-state conditions, the reduction rate equals the reoxidation rate. Therefore,
both steps are rate-determining

• The rate-determining step of the catalyst reduction is the activation of gas-phase n-butane
(MA, acetic (AcA), and acrylic acid (AcrA))

• The active sites (oxidized or reduced) are inhibited through the adsorption of water

• Each oxidized active site can provide one oxygen atom

Derivation of Rate Equations

Oxidation of component i to product j:

κi,j · θox + C4H10/MA/AcA/AcrA −−→ κi,j · θred + MA/CO/CO2/AcA/AcrA (A.38)
ri,j = ki,j · θαox · pβi (A.39)

(κi,j represents the number of oxygen atoms required for the oxidation of component i to product j
(κi,j = 2 |νi,j |))
Reoxidation of the catalyst:

θred + 0.5 O2 −−→ θox (A.40)
rox = kox · θγred · pδO2

(A.41)

The reoxidation rate equals the sum of the oxygen consumption rates of all reactions occurring
on the same active site:

rox =
∑

κi,j · ri,j (A.42)

The sum of oxidized and reduced sites as well as sites with adsorbed water equals one:

θred + θox + θH2O = 1 (A.43)

For further simplification, the following assumptions are made:
• The reduction rate ri,j is first order with respect to the fraction of oxidized active sites θox

(α = 1) and the partial pressure pi (β = 1).
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• The reoxidation rate rox is first order with respect to the fraction of reduced active sites
θred (γ = 1) and half order with respect to oxygen partial pressure pO2(δ = 0.5).

ri,j =
ki,j · kox · pi · √pO2(

kox · √pO2
+
∑
κi,j · ki,j · pi

)
·
(
1 +KH2O · pH2O

) (A.44)

A.2.2 Parameter Estimation and Model Discrimination

Estimation of the Maximum Measurement Errors

IR analyzer: < 2.5 % of measured value + 1.5% of full range (2 vol% for n-butane, 3 vol% for
CO and CO2) [A25]
Calibration gas mixture (Linde AG): < 2 %
GC (MA): < 6 % of measured value (estimated from max. fluctuations during measurement) +
2% of full range (2 vol%)

A.3 Results and Discussion

A.3.1 MA Oxidation Kinetics

C4H2O3 + O2 −−→ 4 CO + H2O (A.45)
C4H2O3 + 3 O2 −−→ 4 CO2 + H2O (A.46)

A.3.1.1 Eley-Rideal

The experiments on MA oxidation revealed that the apparent reaction order with respect to MA
is smaller than one [A26]. To capture this with the Eley-Rideal approach, it is assumed that, in
addition to oxygen and water (see Section A.2.1.1), MA is also adsorbed on the catalyst surface
and inhibits the adsorption of oxygen (eqs A.47 and A.48).
The adjustment of the kinetic parameters to the experimental results (85 different operating
conditions, Table A.19) reveals that a satisfactory solution cannot be found. Independent of the
initial guesses and boundaries, some parameters reach the boundaries. The remaining ones are
accompanied by large uncertainties and exhibit high correlations among each other, especially
between the adsorption and rate constants. Thus, it is not possible to determine physically
reasonable parameters.

rMA,CO =
kMA,CO ·KO,2 · √pO2

· pMA

1 +KO,2 · √pO2
+KH2O,2 · pH2O +KMA,2 · pMA

(A.47)

rMA,CO2
=

kMA,CO2
·KO,3 · √pO2

· pMA

1 +KO,3 · √pO2
+KH2O,3 · pH2O +KMA,3 · pMA

(A.48)

A significant improvement can be achieved through simplifying the rate equations by introducing
the reaction orders ni instead of the adsorption constants (KO2,i) for oxygen (eqs A.49 and A.50).
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The resulting rate equations are, however, no longer an Eley-Rideal approach, but a mixture
with a power-law equation. This simplification, already described by some authors (e.g. [A27],
with ni = 0.25), allows the determination of parameters (Table A.3) accompanied by much lower
uncertainties. The reaction orders result to n2 = 0.19± 0.07 and n3 = 0.05± 0.07, which is in
the range of the observed apparent reaction orders [A26]. However, the uncertainty of these
parameters is rather high, which also affects the determined rate constants. A possible reason
should be the low influence of oxygen concentration on MA oxidation.

rMA,CO =
kMA,CO · pMA · pn2

O2

1 +KH2O,2 · pH2O +KMA,2 · pMA
(A.49)

rMA,CO2
=

kMA,CO2
· pMA · pn3

O2

1 +KH2O,3 · pH2O +KMA,3 · pMA
(A.50)
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Figure A.2: Parity diagrams of MA oxidation described with an Eley-Rideal type mechanism derived under the assumption
of different active sites for the formation of CO and CO2 (eqs A.49 and A.50).

Table A.3: Parameters estimated for MA oxidation kinetics described with an Eley-Rideal type mechanism derived
under the assumption of different active sites for the formation of CO and CO2 (eqs A.49 and A.50).

Parameter Unit Value Standard deviation
EA,MA,CO kJ mol−1 93 3
EA,MA,CO2

kJ mol−1 84 2
kref,MA,CO mol kg−1 s−1 bar−(1 + nO2,1) 10−3 26 3
kref,MA,CO2

mol kg−1 s−1 bar−(1 + nO2,2) 10−3 19 2
Kref,H2O,2 bar−1 28 2
Kref,H2O,3 bar−1 15 1
Kref,MA,2 bar−1 100 7
Kref,MA,3 bar−1 71 5
Hads,H2O,2 kJ mol−1 -18 6
Hads,H2O,3 kJ mol−1 -2.8 8
nO2,2 - 0.19 0.07
nO2,3 - 0.05 0.07
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Table A.4: Correlation Matrix of the parameters given in Table A.3. Values > 0.95 or < −0.95 (marked with *) indicate
a high correlation between two parameters (see [A28]).
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A.3.1.2 Langmuir-Hinshelwood

The results for the Langmuir-Hinshelwood kinetics are close to the Eley-Rideal approach. Again,
no determination of the parameters is possible when considering the adsorption of oxygen, so
that reaction orders must be introduced in eqs A.51 and A.52 as well.

rMA,CO =
kMA,CO · pMA · pn2

O2(
1 +KH2O,2 · pH2O +KMA,2 · pMA

)2 (A.51)

rMA,CO2
=

kMA,CO2
· pMA · pn3

O2(
1 +KH2O,3 · pH2O +KMA,3 · pMA

)2 (A.52)
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Figure A.3: Parity diagrams of MA oxidation described with a Langmuir-Hinshelwood type mechanism derived under
the assumption of different active sites for the formation of CO and CO2 (eqs A.51 and A.52).

Table A.5: Parameters estimated for MA oxidation kinetics described with a Langmuir-Hinshelwood type mechanism
derived under the assumption of different active sites for the formation of CO and CO2 (eqs A.51 and A.52).

Parameter Unit Value Standard deviation
EA,MA,CO kJ mol−1 94 2
EA,MA,CO2

kJ mol−1 84 2
kref,MA,CO mol kg−1 s−1 bar−(1 + nO2,1) 10−3 18 2
kref,MA,CO2

mol kg−1 s−1 bar−(1 + nO2,2) 10−3 17 1
Kref,H2O,2 bar−1 7.7 1
Kref,H2O,3 bar−1 5.1 1
Kref,MA,2 bar−1 28 2
Kref,MA,3 bar−1 24 2
Hads,H2O,2 kJ mol−1 -14 6
Hads,H2O,3 kJ mol−1 -1.3 7
nO2,2 - 0.15 0.05
nO2,3 - 0
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Table A.6: Correlation Matrix of the parameters given in Table A.5. Values > 0.95 or < −0.95 (marked with *) indicate
a high correlation between two parameters (see [A28]).
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A.3.1.3 Mars and van Krevelen

Two Active Sites

When describing the MA oxidation with the redox mechanism according to Mars and van
Krevelen, in contrast to the ER and LH approach, no consideration of the adsorption of MA is
required. With rising MA concentration, the reaction rate and the oxygen consumption increase,
which results in a reduced oxidation state of the catalyst/active sites. As a lower oxidation
state results in a reduced reaction rate, the apparent reaction order smaller than one can be
reproduced without the assumption of an inhibition by adsorbed MA.
When adjusting the parameters of resulting rate eqs A.53 and A.54, no further assumptions or
simplifications are required. The uncertainty of the determined parameters (Table A.7), especially
the rate constants, is low. Furthermore, there are no parameters that are highly correlated (Table
A.8).

rMA,CO =
kMA,CO · kox,2 · pMA · √pO2

kox,2 · √pO2
+ κMA,CO · kMA,CO · pMA

· 1
1 +KH2O,2 · pH2O

(A.53)

rMA,CO2
=

kMA,CO2
· kox,3 · pMA · √pO2

kox,3 · √pO2
+ κMA,CO2

· kMA,CO2
· pMA

· 1
1 +KH2O,3 · pH2O

(A.54)
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Figure A.4: Parity diagrams of MA oxidation described with a Mars and van Krevelen type mechanism derived under
the assumption of different active sites for the formation of CO and CO2 (eqs A.53 and A.54).

Table A.7: Parameters estimated for MA oxidation kinetics described with a Mars and van Krevelen type mechanism
derived under the assumption of different active sites for the formation of CO and CO2 (eqs A.53 and A.54).

Parameter Unit Value Standard deviation
EA,MA,CO kJ mol−1 101 3
EA,MA,CO2

kJ mol−1 88 3
EA,ox,2 kJ mol−1 76 7
EA,ox,3 kJ mol−1 81 8
kref,MA,CO mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−1 10−5 17 1
kref,MA,CO2

mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−1 10−5 16 1
kref,ox,2 mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−0.5 10−4 1.2 0.1
kref,ox,3 mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−0.5 10−4 4.0 0.2
Kref,H2O,2 kPa−1 10−2 18 1
Kref,H2O,3 kPa−1 10−2 10 1
Hads,H2O,2 kJ mol−1 -15 3
Hads,H2O,3 kJ mol−1 0
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Table A.8: Correlation Matrix of the parameters given in Table A.7. Values > 0.95 or < −0.95 (marked with *) indicate
a high correlation between two parameters (see [A28]).
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One active site

rMA,i =
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kox,2 · √pO2
+
∑
i κMA,i · kMA,i · pMA

· 1
1 +KH2O,2 · pH2O

(A.55)
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Figure A.5: Parity diagrams of MA oxidation described with a Mars and van Krevelen type mechanism derived under
the assumption of a common active site for the formation of CO and CO2 (eq A.55).
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Table A.9: Parameters estimated for MA oxidation kinetics described with a Mars and van Krevelen type mechanism
derived under the assumption of a common active site for the formation of CO and CO2 (eq A.55).

Parameter Unit Value Standard deviation
EA,MA,CO kJ mol−1 102 70
EA,MA,CO2

kJ mol−1 88 60
EA,ox,2 kJ mol−1 77 100
kref,MA,CO mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−1 10−5 15 3
kref,MA,CO2

mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−1 10−5 19 4
kref,ox,2 mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−0.5 10−4 5.3 2
Kref,H2O,2 kPa−1 10−2 14 3
Hads,H2O,2 kJ mol−1 -5.2 300

Table A.10: Correlation Matrix of the parameters given in Table A.9. Values > 0.95 or < −0.95 (marked with *)
indicate a high correlation between two parameters (see [A28]).
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A.3.2 Butane Oxidation Kinetics

C4H10 + 3.5 O2 −−→ C4H2O3 + 4 H2O (A.56)
C4H10 + 4.5 O2 −−→ 4 CO + 5 H2O (A.57)
C4H10 + 6.5 O2 −−→ 4 CO2 + 5 H2O (A.58)

Assumptions for distributing the oxygen consumption of CO/CO2 formation

• Acetic and acrylic acid are formed in equal amounts

• During the formation of acrylic acid, CO and CO2 are formed in equal amounts (m = 0.5
in eq A.60)

• The CO/CO2 ratio for the oxidation of acetic acid is the same as for the oxidation acrylic
acid

• The formation of CO and CO2 occurs according to eqs A.59 to A.64
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C4H10 + 2.5 O2 −−→ 2 C2H4O2 + H2O (A.59)

C4H10 + (3.5− 0.5m) O2 −−→ C3H4O2 +mCO + (1−m) CO2 + 3 H2O (A.60)

C2H4O2 + O2 −−→ 2 CO + 2 H2O (A.61)
C2H4O2 + 2 O2 −−→ 2 CO2 + 2 H2O (A.62)
C3H4O2 + 1.5 O2 −−→ 3 CO + 2 H2O (A.63)
C3H4O2 + 3 O2 −−→ 3 CO2 + 2 H2O (A.64)

κC4H10,CO,κC4H10,CO2
= κC4H10,Ac = 2 ·

(
1
3 ·
∣∣νC4H10,C2H4O2

∣∣+ 2
3 ·
∣∣νC4H10,C3H4O2

∣∣) = 6 (A.65)

κAc,CO = 2 ·
(

1
3 · 2 ·

∣∣νC2H4O2,CO
∣∣+ 2

3 ·
∣∣νC3H4O2,CO

∣∣) = 3.333 (A.66)

κAc,CO2
= 2 ·

(
1
3 · 2 ·

∣∣νC2H4O2,CO2

∣∣+ 2
3 ·
∣∣νC3H4O2,CO2

∣∣) = 6.666 (A.67)

Rate equations with distributed oxygen consumption of CO/CO2 formation

rC4H10,j
=

kC4H10,j
· kox,1 · pC4H10

· √pO2

kox,1 · √pO2
+
∑
j κC4H10,j

· kC4H10,j
· pC4H10

· 1
1 +KH2O,1 · pH2O

for j = MA, CO, CO2

with κC4H10,CO, κC4H10,CO2
= κC4H10,Ac = 6

(A.68)

rMA,CO =
k∗MA,CO · k∗ox,2 · pMA · √pO2

k∗ox,2 ·
√
pO2

+ κMA,CO · k∗MA,CO · pMA + κAc,CO · kC4H10,CO · pC4H10

· 1
1 +KH2O,2 · pH2O

with κAc,CO = 3.333

(A.69)

rMA,CO2
=

k∗MA,CO2
· k∗ox,3 · pMA · √pO2

k∗ox,3 ·
√
pO2

+ κMA,CO2
· k∗MA,CO2

· pMA + κAc,CO2
· kC4H10,CO2

· pC4H10

· 1
1 +KH2O,3 · pH2O

with κAc,CO2
= 6.666

(A.70)

(The rate constants indicated with * are calculated according to eq A.71 from the parameters given in
Table A.7. Thereby, the factor FMA,ox considers the activity increase during MA oxidation.)

k∗i = ki
FMA,ox

(A.71)
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Figure A.6: Parity diagrams of n-butane oxidation described with a Mars and van Krevelen type mechanism (eq A.68).
The MA oxidation is described with eqs A.69 and A.70 and the parameters given in Table A.7.

Table A.11: Parameters estimated for n-butane oxidation kinetics described with a Mars and van Krevelen type
mechanism (eq A.68). The MA oxidation is described with eqs A.69 and A.70 and the parameters given in
Table A.7.

Parameter Unit Value Standard deviation
EA,C4H10,MA kJ mol−1 98 4
EA,C4H10,CO kJ mol−1 125 5
EA,C4H10,CO2

kJ mol−1 100 6
EA,ox,1 kJ mol−1 74 5
kref,C4H10,MA mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−1 10−5 131 4
kref,C4H10,CO mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−1 10−5 24 1
kref,C4H10,CO2

mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−1 10−5 12 1
kref,ox,1 mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−0.5 10−4 19 1
Kref,H2O,1 kPa−1 10−2 13 1
Hads,H2O,1 kJ mol−1 -24 8
FMA,ox - 1.3 0.1
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Table A.12: Correlation Matrix of the parameters given in Table A.11. Values > 0.95 or < −0.95 (marked with *)
indicate a high correlation between two parameters (see [A28]).
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kref,ox,1 0.18 0.13 0.06 0.18 -0.10 0.32 0.79 1.00
kref,C4H10,CO 0.18 0.23 0.22 0.01 -0.09 0.03 0.10 -0.50 1.00
kref,C4H10,CO2
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kref,C4H10,MA 0.22 0.19 0.24 -0.01 0.27 0.05 0.25 -0.35 0.88 0.64 1.00

A.3.3 Full Network

rC4H10,j
=

kC4H10,j
· kox,1 · pC4H10

· √pO2

kox,1 · √pO2
+
∑
j κC4H10,j

· kC4H10,j
· pC4H10

· 1
1 +KH2O,1 · pH2O

for j = MA, CO, CO2

with κC4H10,CO, κC4H10,CO2
= κC4H10,Ac = 6

(A.72)

rMA,CO =
k∗MA,CO · k∗ox,2 · pMA · √pO2

k∗ox,2 ·
√
pO2

+ κMA,CO · k∗MA,CO · pMA + κAc,CO · kC4H10,CO · pC4H10

· 1
1 +KH2O,2 · pH2O

with κAc,CO = 3.333

(A.73)

rMA,CO2
=

k∗MA,CO2
· k∗ox,3 · pMA · √pO2

k∗ox,3 ·
√
pO2

+ κMA,CO2
· k∗MA,CO2

· pMA + κAc,CO2
· kC4H10,CO2

· pC4H10

· 1
1 +KH2O,3 · pH2O

with κAc,CO2
= 6.666

(A.74)

(The rate constants indicated with * have to be multiplied by the factor FMA,ox for MA oxidation.)
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Figure A.7: Parity diagrams of n-butane and MA oxidation described with a Mars and van Krevelen type mechanism
(eqs A.72 to A.74).
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Figure A.8: Comparison of measured (symbols) and calculated (solid line) conversion X, selectivities Si, and CO/CO2
ratio as a function of (a) temperature T , (b) n-butane content xC4H10

, (c) water content xH2O, and (d) MA
content xMA described with eqs A.72 to A.74 and the parameters given in Table A.13. ((a) 1.8 vol% C4H10,
0 vol% H2O, 21 vol% O2, 0 vol% MA, 1.2 bar, 4500m3

n m−3 h−1, (b) 400 °C, 1.5 vol% C4H10, 21 vol%
O2, 0 vol% MA, 1.2 bar, 4500m3

n m−3 h−1, (c) 420 °C, 0 vol% H2O, 21 vol% O2, 0 vol% MA, 1.2 bar,
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Table A.13: Parameters estimated for n-butane and MA oxidation kinetics described with eqs A.72 to A.74.

Parameter Unit Value Standard deviation
EA,C4H10,MA kJ mol−1 101 5
EA,C4H10,CO kJ mol−1 126 5
EA,C4H10,CO2

kJ mol−1 99 6
EA,MA,CO kJ mol−1 96 5
EA,MA,CO2

kJ mol−1 85 4
EA,ox,1 kJ mol−1 72 5
EA,ox,2 kJ mol−1 98 20
EA,ox,3 kJ mol−1 133 20
kref,C4H10,MA mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−1 10−5 132 5
kref,C4H10,CO mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−1 10−5 24 1
kref,C4H10,CO2

mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−1 10−5 13 1
kref,MA,CO mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−1 10−5 9.9 0.6
kref,MA,CO2

mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−1 10−5 9.2 0.6
kref,ox,1 mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−0.5 10−4 20 1
kref,ox,2 mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−0.5 10−4 1.6 0.2
kref,ox,3 mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−0.5 10−4 7.9 2
Kref,H2O,1 kPa−1 10−2 14 1
Kref,H2O,2 kPa−1 10−2 25 2
Kref,H2O,3 kPa−1 10−2 16 1
Hads,H2O,1 kJ mol−1 -27 10
Hads,H2O,2 kJ mol−1 -18 6
Hads,H2O,3 kJ mol−1 0
FMA,ox - 1.6 0.1
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With modified adsorption constants for water

rC4H10,MA =
kC4H10,MA · kox,1 · pC4H10

· √pO2

kox,1 · √pO2
+
∑
j κC4H10,j

· kC4H10,j
· pC4H10

· 1
1 +KH2O,1 · pH2O

(A.75)

rC4H10,CO =
kC4H10,CO · kox,1 · pC4H10

· √pO2

kox,1 · √pO2
+
∑
j κC4H10,j

· kC4H10,j
· pC4H10

· 1
1 +KH2O,2 · pH2O

(A.76)

rC4H10,CO2
=

kC4H10,CO2
· kox,1 · pC4H10

· √pO2

kox,1 · √pO2
+
∑
j κC4H10,j

· kC4H10,j
· pC4H10

· 1
1 +KH2O,3 · pH2O

for j = MA, CO, CO2

with κC4H10,CO, κC4H10,CO2
= κC4H10,Ac = 6

(A.77)

rMA,CO =
k∗MA,CO · k∗ox,2 · pMA · √pO2

k∗ox,2 ·
√
pO2

+ κMA,CO · k∗MA,CO · pMA + κAc,CO · kC4H10,CO · pC4H10

· 1
1 +KH2O,2 · pH2O

with κAc,CO = 3.333

(A.78)

rMA,CO2
=

k∗MA,CO2
· k∗ox,3 · pMA · √pO2

k∗ox,3 ·
√
pO2

+ κMA,CO2
· k∗MA,CO2

· pMA + κAc,CO2
· kC4H10,CO2

· pC4H10

· 1
1 +KH2O,3 · pH2O

with κAc,CO2
= 6.666

(A.79)

(The rate constants indicated with * have to be multiplied by the factor FMA,ox for MA oxidation.)
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Figure A.9: Parity diagrams of n-butane and MA oxidation described with a Mars and van Krevelen type mechanism
and modified adsorption constants (eqs A.75 to A.79).
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Figure A.10: Comparison of measured (symbols) and calculated (solid line) conversion X, selectivities Si, and CO/CO2
ratio as a function of (a) temperature T , (b) n-butane content xC4H10

, (c) water content xH2O, and (d) MA
content xMA described with eqs A.75 to A.79 and the parameters given in Table A.15. ((a) 1.8 vol% C4H10,
0 vol% H2O, 21 vol% O2, 0 vol% MA, 1.2 bar, 4500m3

n m−3 h−1, (b) 400 °C, 1.5 vol% C4H10, 21 vol%
O2, 0 vol% MA, 1.2 bar, 4500m3

n m−3 h−1, (c) 420 °C, 0 vol% H2O, 21 vol% O2, 0 vol% MA, 1.2 bar,
4500m3

n m−3 h−1, (d) 400 °C, 1.2 vol% C4H10, 0 vol% H2O, 21 vol% O2, 1.2bar, 4500m3
n m−3 h−1).

Table A.15: Parameters estimated for n-butane and MA oxidation kinetics described with eqs A.75 to A.79.

Parameter Unit Value Standard deviation
EA,C4H10,MA kJ mol−1 97 4
EA,C4H10,CO kJ mol−1 126 5
EA,C4H10,CO2

kJ mol−1 105 5
EA,MA,CO kJ mol−1 86 5
EA,MA,CO2

kJ mol−1 76 4
EA,ox,1 kJ mol−1 72 4
EA,ox,2 kJ mol−1 101 12
EA,ox,3 kJ mol−1 138 14
kref,C4H10,MA mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−1 10−5 122 4
kref,C4H10,CO mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−1 10−5 32 1
kref,C4H10,CO2

mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−1 10−5 15 1
kref,MA,CO mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−1 10−5 10 1
kref,MA,CO2

mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−1 10−5 9.6 0.5
kref,ox,1 mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−0.5 10−4 18 1
kref,ox,2 mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−0.5 10−4 1.4 0.2
kref,ox,3 mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−0.5 10−4 7.8 2
Kref,H2O,1 kPa−1 10−2 9.5 0.6
Kref,H2O,2 kPa−1 10−2 26 1
Kref,H2O,3 kPa−1 10−2 18 1
Hads,H2O,1 kJ mol−1 -32 8
Hads,H2O,2 kJ mol−1 -34 6
Hads,H2O,3 kJ mol−1 -19 7
FMA,ox - 1.6 0.1
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After transferring the rate-determining step of direct COx formation to sites no. 2 and 3

rC4H10,MA =
kC4H10,MA · kox,1 · pC4H10

· √pO2

kox,1 · √pO2
+
∑
j κC4H10,j

· kC4H10,j
· pC4H10

· 1
1 +KH2O,1 · pH2O

for j = MA, CO, CO2

(A.80)

rC4H10,CO =
kC4H10,CO · kox,2 · pC4H10

· √pO2

kox,2 · √pO2
+ κC4H10,CO · kC4H10,CO · pC4H10

+ κMA,CO · kMA,CO · pMA

· 1
1 +KH2O,2 · pH2O

(A.81)

rC4H10,CO2
=

kC4H10,CO2
· kox,3 · pC4H10

· √pO2

kox,3 · √pO2
+ κC4H10,CO2

· kC4H10,CO2
· pC4H10

+ κMA,CO2
· kMA,CO2

· pMA

· 1
1 +KH2O,3 · pH2O

with κC4H10,CO, κC4H10,CO2
= κC4H10,Ac = 6

(A.82)

rMA,CO =
k∗MA,CO · k∗ox,2 · pMA · √pO2

k∗ox,2 ·
√
pO2

+ κMA,CO · k∗MA,CO · pMA + κAc,CO · kC4H10,CO · pC4H10

· 1
1 +KH2O,2 · pH2O

with κAc,CO = 3.333

(A.83)

rMA,CO2
=

k∗MA,CO2
· k∗ox,3 · pMA · √pO2

k∗ox,3 ·
√
pO2

+ κMA,CO2
· k∗MA,CO2

· pMA + κAc,CO2
· kC4H10,CO2

· pC4H10

· 1
1 +KH2O,3 · pH2O

with κAc,CO2
= 6.666

(A.84)

(The rate constants indicated with * have to be multiplied by the factor FMA,ox for MA oxidation.)
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Figure A.11: Parity diagrams of n-butane and MA oxidation described with a Mars and van Krevelen type mechanism
(eqs A.80 to A.84).
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Figure A.12: Comparison of measured (symbols) and calculated (solid line) conversion X, selectivities Si, and CO/CO2
ratio as a function of (a) temperature T , (b) n-butane content xC4H10

, (c) water content xH2O, and (d) MA
content xMA described with eqs A.80 to A.84 and the parameters given in Table A.17. ((a) 1.8 vol% C4H10,
0 vol% H2O, 21 vol% O2, 0 vol% MA, 1.2 bar, 4500m3

n m−3 h−1, (b) 400 °C, 1.5 vol% C4H10, 21 vol%
O2, 0 vol% MA, 1.2 bar, 4500m3

n m−3 h−1, (c) 420 °C, 0 vol% H2O, 21 vol% O2, 0 vol% MA, 1.2 bar,
4500m3

n m−3 h−1, (d) 400 °C, 1.2 vol% C4H10, 0 vol% H2O, 21 vol% O2, 1.2bar, 4500m3
n m−3 h−1).

Table A.17: Parameters estimated for n-butane and MA oxidation kinetics described with eqs A.80 to A.84.

Parameter Unit Value Standard deviation
EA,C4H10,MA kJ mol−1 99 6
EA,C4H10,CO kJ mol−1 123 8
EA,C4H10,CO2

kJ mol−1 79 5
EA,MA,CO kJ mol−1 87 3
EA,MA,CO2

kJ mol−1 73 4
EA,ox,1 kJ mol−1 72 5
EA,ox,2 kJ mol−1 97 5
EA,ox,3 kJ mol−1 115 6
kref,C4H10,MA mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−1 10−5 144 6
kref,C4H10,CO mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−1 10−5 30 2
kref,C4H10,CO2

mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−1 10−5 5.9 0.4
kref,MA,CO mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−1 10−5 13 1
kref,MA,CO2

mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−1 10−5 14 1
kref,ox,1 mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−0.5 10−4 17 1
kref,ox,2 mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−0.5 10−4 1.7 0.1
kref,ox,3 mol kg−1 s−1 kPa−0.5 10−4 5.1 0.6
Kref,H2O,1 kPa−1 10−2 10 1
Kref,H2O,2 kPa−1 10−2 25 1
Kref,H2O,3 kPa−1 10−2 18 1
Hads,H2O,2 kJ mol−1 -29 9
Hads,H2O,2 kJ mol−1 -32 6
Hads,H2O,3 kJ mol−1 -21 7
FMA,ox - 1.3 0.1
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A.4 Measured Data

Table A.19: Measured data used for parameter estimation (1balance N2, 2related to a mixture of n-butane, CO, CO2,
O2, and ≈ 0.6 vol% H2O)

inlet fraction1 outlet fraction (IR)2 outlet fraction (GC)
GHSV n-but O2 MA H2O Tin pin n-but CO2 CO MA AcA AcrA
m3

n
m3h vol% vol% vol% vol% K mbar vol% vol% vol% vol% vol% vol%

3900 1.200 16.000 652.5 1197 0.698 0.209 0.273 0.361 0.0105 0.0084
4500 1.800 16.000 652.5 1203 1.252 0.234 0.288 0.405 0.0160 0.0125
4800 2.100 16.000 652.6 1206 1.548 0.241 0.291 0.409 0.0175 0.0131
4800 1.800 16.000 672.4 1208 1.051 0.332 0.443 0.536 0.0184 0.0201
4200 1.500 16.000 672.4 1202 0.751 0.337 0.453 0.531 0.0154 0.0169
4200 1.200 16.000 692.3 1204 0.313 0.450 0.645 0.586 0.0097 0.0139
3900 1.200 18.000 652.7 1196 0.697 0.215 0.280 0.373 0.0111 0.0101
4500 1.800 18.000 652.7 1202 1.256 0.240 0.295 0.416 0.0163 0.0145
4800 2.100 18.000 652.7 1205 1.542 0.249 0.298 0.425 0.0191 0.0159
4200 1.500 18.000 672.6 1202 0.745 0.352 0.465 0.552 0.0167 0.0203
4800 1.800 18.000 672.4 1208 1.050 0.348 0.453 0.555 0.0189 0.0235
4500 1.500 18.000 692.4 1207 0.510 0.511 0.705 0.685 0.0148 0.0240
4200 1.200 18.000 692.4 1203 0.300 0.479 0.672 0.604 0.0099 0.0160
4800 1.200 18.000 712.4 1213 0.137 0.645 0.940 0.654 0.0059 0.0100
4800 1.500 20.685 702.0 1209 0.344 0.630 0.918 0.772 0.0122 0.0218
4800 1.500 20.685 702.3 1210 0.358 0.630 0.900 0.765 0.0123 0.0230
4800 1.500 20.685 702.4 1211 0.358 0.622 0.895 0.762 0.0121 0.0232
4800 1.500 20.685 702.1 1211 0.370 0.624 0.882 0.756 0.0126 0.0241
4800 1.500 20.685 702.4 1212 0.371 0.614 0.873 0.753 0.0129 0.0239
4800 1.500 20.685 702.3 1213 0.353 0.621 0.892 0.765 0.0125 0.0231
4800 1.500 20.685 702.3 1212 0.353 0.616 0.891 0.762 0.0126 0.0224
4800 1.500 20.685 712.0 1213 0.235 0.751 1.079 0.807 0.0098 0.0191
4200 1.500 20.685 712.3 1206 0.165 0.825 1.165 0.836 0.0084 0.0153
4500 1.200 20.748 712.2 1208 0.089 0.730 1.041 0.670 0.0047 0.0074
4500 1.800 20.622 712.4 1210 0.336 0.849 1.203 0.953 0.0141 0.0270
4800 2.100 20.559 712.4 1213 0.546 0.871 1.228 1.041 0.0200 0.0371
4200 2.100 20.559 712.4 1206 0.448 0.954 1.328 1.093 0.0195 0.0341
4500 2.100 20.559 692.4 1206 0.883 0.623 0.840 0.876 0.0216 0.0390
4800 2.100 20.559 692.2 1209 0.932 0.592 0.802 0.839 0.0234 0.0387
4500 1.800 20.622 692.5 1206 0.648 0.590 0.815 0.811 0.0191 0.0320
3900 1.800 20.622 692.2 1199 0.572 0.653 0.876 0.864 0.0204 0.0323
4200 1.500 20.685 692.5 1203 0.418 0.564 0.790 0.742 0.0145 0.0247
4500 1.500 20.685 692.2 1205 0.452 0.542 0.768 0.726 0.0145 0.0242
4500 1.200 20.748 692.4 1206 0.274 0.495 0.705 0.618 0.0097 0.0170
4800 1.200 20.748 672.6 1208 0.543 0.292 0.418 0.457 0.0107 0.0154
4800 1.500 20.685 672.5 1207 0.752 0.343 0.467 0.545 0.0160 0.0222
4200 1.500 20.685 672.5 1200 0.704 0.365 0.502 0.577 0.0155 0.0212
3900 1.800 20.622 672.6 1196 0.873 0.429 0.572 0.687 0.0222 0.0282
4500 1.800 20.622 672.6 1204 0.954 0.379 0.511 0.621 0.0204 0.0271
4800 1.800 20.622 672.7 1207 0.994 0.368 0.492 0.596 0.0184 0.0260
4800 2.100 20.559 672.5 1207 1.250 0.396 0.513 0.642 0.0237 0.0306
4200 2.100 20.559 672.3 1200 1.175 0.441 0.564 0.699 0.0257 0.0327
4800 2.100 20.559 652.6 1204 1.521 0.247 0.313 0.452 0.0186 0.0181
4500 1.800 20.622 652.6 1201 1.211 0.253 0.321 0.453 0.0184 0.0175
3900 1.800 20.622 652.6 1195 1.143 0.283 0.358 0.500 0.0203 0.0192
4200 1.500 20.685 652.6 1198 0.951 0.230 0.304 0.414 0.0141 0.0134
3900 1.200 20.748 652.6 1195 0.679 0.219 0.297 0.384 0.0105 0.0106
4800 1.485 20.685 703.0 1206 0.334 0.635 0.909 0.771 0.0115 0.0215
4800 1.188 20.748 693.1 1204 0.295 0.464 0.677 0.597 0.0092 0.0150
3900 1.188 20.748 673.4 1194 0.422 0.362 0.500 0.542 0.0119 0.0156
4500 1.188 20.748 653.4 1198 0.695 0.205 0.277 0.360 0.0100 0.0095
4500 1.188 20.748 673.3 1200 0.493 0.320 0.449 0.491 0.0111 0.0145
4500 0.891 20.811 693.2 1202 0.125 0.427 0.627 0.481 0.0045 0.0065
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inlet fraction1 outlet fraction (IR)2 outlet fraction (GC)
GHSV n-but O2 MA H2O Tin pin n-but CO2 CO MA AcA AcrA
m3

n
m3h vol% vol% vol% vol% K mbar vol% vol% vol% vol% vol% vol%

4800 1.188 20.748 713.1 1207 0.092 0.701 1.010 0.661 0.0047 0.0074
4800 1.485 20.685 703.2 1206 0.327 0.637 0.909 0.773 0.0120 0.0216
4500 0.891 20.811 673.3 1200 0.298 0.274 0.403 0.400 0.0067 0.0092
3900 1.485 20.685 653.4 1192 0.867 0.261 0.340 0.462 0.0156 0.0151
4500 1.485 20.685 653.2 1198 0.938 0.229 0.300 0.410 0.0135 0.0127
3900 0.891 20.811 653.3 1192 0.423 0.197 0.274 0.327 0.0068 0.0058
4500 0.891 20.811 653.2 1198 0.467 0.175 0.246 0.297 0.0056 0.0049
4800 1.485 20.685 702.9 1206 0.326 0.620 0.903 0.769 0.0119 0.0216
4800 1.485 20.685 702.9 1206 0.336 0.626 0.903 0.768 0.0121 0.0224
4800 1.485 20.685 703.0 1206 0.336 0.630 0.902 0.773 0.0123 0.0228
4800 1.485 20.685 702.8 1206 0.342 0.638 0.901 0.771 0.0124 0.0219
4500 1.485 20.685 692.3 1199 0.457 0.528 0.758 0.704 0.0135 0.0236
4500 1.485 20.685 672.7 1198 0.722 0.345 0.484 0.555 0.0153 0.0215
4500 1.470 20.685 652.3 1196 0.955 0.217 0.292 0.388 0.0131 0.0128
4500 1.782 20.622 652.5 1196 1.203 0.242 0.317 0.435 0.0170 0.0156
4500 2.079 20.559 672.5 1198 1.184 0.411 0.549 0.662 0.0243 0.0295
4500 1.782 20.622 672.8 1199 0.947 0.376 0.514 0.605 0.0190 0.0254
4500 1.782 20.622 692.6 1200 0.644 0.574 0.813 0.800 0.0185 0.0309
4500 1.188 20.748 652.9 1197 0.699 0.199 0.277 0.357 0.0093 0.0095
4500 1.188 20.748 672.9 1198 0.502 0.312 0.449 0.488 0.0106 0.0156
4500 1.188 20.748 692.8 1200 0.283 0.477 0.699 0.611 0.0089 0.0161
4500 1.470 20.685 712.4 1202 0.198 0.794 1.145 0.816 0.0086 0.0157
4800 1.485 20.685 702.5 1204 0.344 0.606 0.892 0.743 0.0114 0.0223
4800 1.485 20.685 702.5 1204 0.372 0.589 0.872 0.740 0.0118 0.0230
4800 1.485 20.685 702.5 1203 0.368 0.589 0.872 0.755 0.0119 0.0229
4800 1.455 20.685 702.0 1205 0.361 0.589 0.868 0.712 0.0113 0.0206
4800 1.485 20.685 702.4 1205 0.351 0.606 0.895 0.742 0.0111 0.0220
4800 1.485 20.685 702.4 1204 0.346 0.620 0.903 0.754 0.0112 0.0219
4506 1.186 20.509 1.140 652.7 1196 0.784 0.145 0.192 0.309 0.0138 0.0136
4503 1.175 20.107 3.054 652.5 1196 0.845 0.113 0.141 0.272 0.0186 0.0146
4492 1.488 20.302 1.821 652.6 1203 1.043 0.156 0.188 0.334 0.0187 0.0163
4492 1.458 20.302 1.821 652.5 1197 1.045 0.156 0.198 0.335 0.0184 0.0149
4506 1.779 20.383 1.140 652.8 1196 1.304 0.184 0.228 0.378 0.0217 0.0198
4503 1.763 19.981 3.054 652.5 1195 1.399 0.138 0.167 0.322 0.0238 0.0164
4492 1.785 20.239 1.821 672.4 1198 1.126 0.275 0.362 0.514 0.0254 0.0308
4492 2.083 20.176 1.821 672.7 1198 1.370 0.307 0.394 0.566 0.0304 0.0355
4506 1.483 20.446 1.140 672.8 1198 0.805 0.277 0.377 0.505 0.0182 0.0256
4492 1.488 20.302 1.821 672.2 1205 0.833 0.259 0.333 0.481 0.0210 0.0253
4503 1.469 20.044 3.054 672.3 1197 0.920 0.215 0.281 0.444 0.0250 0.0277
4501 1.470 19.840 4.023 672.7 1198 0.927 0.209 0.272 0.438 0.0282 0.0305
4492 1.458 20.302 1.821 672.4 1199 0.822 0.268 0.362 0.479 0.0212 0.0247
4492 1.166 20.365 1.821 672.6 1199 0.600 0.235 0.325 0.425 0.0162 0.0188
4492 1.190 20.365 1.821 672.7 1205 0.602 0.234 0.308 0.429 0.0164 0.0218
4503 1.175 20.107 3.054 692.3 1200 0.437 0.332 0.464 0.537 0.0175 0.0277
4506 1.186 20.509 1.140 692.5 1200 0.360 0.394 0.567 0.571 0.0117 0.0218
4492 1.488 20.302 1.821 692.4 1206 0.567 0.423 0.573 0.659 0.0193 0.0311
4503 1.469 20.044 3.054 692.3 1199 0.639 0.373 0.514 0.618 0.0235 0.0354
4501 1.470 19.840 4.023 692.4 1199 0.674 0.353 0.483 0.603 0.0266 0.0385
4506 1.779 20.383 1.140 692.7 1199 0.750 0.488 0.676 0.756 0.0225 0.0375
4503 1.763 19.981 3.054 692.5 1199 0.861 0.412 0.557 0.695 0.0296 0.0426
4492 1.458 20.302 1.821 692.1 1201 0.547 0.437 0.608 0.640 0.0196 0.0285
4492 1.458 20.302 1.821 712.2 1207 0.295 0.654 0.931 0.775 0.0123 0.0246
4501 1.470 19.840 4.023 712.2 1201 0.366 0.585 0.824 0.774 0.0173 0.0326
4492 1.458 20.302 1.821 712.5 1203 0.261 0.694 0.991 0.790 0.0122 0.0221
4800 1.523 20.685 702.4 1204 0.346 0.629 0.924 0.787 0.0123 0.0248
4800 1.530 20.685 702.4 1205 0.349 0.628 0.918 0.796 0.0129 0.0252
4800 1.538 20.685 702.1 1204 0.357 0.616 0.908 0.799 0.0130 0.0257
4800 1.523 20.685 702.1 1205 0.357 0.612 0.902 0.777 0.0126 0.0250
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inlet fraction1 outlet fraction (IR)2 outlet fraction (GC)
GHSV n-but O2 MA H2O Tin pin n-but CO2 CO MA AcA AcrA
m3

n
m3h vol% vol% vol% vol% K mbar vol% vol% vol% vol% vol% vol%

4800 1.523 20.685 702.0 1205 0.350 0.605 0.905 0.783 0.0129 0.0248
4800 1.538 20.685 702.0 1203 0.347 0.618 0.909 0.803 0.0133 0.0256
4800 1.530 20.685 701.9 1206 0.343 0.620 0.908 0.805 0.0133 0.0243
4500 1.500 20.685 692.3 1200 0.441 0.539 0.776 0.733 0.0146 0.0265
4500 0.900 20.811 692.2 1201 0.133 0.418 0.639 0.497 0.0046 0.0089
4500 0.900 20.811 672.4 1198 0.295 0.281 0.423 0.428 0.0078 0.0119
4500 1.200 20.748 672.3 1199 0.509 0.311 0.453 0.496 0.0116 0.0179
4500 1.800 20.622 672.1 1198 0.934 0.390 0.532 0.641 0.0210 0.0290
4500 1.523 20.685 652.5 1195 0.941 0.233 0.312 0.445 0.0153 0.0163
4500 1.200 20.748 652.1 1196 0.715 0.197 0.277 0.365 0.0102 0.0122
4500 0.900 20.811 652.5 1196 0.463 0.181 0.263 0.323 0.0070 0.0087
4500 0.909 20.727 0.401 652.0 1196 0.486 0.247 0.279 0.687 0.0094 0.0121
4500 0.909 20.643 0.800 652.1 1197 0.483 0.297 0.305 1.073 0.0112 0.0141
4500 0.909 20.685 0.600 652.0 1196 0.489 0.279 0.295 0.876 0.0102 0.0132
4500 1.200 20.622 0.600 651.7 1196 0.711 0.313 0.326 0.938 0.0151 0.0178
4500 1.500 20.559 0.600 651.7 1196 0.955 0.333 0.345 0.988 0.0186 0.0211
4500 1.500 20.601 0.401 651.8 1196 0.953 0.310 0.333 0.793 0.0179 0.0197
4500 1.200 20.664 0.401 672.0 1198 0.512 0.455 0.500 0.838 0.0142 0.0210
4500 1.200 20.580 0.800 672.0 1198 0.514 0.523 0.538 1.222 0.0161 0.0228
4500 0.909 20.601 1.000 671.8 1199 0.333 0.536 0.510 1.309 0.0117 0.0177
4500 1.212 20.622 0.600 672.1 1198 0.516 0.498 0.520 1.039 0.0152 0.0225
4500 1.818 20.538 0.403 672.2 1198 0.953 0.526 0.567 0.994 0.0241 0.0326
4500 1.515 20.601 0.401 692.2 1199 0.458 0.774 0.840 1.050 0.0164 0.0289
4500 1.530 20.559 0.600 692.0 1199 0.471 0.833 0.863 1.241 0.0180 0.0300
4500 0.909 20.727 0.400 691.9 1200 0.147 0.671 0.719 0.818 0.0067 0.0118
4500 0.900 20.685 0.600 692.0 1200 0.148 0.740 0.746 0.966 0.0072 0.0123
4500 0.909 20.643 0.800 692.1 1201 0.154 0.839 0.784 1.159 0.0080 0.0132
4500 0.900 20.601 1.000 692.0 1200 0.150 0.841 0.815 1.323 0.0079 0.0134
4500 1.200 20.580 0.800 712.1 1202 0.094 1.228 1.287 1.270 0.0070 0.0109
4500 1.200 20.622 0.600 712.1 1202 0.092 1.152 1.236 1.106 0.0062 0.0104
4500 1.200 20.664 0.400 712.1 1202 0.091 1.055 1.177 0.939 0.0056 0.0098
4500 0.900 20.497 1.493 692.0 1202 0.188 0.345 0.506 0.489 0.0081 0.0154
4500 0.900 20.413 0.403 1.493 692.0 1201 0.191 0.449 0.558 0.832 0.0099 0.0175
4500 0.900 20.371 0.600 1.493 691.9 1201 0.191 0.489 0.583 1.015 0.0108 0.0180
4500 0.900 20.329 0.800 1.493 692.0 1201 0.200 0.535 0.614 1.208 0.0121 0.0194
4500 0.900 20.287 1.000 1.493 691.8 1201 0.201 0.570 0.636 1.390 0.0128 0.0195
4500 1.500 20.245 0.600 1.493 651.8 1197 1.065 0.212 0.225 0.945 0.0246 0.0245
4500 1.500 20.287 0.401 1.493 651.8 1197 1.063 0.199 0.219 0.742 0.0241 0.0231
4500 1.500 20.371 1.493 651.7 1196 1.050 0.164 0.205 0.356 0.0204 0.0180
4503 1.484 20.044 3.054 651.5 1197 1.116 0.131 0.158 0.322 0.0232 0.0181
4503 1.484 19.960 0.400 3.054 651.6 1197 1.120 0.157 0.169 0.704 0.0285 0.0238
4503 1.499 19.918 0.600 3.054 651.6 1197 1.122 0.167 0.174 0.910 0.0305 0.0259
4503 0.899 20.044 0.600 3.054 691.9 1202 0.224 0.424 0.505 1.045 0.0154 0.0228
4503 0.899 20.086 0.401 3.054 691.7 1202 0.229 0.387 0.483 0.849 0.0145 0.0223
4503 0.899 20.170 3.054 691.8 1202 0.224 0.303 0.437 0.480 0.0116 0.0194

4530 21.084 0.399 1.135 652.2 1200 0.162 0.125 0.322
4530 21.042 0.596 1.135 652.2 1200 0.218 0.171 0.503
4530 20.999 0.795 1.135 652.2 1199 0.269 0.211 0.684
4530 20.957 0.993 1.135 652.3 1199 0.319 0.249 0.861
4515 20.811 0.997 1.812 652.0 1199 0.296 0.228 0.894
4515 20.854 0.797 1.812 652.0 1199 0.249 0.191 0.711
4515 20.896 0.598 1.812 652.0 1199 0.201 0.154 0.526
4515 20.939 0.400 1.812 652.0 1199 0.149 0.112 0.341
4525 20.677 0.400 3.038 652.0 1202 0.133 0.090 0.347
4525 20.634 0.597 3.039 652.0 1202 0.182 0.124 0.528
4525 20.592 0.795 3.039 652.1 1201 0.228 0.156 0.711
4525 20.549 0.994 3.039 652.3 1202 0.275 0.189 0.891
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inlet fraction1 outlet fraction (IR)2 outlet fraction (GC)
GHSV n-but O2 MA H2O Tin pin n-but CO2 CO MA AcA AcrA
m3

n
m3h vol% vol% vol% vol% K mbar vol% vol% vol% vol% vol% vol%

4524 20.342 0.995 4.003 651.4 1201 0.264 0.178 0.914
4524 20.385 0.796 4.003 651.5 1202 0.222 0.149 0.725
4524 20.428 0.597 4.003 651.5 1201 0.179 0.119 0.544
4524 20.470 0.401 4.003 651.5 1201 0.132 0.087 0.359
4523 20.045 0.401 5.987 651.5 1203 0.169 0.105 0.336
4523 20.003 0.597 5.987 651.6 1203 0.227 0.143 0.523
4523 19.960 0.796 5.987 651.6 1203 0.279 0.177 0.715
4523 19.918 0.995 5.988 651.7 1203 0.327 0.209 0.894
4530 21.084 0.399 1.135 672.4 1202 0.245 0.206 0.284
4530 21.042 0.596 1.135 672.3 1201 0.332 0.278 0.444
4530 20.999 0.795 1.135 672.3 1201 0.411 0.344 0.609
4530 20.957 0.993 1.135 672.3 1201 0.483 0.402 0.776
4515 20.811 0.995 1.812 672.1 1201 0.451 0.375 0.803
4515 20.854 0.798 1.812 672.1 1201 0.384 0.320 0.634
4515 20.896 0.598 1.812 672.1 1201 0.311 0.261 0.464
4515 20.939 0.400 1.812 672.2 1201 0.229 0.192 0.297
4525 20.677 0.399 3.039 672.2 1203 0.203 0.155 0.309
4525 20.634 0.597 3.039 672.2 1203 0.282 0.213 0.478
4525 20.592 0.796 3.039 672.2 1203 0.353 0.263 0.651
4525 20.549 0.994 3.039 672.2 1203 0.415 0.308 0.817
4524 20.342 0.995 4.003 671.5 1203 0.412 0.302 0.839
4524 20.385 0.795 4.003 671.5 1203 0.349 0.257 0.666
4524 20.427 0.597 4.003 671.5 1203 0.280 0.208 0.493
4524 20.471 0.399 4.003 671.6 1203 0.205 0.152 0.319
4523 20.045 0.402 5.987 671.6 1205 0.257 0.178 0.293
4523 20.003 0.597 5.987 671.7 1205 0.353 0.244 0.456
4523 19.960 0.796 5.987 671.7 1205 0.435 0.297 0.629
4523 19.918 0.995 5.988 671.7 1205 0.509 0.348 0.799
4530 21.084 0.398 1.135 692.4 1204 0.342 0.310 0.231
4530 21.042 0.596 1.135 692.5 1204 0.474 0.426 0.371
4530 21.000 0.795 1.135 692.5 1204 0.595 0.528 0.514
4530 20.956 0.993 1.135 692.5 1204 0.714 0.626 0.655
4515 20.811 0.997 1.812 692.3 1204 0.633 0.551 0.710
4515 20.854 0.797 1.812 692.3 1203 0.534 0.469 0.554
4515 20.896 0.598 1.812 692.2 1203 0.427 0.382 0.404
4515 20.939 0.400 1.812 692.1 1203 0.313 0.282 0.250
4525 20.677 0.398 3.039 692.3 1205 0.278 0.232 0.268
4525 20.634 0.597 3.039 692.2 1206 0.389 0.322 0.425
4525 20.592 0.796 3.039 692.4 1206 0.492 0.404 0.584
4525 20.549 0.994 3.039 692.3 1206 0.587 0.476 0.739
4523 20.343 0.995 4.003 692.2 1205 0.589 0.468 0.751
4524 20.385 0.796 4.003 692.3 1205 0.494 0.398 0.590
4524 20.428 0.597 4.003 692.6 1205 0.395 0.320 0.436
4524 20.471 0.399 4.003 692.2 1205 0.281 0.230 0.279
4523 20.045 0.400 5.987 691.8 1207 0.347 0.265 0.246
4523 20.003 0.597 5.987 691.8 1207 0.476 0.357 0.398
4523 19.960 0.796 5.987 691.9 1207 0.600 0.443 0.550
4523 19.918 0.995 5.988 691.9 1207 0.709 0.518 0.704
4518 19.511 0.996 7.887 691.8 1207 0.772 0.559 0.697
4518 19.553 0.797 7.887 691.9 1207 0.658 0.481 0.545
4518 19.596 0.598 7.887 691.8 1207 0.522 0.388 0.393
4518 19.638 0.398 7.886 691.9 1207 0.371 0.278 0.244
4529 21.043 0.591 1.135 712.5 1206 0.649 0.610 0.266
4530 20.956 0.993 1.135 712.5 1206 0.983 0.917 0.498
4515 20.811 0.997 1.812 712.4 1206 0.952 0.872 0.525
4515 20.897 0.598 1.812 712.4 1206 0.632 0.583 0.283
4525 20.634 0.597 3.039 712.4 1207 0.583 0.517 0.318
4525 20.549 0.995 3.039 712.4 1208 0.851 0.743 0.592
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inlet fraction1 outlet fraction (IR)2 outlet fraction (GC)
GHSV n-but O2 MA H2O Tin pin n-but CO2 CO MA AcA AcrA
m3

n
m3h vol% vol% vol% vol% K mbar vol% vol% vol% vol% vol% vol%

4524 20.342 0.995 4.003 712.3 1207 0.852 0.720 0.606
4524 20.428 0.597 4.003 712.3 1207 0.580 0.495 0.332
4518 19.596 0.598 7.887 711.9 1210 0.684 0.545 0.304
4518 19.510 0.997 7.887 711.9 1210 1.052 0.830 0.545
4523 19.918 0.995 5.988 712.1 1210 0.982 0.786 0.563
4523 20.003 0.597 5.987 712.0 1210 0.647 0.525 0.311
4524 20.427 0.597 4.003 651.4 1202 0.169 0.113 0.541
4521 18.363 0.597 4.005 651.4 1201 0.169 0.112 0.543
4519 16.331 0.597 4.007 651.4 1201 0.171 0.111 0.541
4519 16.331 0.996 4.007 671.5 1205 0.392 0.278 0.854
4521 18.363 0.995 4.005 671.6 1204 0.397 0.284 0.846
4523 20.343 0.995 4.003 671.6 1204 0.400 0.289 0.839
4523 20.343 0.995 4.003 691.6 1207 0.597 0.467 0.749
4521 18.363 0.995 4.005 691.6 1207 0.589 0.456 0.757
4519 16.331 0.996 4.007 691.6 1206 0.581 0.447 0.760

Nomenclature

Subscripts

1 active site no. 1
2 active site no. 2
3 active site no. 3
Ac acetic + acrylic acid
ads adsorption
g gas phase
i component
in reactor inlet
j component
ox oxidation/oxidized state
p catalyst pellet
r radial direction
red reduction/reduced state
ref reference temperature (420 °C)
R reactor
salt salt bath
w reactor wall
z axial direction

Superscripts

a surface equivalent
is inner surface
os outer surface
v volume equivalent
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Greek Variables

α reaction order -
β reaction order -
γ reaction order -
δ reaction order -
ε bed porosity -
εp catalyst porosity -
η dynamic viscosity Pa s
θ surface coverage -
κ fractional viscous contribution to overall friction s
κ number of oxygen atoms -
λ effective heat conductivity W m−1 K−1

λp pellet heat conductivity W m−1 K−1

λw wall heat conductivity W m−1 K−1

ρ density kg m−3

ρcat apparent catalyst density kg m−3

ν stoichiometric coefficient -
σ Wilke parameter for calculating mixture viscosity -
τ tortuosity -
Ψ sphericity -

Latin Variables

ap specific catalyst surface area m2 m−3

AR reactor cross-sectional area m2

b slit breadth m
Bi Biot number (Bi = hw·dR,hyd

2λr
) -

cp heat capacity kJ kg−1 K−1

dp Sauter mean diameter of the catalyst m
dR slit width m
dR,hyd hydraulic reactor diameter m
D Dispersion coefficient m2 s−1

Ð Diffusion coefficient m2 s−1

DK Knudsen Diffusion coefficient m2 s−1

EA activation energy kJ mol−1

FMA,ox activity increase during MA oxidation -
h enthalpy kJ kg−1

hp gas-solid heat transfer coefficient W m−2 s−1

hsalt wall-salt heat transfer coefficient W m−2 s−1

hw bed-wall heat transfer coefficient W m−2 s−1

hw,1D overall bed-wall heat transfer coefficient for 1D model W m−2 s−1

Hads adsorption enthalpy kJ mol−1

∆RH reaction enthalpy kJ mol−1

k rate constant (variable)
kp gas-solid mass transfer coefficient m s−1

K adsorption constant (variable)
LR reactor length m
M molar mass kg mol−1
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Ṁ mass flux kg m−2 s−1

n reaction order of oxygen -
p (partial) pressure kPa
q̇ heat flux W m−2

r reaction rate mol kg−1 s−1

rp radial domain (pellet) m
rw radial domain (wall) m
rpore mean pore radius m
R gas constant kJ mol−1 K−1

S selectivity -
SMD Sauter mean diameter m
T temperature K
u superficial velocity m s−1

UR reactor circumference m
VMD volume mean diameter m
w mass fraction -
x molar fraction -
X conversion -
z axial domain m
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